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1
CHAPTER

General introduction 

A revised version of this chapter and parts of Chapter 7 (Discussion) has been published as: 

Straatemeier, M., van der Maas, H. L. J., & Jansen, B. R. J. (2013).  

Combining computerized adaptive practice and monitoring: the possibilities of  

self-organizing adaptive learning tools. Proceedings from the 39th Annual Conferences  

of the International Association for Educational Assessment.
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The initial aim of this thesis project was to study the dynamics of cognitive develop-

ment in children, specifically the development of mathematical knowledge and abilities. 

To study and understand the complex processes that play a role in children’s mathematical 

development we chose a time-serial approach. High frequent measurements enable the 

detection of developmental characteristics such as transitions, accelerations, but also stag-

nation and relapse. Measuring children on a high frequent basis is, however, easier said 

than done as measuring on a daily or weekly basis is very invasive in the life of children. 

The solution seems simple as children are already being measured on a daily basis. Every 

weekday children solve math problems in their notebooks and workbooks. Why not use 

this information to study their mathematical development?

This is the first path we took. We extracted data from children’s notebooks, workbooks, 

and the software of math methods used by schools. To achieve this we had to face severe 

practical problems such as deciphering children’s handwriting, linking answers in note-

books to their corresponding problems and finding the relevant raw data in inaccessible 

data archives. In addition, more fundamental problems arose. These measurements were 

curriculum based and not aimed to assess children’s general mathematical development. 

We concluded that a new approach was needed that combined both educational and scien-

tific aims. 

The focus of the project shifted, therefore, to the development of a new instrument that 

would meet both educational and scientific aims: Math Garden (EN: www.mathsgarden.

com / NL: www.rekentuin.nl). On the one hand Math Garden enabled us to study chil-

dren’s mathematical development in detail. On the other hand it is an educational tool that 

enables children to work at their own level and at the same time gives teachers insight into 

the mathematical abilities (or more specifically the arithmetical abilities1) of their pupils. 

Math Garden is a web application in which children can play math games. The garden 

metaphor is used to stimulate children to maintain their mathematical abilities as they can 

nurture their plants by improving their mathematical ability and prevent their plants from 

withering by playing on a regular basis. Math Garden uses a new method for computer 

adaptive testing by which the difficulty of the exercises is automatically adjusted to the 

skills of the child. Before introducing the instrument in more detail we will discuss some 

key ideas on which Math Garden is based.

1 We consider arithmetic as a branch of mathematics and both terms will be used interchangeable in this thesis.
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Key ideas that have influenced Math Garden

Mathematical development is a complex dynamical system
The developing cognitive system can be understood as a complex dynamical system 

(Kan, Ploeger, Raijmakers, Dolan, & van der Maas, 2010; Van der Maas, Dolan, Grasman, 

Wicherts, Huizenga, & Raijmakers, 2006; Van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992). Complex 

dynamical systems are networks of many elements that interact iteratively with each oth-

er. They develop and adapt dynamically and are often characterized by nonlinearity and 

self-organization. The study of complex systems is a topic in many disciplines, such as 

physics, neuroscience, biology, and psychology. 

Why do we consider math learning and development a complex dynamic system? 

Mathematical ability consists of a large number of sub abilities. According to Dowker 

(2005, p.1) “there is no such thing as arithmetical ability – only arithmetical abilities”. 

These abilities can be grouped into three main categories. Factual knowledge consists 

of knowledge about arithmetic facts and the names for numbers and operations. Proce-

dural knowledge concerns knowledge about arithmetical procedures and how to perform  

them. Finally, conceptual knowledge concerns knowledge about arithmetical principles, 

such as commutativity, but according to Dowker also the understanding of the meaning 

of word problems and approximate arithmetic. All these abilities interact recursively with 

each other. For example, better performance of calculation procedures (procedural knowl-

edge) may lead to a better consolidation of answers to problems in an associative memory 

network (factual knowledge), which in turn facilitates the calculation of more complex 

arithmetic problems (procedural knowledge). The relation between conceptual and pro-

cedural knowledge has received much attention and the results seem to favor a causal bi-

directional relation between these forms of knowledge instead of one preceding the other 

(Rittle-Johnson & Alibali, 1999). Moreover, several basic cognitive skills are related to 

these arithmetical abilities, such as, but not exlusively, working memory, long-term memo-

ry, intelligence, logical reasoning, spatial ability, and verbal ability (Dowker, 2005). These 

abilities are assumed to mutually influence each other and are each under the influence of 

maturation of the brain and of the environment. 

This view of a complex system of bidirectional relations between cognitive abilities 

has been formally described as a mutualism model (Van der Maas et al., 2006). In this 

nonlinear dynamical system model basic cognitive abilities are initially uncorrelated. Each 

component, i.e. ability, follows a logistic growth curve determined by parameters sampled 

from independent normal distributions. The growth curve of each ability is, however, also 

positively influenced by the growth of other abilities. Over time different cognitive abilities 
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then become correlated. For example, improvement in basic memory processes does not 

only improve the functioning of short and long term memory but also stimulates the devel-

opment of better cognitive strategies and scholastic performance in areas such as reading 

and arithmetic. On the other hand, better cognitive strategies make it possible to increase 

the efficiency of short-term memory (Siegler & Abali, 2005). 

The mutualism model can explain correlational patterns often found in intelligence re-

search. No general intelligence factor, such as g or mental power (Spearman, 1904, 1927) 

is needed to explain these correlational results. A main challenge in testing the mutualism 

model is fitting the model to time-serial data with bidirectional relations between abili-

ties. There are several new developments in the statistical analysis of network data that 

have promise for educational data (Borsboom, Cramer, Schmittman, Epskamp, & Waldorp, 

2011; Epskamp, Cramer, Waldorp, Schmittman, & Borsboom, 2012; Schmittman et al., 

2013). Clearly, such techniques need high frequent reliable data and that is the focus of this 

dissertation. 

We argue that an important way to study children’s complex system of interacting abili-

ties is the microgenetic approach (Siegler & Crowley, 1991). Researchers using the micro-

genetic method are specifically interested in the process of change, not just in the product 

of change (Granott & Parziale, 2002). The microgenetic method is characterized by high 

frequent measurements during a period of development. The density of these measure-

ments should be high relative to the rate of change and the study should span the whole 

developmental process, that is, until a relatively stable state is reached. In addition, the 

collected data should be analyzed with intensive trial-by-trial analyses in order to detect the 

dynamics of the developmental processes (Flynn, Pine, & Lewis, 2006; Siegler & Crowley, 

1991). With this method key features of developmental processes can be detected, such as 

transitions, sensitive periods, but also relapses and stagnations (van der Maas, Jansen, & 

Raijmakers, 2004; van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992; van der Maas & Raijmakers, 2009).

Although the microgenetic method has promising features, its application in develop-

mental research is still limited. The reason for this is often practical. The high frequency 

measurements make the microgenetic method time-consuming and expensive. Moreover, 

because of its invasiveness in everyday life it is difficult to find and maintain subjects for 

these studies. But other factors complicate microgenetic studies as well. One might wonder 

if the study itself does not alter the developmental process. If, for example, children have 

to make an arithmetic test every day, this could promote learning itself and lead to other 

developmental trajectories than those that would have occurred without the intervention of 

the study. This is a difficult issue, as it is not possible to compare the results of a microge-

netic study to an independent characterization of the natural change process (Kuhn, 1995).
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We believe that the limitations of the microgenetic method are subordinate to its poten-

tials. Microgenetic studies may give us much better insights into the dynamics of devel-

opment both within and between domains. These findings could also have a large effect 

on education. If, for example, we are able to detect sensitive periods in which children are 

especially susceptible to specific instructions, more effective instructions can be given. In 

this thesis we present a new instrument for the microgenetic study of mathematical de-

velopment: Math Garden. This instrument solves many of the problems of microgenetic 

studies and is described below. 

Mathematical abilities can be considered as a form of cognitive expertise 
Our second key idea is that children’s arithmetical development and learning should be 

seen as a form of expertise development. With expertise we mean the outstanding perfor-

mance within a certain domain, for example, sports, music, or science. Much research has 

been done to understand the principles that underlie the achievement of expert performance. 

Ericsson, one of the leading experts in the domain of expertise development, claims that 

motivation and practice are the key principles in expertise development (Ericsson, 2006; 

Ericsson & Ward, 2007). According to Ericsson the development of expert performance is 

gradual and expertise is only acquired after many years of special practice activities, which 

he calls deliberate practice. Deliberate practice is characterized by goal-directed training 

with repeated exercises just beyond the current ability level and with immediate feedback. 

Because of the intensity of these goal-directed training sessions regular sessions are pre-

ferred over a small number of long training sessions (Erisccon, 2006). In addition, Krampe 

and Charness (2006) argue that deliberate practice is also necessary for maintaining expert 

performance.

We all learn math in school and we are, therefore, not inclined to consider this as an ex-

pertise. However, mathematical learning also requires many hours of practice, rehearsal of 

exercises and motivation over a prolonged period of time. It is often debated whether math 

learning requires innate ability or talent (Pesenti, 2005). Yet, in any case, expertise requires 

extensive practice over long periods. For example, American students became calculating 

experts after 300 hours of training over a period of two to three years (Staszewski, 1988).

To optimize mathematics education one should strive to implement the principles of 

deliberate practice into everyday education. Dutch policymakers also argue that more time 

should be dedicated to practice in everyday education (Expert group “Doorlopende leerlij-

nen”, 2008). The Dutch ministry of education acknowledges the importance of maintaining 

and extending one’s knowledge with age by implementing basic math (i.e., arithmetic) 

exams at several time points in higher education. We believe that there is much to win if 
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practice in education is implemented according to the principles of deliberate practice. 

However, one of the main requirements of deliberate practice is intensive one-on-one guid-

ance by a teacher or coach. Bloom (1984) claimed that one-to-one tutoring is very benefi-

cial and refers to this effect as the two sigma problem. He found that students who received 

one-to-one tutoring performed on average two standard deviations better than students who 

received conventional instruction within a classroom setting. 

Hence the challenge is to initiate deliberate practice in classrooms of 30 children who 

are on average less motivated than promising athletes or musicians. Providing each student 

with the most optimal learning settings according to the principles of deliberate practice 

is further complicated by the individual differences that exist within a classroom, which 

brings us to our third key idea.

Individual differences in math are huge
Our third idea or observation is that individual differences in mathematical ability are 

huge. These include individual differences in procedural, factual, and conceptual knowl-

edge. Dowker’s book (2005) reviews a large number of studies concerning individual 

differences in math ability. Cockcroft (1982) stated that it is very likely that there is a 

7-year age range in arithmetical ability in a class of 11-year olds. In the Math Garden 

dataset we found huge differences in mathematical ability in all grades. Figure 1 shows 

the proportion of children per grade that score above or below the mean of children one 

or two grades higher and lower, averaged across addition and subtraction. In all grades a 

substantial number of children score above the mean of children two grades higher: be-

tween 6.5% and 14.9%. On the other hand there are also many children, between 7.0% 

and 26.5%, who score below the mean of children two grades lower. Results from the 

periodical educational assessments performed in the Netherlands by Cito also demon-

strated considerable individual differences in math ability within Grade 3 (Hop, Jans-

sen, Hemker, van Weerden, & Til, 2012) and Grade 6 (Scheltens, Hemker, & Vermeu-

len, 2013). Summarized, the results from Math Garden and previous studies illustrate the 

enormous challenges that teachers face when teaching 30 children with varying abilities. 
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Figure 1 Proportion of children scoring above the mean of children in one or two grades higher and 

lower, averaged across the domains addition and subtraction, in the months April till June 2013. 

These large individual differences make it especially difficult for teachers to provide 

optimal practice sessions for each child. At the same time the Dutch ministry of Education 

demands that all children, also children who are weak or excelling in math, receive educa-

tion at their own level. This is referred to as adaptive education (“passend onderwijs”) and 

should preferably take place in standard classes instead of by placing children in schools 

for special education. However, resources for adaptive education are limited, making it a 

seemingly impossible task. 

One of the prerequisites of good adaptive education is knowledge about the ability levels 

of pupils. One can only provide suitable instruction if it is known how skilled the child is 

and what his or her strengths, flaws, and common errors are. Only then is it possible to pro-

vide instruction according to the principles of deliberate practice. The parliamentary research 

committee Dijsselbloem (2008) and the expert group “Doorlopende Leerlijnen” (2008) also 

argued that pupils’ progress should be monitored in order to detect possible developmental 

delays. They state that information acquired with monitoring instruments should be fully 

exploited. Many schools in the Netherlands use progress-monitoring systems (Blok, Otter, 

& Roeleveld, 2002) but most method-independent progress-monitoring systems, such as the 

child monitoring system of Cito (Janssen, Verhelst, Engelen, & Scheltens, 2010), measure 

children’s abilities only once or twice per year. In order to detect problems early and start 

remediation in time, measurements should take place more frequently. However, the more 

educational time is used for testing, the less time remains for practice and instruction.
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ICT is sufficiently developed to enable optimal practice activities in classroom 
settings 

To summarize, in order to develop an instrument that meets both educational and re-

search goals, we need an instrument that measures children’s math abilities on a high fre-

quent basis, can cope with the individual differences in ability, and implements the princi-

ples of deliberate practice. The solution can be found in ICT. We note that the introduction 

of computers into the schools has been slow for different reasons. Last century computers 

were expensive, large, error prone, and required lots of maintenance. Teachers were not 

skilled in ICT. But in the last 10 years we have witnessed the rapid and large-scale in-

troduction of computer technology in households and schools, due to the availability of 

small computers (mini-laptops, tablets) and fast WIFI access to the internet. According to 

Statistics Netherlands (2011), 92% of the Dutch households owned a computer in 2010 

and 91% of the households was connected to the Internet. Moreover, the increasing use of 

smartphones and tablets has lead to a strong increase in Internet traffic. The Digital Agenda 

of the EU 2020 strategy recommends that broadband access be available to all by 2013, and 

fast Internet access (>30MB/s) by 2020.

Developing educational methods that exploit these new possibilities is a major chal-

lenge, which is being taken up by many research groups, companies, and schools. With 

Math Garden we used the possibilities of ICT in a new progress monitoring and research 

instrument. Math Garden is described in detail in the next section.

Math Garden

Math Garden is a web based training-tracking system in which children can train their 

mathematical skills while at the same time their development is being tracked. After log-

ging in, children enter their personal garden in which every plant represents a math game. 

Several game principles are implemented to motivate children to practice their math abil-

ities on a regular (weekly) basis. The state of the garden gives children an indication of 

their mathematical skills as the size of the plants represents their ability level. Plants grow 

when their ability increases. If children do not maintain their garden by playing regularly, 

the plants will wither, indicating that these math skills need to be practiced. 

When children first enter their garden only one plant is visible. New plants (i.e., games) 

appear when children reach pre-set levels of ability in the games already present in the gar-

den. This thesis focuses on the data collected with the four games that measure children’s 

ability on the operations addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. In September 

2013 Math Garden contained sixteen games measuring math-related skills such as count-
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ing, number series, telling time, and fractions. Each game administers items from a large 

item bank (> 400 items per game). These item banks consist of items, varying in difficulty, 

representing the curriculum of primary education and beyond. 

Both children’s answers (accuracy) and their responses are combined to estimate their 

mathematical ability with a new scoring rule: the High Speed High Stakes (HSHS) scor-

ing rule (Maris & van der Maas, 2012). For each item children have limited time to give 

an answer. After an answer is given, the score on an item equals the remaining time and 

this score is either positive, in case of a correct answer, or negative, in case of an incorrect 

answer. This scoring rule is explained in more detail in Chapter 2. The scoring rule is im-

plemented in the games in a playful manner. The deadline for an item is visualized by coins 

on the screen and each second a coin disappears. Children either win or lose the remaining 

coins when providing an answer. Children can use these coins to buy trophies for their 

virtual trophy cabinet.

In summary, game principles are used to motivate children to practice their mathematical 

skills on a regular basis, one of the key principles of deliberate practice. As was said above, 

it is not only essential to practice on a regular basis but also that these practice sessions are 

adjusted to the ability level of the child. This was achieved by using a new adaptive testing 

procedure, using state of the art psychometric modeling (see Chapter 2 and Maris and van 

der Maas, 2012). With this procedure the difficulty of the items in the math games are au-

tomatically adapted to children’s abilities. In most schools different programs are used for 

gifted children and for special training for weak students. Within Math Garden both weak 

and strong students can practice at their own level, therefore being equally motivating and 

challenging for children of all abilities.

The educational application of Math Garden is based on the concept of Game, Train, 

Track, and Teach. Within Math Garden children play adaptive games in a stimulating on-

line environment and thereby train their mathematical skills according to the principles 

of deliberate practice. The data of these training sessions are tracked as the answers and 

response times of every solved problem are being registered in an online database. This 

database enables comparisons of pupils and school classes to their reference groups, in-

forming teachers about strengths and weaknesses of their pupils. In addition, information 

about children’s specific errors and strategies can be given. Teachers can use this informa-

tion to optimize teaching at both the individual and school class level. With Math Garden 

we aimed to take over the less appealing parts of education, that is, many hours of practice 

on the student level and correction of schoolwork on the teacher level, and making them 

more pleasant and better.
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One of the key principles behind the set-up of Math Garden is self-organization. Firstly, 

this applies to the computer adaptive testing (CAT) system that is used to administer items 

in the math games. One of the requirements of an adaptive system is that the difficulties of 

the items are known on beforehand. Adjusting item difficulty to the ability level of a child, 

demands knowledge on the difficulty of items. This requires pre-testing of items, which is 

expensive and time-consuming. The use of CAT in education is, therefore, limited. CAT is 

mainly used by large companies (i.e., Cito) and is only applied in large-scale educational 

settings. The new CAT system in Math Garden makes the process of pretesting unneces-

sary. It is based on the Elo rating system that has been developed to compare chess players 

(Elo, 1978). Comparable rating systems are used in various sports and games to measure 

the ability of players and to match opponents of equal strength.

In Math Garden children and items are considered opponents and thus a child solving an 

item is seen as a match. Within this system both items and children have a rating, indicating 

their difficulty or ability level, respectively. After each solved item the rating of the child 

and the rating of the item are adjusted. For example, if a child answers an item incorrectly, 

the item wins. The item gains ratings points, that is, becomes more difficult, and the child 

loses rating points. The number of rating points won or lost depends on the difference in 

rating between the child and the item. This new CAT system and the online set-up of Math 

Garden enable the estimation of both item difficulties (item ratings) and children’s abilities 

(person ratings) on the fly. Estimations of item difficulties are, therefore, based on the an-

swers of all children playing online in Math Garden. This self-organizing set-up of the CAT 

system enables the fast and easy development of new adaptive games. After an item set is 

constructed with items of various difficulties, the CAT system will do the rest. A schematic 

overview of the Math Garden system can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 A schematic overview of the web application Math Garden. Children maintain their 

garden by playing math games. The size of the plants depends on the ability level of the child. Item 

choice is adapted to the ability of the child by the CAT engine. Estimates of children’s ability and 

item diffi culty are updated after each answered item according to an extended Elo algorithm with 

the HSHS scoring rule. Teachers, parents, and scientist receive automatically generated reports on 

the data.

Another self-organizational part of Math Garden concerns the reports on children’s 

performance, discussed above. One of the important goals of testing in education is the 

comparison of children’s performance to their norm group, which enables the detection of 

children that are ahead or behind and need extra attention. The construction of norm groups 

is, however, a very costly and time-consuming process. It requires a large representative 

sample of children in each age group. Moreover, norm groups may become outdated as 

the educational curriculum changes and they are often bound to certain time points of the 
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school year. The online set-up of Math Garden enables the comparison to other users at 

every time point, as all data is stored in a central database.

 We use the term reference groups instead of norm groups because these groups have 

not been formed according to standard norm requirements. For example, there is no control 

over the type of schools that use Math Garden. Also, the conditions under which children 

use Math Garden are less controlled than the conditions under which norm-referenced tests 

are being administered. Children can use Math Garden anytime anywhere as long as there 

is an Internet connection. Some selection criteria are used to ensure the reliability of the 

reference groups: only children that have played sufficient items in a recent time frame are 

included.

The advantage of the reference groups in Math Garden lies, however, in the power of 

the data. The more users play the games in Math Garden, the more reliable the reference 

groups become. For example, the norm groups in the monitoring system for Math of Cito 

consist of 778 to 1516 children in each grade (Janssen et al., 2010). In September 2013 

Math Garden has between 11,000 to 17,000 active users in each grade (grades 1 to 62). The 

reference group comparison can give a fairly good indication of children’s performance at 

every desired time point. Moreover, the online set-up allows for self-organization of the 

reference groups. Changes in performance across the school year, either developmental 

or due to changes in the curriculum, will be reflected in the performance of the reference 

group because the performance of all users is tracked over time. 

Summarized, in contrast to off-line and online tests with static norm groups, Math Gar-

den does not have the disadvantage of repeatedly needing to conduct new research to de-

termine norms. The larger the group of Math Garden users, the more specific the reference 

groups can be. We could then, for example, compare 8-year old girls who attend a “Mon-

tessori”-school in the region Amsterdam with each other. International use of Math Garden 

would allow assessment of international differences in math performance, possibly as an 

alternative for large expensive research projects such as TIMMS and PISA. On the other 

hand, Math Garden has the typical disadvantages of low-stakes testing.

This brings us to the final characteristic of Math Garden we would like to discuss: Math 

Garden combines practice and testing in one program. Within the educational field there is 

a clear distinction between practice and testing. Programs for practice and testing are of-

ten developed by different publishers, each having their own expertise. Much time can be 

saved if these two goals are combined. This is what Math Garden does. Math Garden uses 

children’s daily practice to track their performance, using psychometric modeling. 

2 In this thesis we use the US grade system. In the Dutch grade system grade 1 to 6 are numbered grade 3 to 8.
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Again the advantage lies in the power of data. The introduction of tablets and small 

computers in education enables children to practice in Math Garden on a weekly or daily 

basis, by which their performance is automatically tracked. The more frequently children 

use Math Garden, the better the insight in children’s math development. In addition, a bad 

day or help from a sibling or parent can easily be detected when comparing a child’s per-

formance to his or her performance on other occasions. Thus, Math Garden enables high 

frequent monitoring of children’s performance while at the same time children practice 

according to the principles of deliberate practice. Thereby, no valuable time is lost on the 

administration of tests.

Math Garden was developed to enable a large-scale microgenetic study of children’s 

mathematical development. To ensure that schools would be willing to use Math Garden on 

a daily or weekly basis it was important to meet several educational aims. Normally, it takes 

a lot of effort to find schools that are prepared to participate in such an extensive research 

project. Because Math Garden filled some gaps in the educational system, schools were en-

thusiastic about participating in the project. In the first school year (2007-2008) 8 schools 

participated and in the second year even 21 schools participated. Not much acquisition was 

needed to persuade these schools to participate. The success of the Math Garden project  

has led to the start-up of Oefenweb.nl. Oefenweb.nl is a spin-off company of the University 

of Amsterdam that aims to improve Math Garden for educational use and to develop other 

online learning tools based on the same principles. Nowadays, users of Math Garden are 

still asked for permission for use of their data for scientific research, thereby maintaining 

the link between education and research. Besides the advantages, combining research and 

education may also pose problems for the research questions addressed. The data contain 

more noise and by integrating measurement with the learning process itself, the learning 

process may be altered. But this is an inevitable property of a new instrument that meets 

both educational and scientific goals.

Overview thesis

This thesis is only the starting point of research with Math Garden. So far, more than 200 

million problems have been solved on the Dutch website of Math Garden. Math Garden is 

growing very rapidly. However, the important question is whether Math Garden is indeed 

a valuable tool for scientific research. This is the central question of the research presented 

in this thesis. Because the main chapters of this thesis were written as independent research 

papers, some overlap was inevitable.
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Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of the Math Garden system, in particular the 

new model for computerized adaptive practice and monitoring. This chapter evaluates the 

computer adaptive method by investigating the reliability and validity of the ratings result-

ing from this method. In addition, this chapter addresses whether the educational aims of 

Math Garden are met, that is, whether children indeed practice on their own ability level 

and are motivated to practice regularly. Finally, examples concerning the diagnostic and 

developmental measurement possibilities of Math Garden are provided.

Chapter 3 and 4 address the validity of Math Garden from a different angle, namely by 

investigating problem characteristics that affect difficulty of the items used in Math Garden. 

In previous research problem difficulty is almost always operationalized by error rates or 

response times. The adaptive system of Math Garden produces item ratings in which speed 

and accuracy are integrated. If this adaptive system produces valid item and person ratings, 

then problem characteristics that were found to affect problem difficulty (either in accuracy 

or response times) in previous studies, should also affect the item ratings of Math Garden. 

Chapter 3 investigates the problem characteristics that affect the difficulty of simple multi-

plication problems. Chapter 4 addresses the difficulty of simple and complex addition and 

subtraction problems. Besides establishing the validity of the item ratings, both chapters 

also attempt to provide new insights into the problem characteristics affecting item difficul-

ty. In both chapters the robustness and dependencies of the effects are investigated.

In Chapter 5 children’s errors on multiplication items are addressed. With the Math 

garden dataset we have a very large database of children’s arithmetical errors. Children’s 

errors provide insight into arithmetic development. Errors indicate erroneous strategies and 

shed light on the organization of the memory network of multiplication facts. More insight 

into the order in which errors occur can also improve our knowledge of the developmental 

process. In their review of possible subtypes of mathematical difficulties Stock, DeSoete, 

and Roeyers (2007) argue that errors are indicative of these different subtypes. For exam-

ple, reversal of numbers may be indicative of visuospatial dyscalculia. A starting point for 

all research concerning children’s errors is the classification of different error types. This 

is, however, not a straightforward process, as different erroneous strategies can lead to 

similar erroneous answers. The issues faced when developing a classification method for 

errors are addressed in Chapter 5 and a new classification method for multiplication errors 

is presented. 

Chapter 6 concerns a different research field, namely children’s knowledge of the earth, 

and is therefore independent of the other chapters. This chapter gives, however, a good 

example of the type of analyses that we also aim to perform with Math Garden data. It il-

lustrates how different theories concerning the developmental process in a specific research 
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field can be investigated by testing the assumptions underlying these theories with statisti-

cal techniques. In Chapter 6 two theories concerning children’s knowledge of the earth are 

compared. One is that children form consistent mental models of the earth and the other 

that development is fragmented. These theories are tested with latent class analysis. This 

type of analysis can also be conducted on Math Garden data. In Chapter 6, data of children 

from different ages at the same time point are compared. However, the theories also differ 

in their assumptions regarding development of knowledge of the earth. Where one theory 

assumes a stepwise development, the other assumes gradual development. The next step is 

to track the same children over time with a microgenetic method, which is done in Math 

Garden, and to test these diverging assumptions concerning development. 

Chapter 7 summarizes and discusses the research reported in the previous chapters but 

also provides an overview of other research projects and papers related to the Math Garden 

project.





2
CHAPTER

Computer adaptive practice of math ability  
using a new item response model for on  

the fly ability and difficulty estimation 

This chapter has been published as: 

Klinkenberg, S., Straatemeier, M., & Van der Maas, H. L. J. (2011). Computer adaptive 

practice of maths ability using a new item response model for on the fly ability and 

difficulty estimation. Computers & Education, 57, 1813-1824.
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Abstract

In this chapter we present a model for computerized adaptive practice and monitoring. 

This model is used in Math Garden, a web-based monitoring system, which includes a 

challenging web environment for children to practice arithmetic. Using a new item re-

sponse model based on the Elo (1978) rating system and an explicit scoring rule, estimates 

of the ability of persons and the difficulty of items are updated with every answered item, 

allowing for on the fly item calibration. In the scoring rule both accuracy and response time 

are accounted for. Items are sampled with a mean success probability of .75, making the 

tasks challenging yet not too difficult. In a period of ten months our sample of 3648 chil-

dren completed over 3.5 million arithmetic problems. The children completed about 33% 

of these problems outside school hours. Results show better measurement precision, high 

validity and reliability, high pupil satisfaction, and many interesting options for monitoring 

progress, diagnosing errors and analyzing development

Introduction

In this chapter we present a computerized adaptive practice (CAP) system for monitor-

ing arithmetic in primary education: Math Garden. Math Garden is a web-based computer 

adaptive practice and monitoring system based on weekly measurements. In recent years 

math abilities of Dutch students have been widely debated. This is mainly due to the results 

of the National Periodical Education Polls (PPON). These results show that few children 

reach the required math level at the end of their primary education (Kraemer, Janssen, 

Van der Schoot, & Hemker, 2005). Based on these findings a parliamentary inquiry into 

Dutch education was initiated. Both the committee “Dijsselbloem” (2008) and the expert 

group “Doorlopende Leerlijnen” (2008) recommended several improvements to the Dutch 

education system in general and math education in particular. Recommendations included 

the provision of more time to practice and maintain basic math skills, more efficient and 

effective measurement in education, and the use of these measurement results to improve 

the ability of individual students, the classroom and education in general. These recom-

mendations are also supported by Fullan (2006), who claimed that acting on data is critical 

for learning from experience.

Combining practice and measurement
In the light of these recommendations we propose to combine practice and measure-

ment in a playful manner using computerized educational games. We expect that in the 
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near future children will increasingly use mini computers and handheld devices to do their 

daily exercises in arithmetic, spelling, and other subjects. The use of computers has two 

main advantages. First, the input can be analyzed automatically and feedback can be given 

immediately, which will free teachers from checking and correcting the children’s exercise 

books. The recorded and automatically analyzed data can provide teachers with detailed 

information on children’s progress and the errors they make. Teachers can use this infor-

mation to optimize individual instruction. The information concerning the child’s progress 

and abilities, which is accumulated over time, may ultimately obviate the need to conduct 

tests and examinations. Second, by using computers it is possible to let children practice 

at their individual ability level. Research on the development of expertise performance has 

shown that people do improve their performance considerably if they regularly do specific 

exercises that are adjusted to their ability level and include immediate feedback. In the 

development of Math Garden we follow these ideas developed in sports and expertise train-

ing, especially the idea of deliberate practice (Ericsson, 2006, pp. 683–703).

Three problems of CAT
To implement individualized practice, we apply the technique of computer adaptive test-

ing (Van der Linden & Glas, 2000; Wainer, 2000). Computer adaptive testing (CAT) is 

based on item response theory (IRT). This theory consists of statistical models that relate 

item responses to the (latent) abilities that the items measure (Lord & Novick, 1968). A 

large collection of item response models is available, but these are all basically variations 

on the simplest model, i.e., the one-parameter logistic (1PL) model or Rasch model (Rasch, 

1960). In the Rasch model the probability of a correct or affirmative answer is a logistic 

function of the difference between the ability of the subject and the difficulty of the item. 

In the two-parameter logistic model, the difference is weighted by an item discrimination 

parameter, which has a high value when an item discriminates well between low and high 

ability subjects. Item response models can be used for equating tests, to detect and study 

differential item functioning (bias), and to develop computer adaptive tests (Van der Lin-

den & Hambleton, 1997). The idea of CAT is to determine the ability level of a person dy-

namically. In CAT, item administration depends on the subject’s previous responses. If the 

preceding item is answered correctly (incorrectly), a more (less) difficult item is presented. 

Hence, each person is presented a test tailored to his or her ability. Using CAT, test length 

can be shortened up to 50% (Eggen & Verschoor, 2006). Originally, CAT was developed 

for measurement only. Our aim to combine practice and measurement raises several novel 

issues. We distinguish the following three issues.

First, in standard CAT the parameters of the items, especially the difficulty, have to be 
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known in advance to test adaptively. Items therefore have to be “pre-calibrated” before 

they can be used in real test situations. This means that a large representative sample of 

the population has to have answered the items in the item bank to provide the information 

for item calibration. The difficulty of the items is determined using the data of this sample. 

This method is obviously time-consuming and costly, especially as the calibration has to 

be carried out repeatedly (e.g., every few years) to acquire accurate norm referenced item 

parameters.

Second, CAT operates most effectively if the difficulty level of administered items equals 

the ability estimate of the person. The probability of answering such items correctly is .5. 

However, for most children and many adults the success rate associated with a .5 probabil-

ity is experienced as discouraging. Research by Eggen and Verschoor (2006) showed that 

increasing this probability to above .7 greatly reduces measurement precision. Given a .7 

probability, more items need to be administered to obtain an accurate estimate of person 

ability. This requirement reduces the efficiency of computer adaptive testing.

The third problem concerns a testing problem that applies to psychological and educa-

tional measurement in general, namely, the trade-off between speed and accuracy. Without 

explicit instructions, participants in tests and experiments are free to balance speed and 

accuracy as they wish. Consequently the trade-off between speed and accuracy can be 

a source of large individual differences. The current solution in psychometrics (Van der 

Linden, 2007) and experimental psychology (Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998; Vandekerckhove & 

Tuerlinckx, 2008) is to estimate person parameters involved in this trade-off on the basis of 

the data. However, this procedure requires large amounts of high quality data.

New CAT
We developed an extended CAT approach to solve these problems. This Computer Adap-

tive Practice (CAP) system provides the basis of Math Garden. The CAP system includes the 

following two innovations. First, we have applied a new estimation method based on the Elo 

(1978) rating system (ERS) developed for chess competitions. The ERS allows for on the 

fly estimation of item difficulty and person ability parameters. With this method, pre-testing 

is no longer required. Second, we have used an explicit scoring rule for speed and accuracy, 

which is known to the subject during the test. Inclusion of speed in the scoring has the ad-

vantage that we acquire more information about ability. Research by Van der Maas and Wa-

genmakers (2005) showed that in the responses to easy chess items there is a strong negative 

relation between response time and ability. Subjects tend to answer easy items correctly, but 

more advanced subjects answer them more quickly. Third, by integrating response time into 

the estimation of ability, we can decrease the difficulty of administered items with less loss 
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of measurement precision than noted by Eggen and Verschoor (2006). In addition we expect 

the higher success rate to increase the motivation of children during the test. In the Method 

section we describe Math Garden, the Elo algorithm and the new scoring rule in more detail. 

In the results section of this chapter we test the working of Math Garden. We present evidence 

for high validity and reliability of ability and difficulty estimation, the motivational value of 

the Math Garden, and its usefulness as a diagnostic and monitoring instrument.

Methods

Participants
A total of 35 primary schools, eight remedial teachers and 32 families participated in this 

study, comprising of N = 3648 active participants. Also 334 aspiring kindergarten pupils 

joined Math Garden. In the time period from August 2008 to early June 2009 more than 3.5 

million arithmetic problems were answered in our sample. In addition to the responses, we 

registered the gender, age and grade of the participants. Table 1 shows the mean age with 

standard deviation and the number of children for each grade.

Materials
The main measurement tool used in this study is the web-based practice and monitoring 

system we developed: Math Garden. The student interface consists of a garden containing 

distinct flowerbeds, representing, among others, the four domains: addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division (Figure 1a) on which we focus in this chapter. The size of the 

flowers represents the math ability of the student. By clicking on a flowerbed the math 

game is started for a specific domain and the student can start playing.

Table 1 Age, gender and N per grade

Grade Age category N Mean age (SD) % Male (Female)

kindergarten 4-5 103 4.32 (0.51) 50.49 (49.51)

kindergarten 5-6 231 5.45 (0.51) 47.19 (52.81)

1 6-7 529 6.61 (0.51) 53.50 (46.50)

2 7-8 681 7.69 (0.54) 55.21 (44.79)

3 8-9 526 8.68 (0.79) 47.91 (52.09)

4 9-10 513 9.70 (0.61) 47.24 (52.76)

5 10-11 574 10.79 (0.60) 49.48 (50.52)

6 11-12 416 11.80 (0.57) 50 (50)

Secondary Education > 12 75 13.33 (3.94) 64 (36)
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The visual interface of the math task consists of a math question, six answer options 

(addition and subtraction) or a number pad (multiplication and division), a coin bag, a 

question mark, a stop sign, and an elapsing coin bar that indicates the time left on the item 

(Figure 1b). The game rules are intuitive and therefore only require minimal explanation 

on the website. Students gain points (coins), displayed at the bottom of the game interface, 

by answering items correctly and lose coins when answering incorrectly. With each item a 

total number of twenty coins, corresponding to the maximum time in seconds, can be won 

or lost. Every second one coin disappears. The remaining coins are added to the coin bag if 

the item has been solved correctly and are subtracted if solved incorrectly. If the time limit 

has expired or the question mark has been clicked, no coins are lost or won. The rationale 

of this scoring rule is explained in the psychometrics section. A session consists of fi fteen 

items after which the math game terminates and the student is returned to his or her garden. 

The fl owers will start growing according to the progression that has been made. Students 

are motivated by two reward systems. Good performance is rewarded by growing fl owers 

and virtual coins.13The Math Garden website contains a dedicated area, the prize cabinet, 

where virtual prizes can be bought with the earned coins. Another way students are moti-

vated to continue playing in Math Garden is that the fl owerbeds wither if the student does 

not play. Withering worsens over time and can only be undone by completing a new session 

of 15 items.

Figure 1 The main Math Garden interface (a) and an addition item (b).

The four domains, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, contain 738, 723, 

659, and 664 items, respectively. The items in the four domains cover the curriculum in 

primary education. They vary from easy (e.g., 3 + 4 with response options: 7, 8, 6, 1, 9 

and 12) to diffi cult (e.g., 7.34  +  311.4 with response options: 318.74; 318.38; 318.47; 

31 Because of the adaptive nature of the test, every student has roughly the same percentage correct. Hence the num-
ber of coins won refl ects only how often a student plays and not his arithmetic level.

a) b)
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317.74; 319.74 and 318.34). The response options are selected to be informative distracters. 

Open-ended items were used in the games multiplication and division. Variables measured 

by the task are response time, the given answer, the correctness (0, 1) and a timestamp at 

administration.

We studied the validity of the data by comparing the ability estimate, measured with the 

Math Garden, with students’ scores on the math tests from the pupil monitoring system 

(Janssen & Engelen, 2002) of the National Institute for Educational Measurements (Cito). 

In the Cito monitoring system math tests are administered twice a year from mid grade 1 

until mid grade 6. These tests assess the knowledge and skills that are being taught in these 

grades. The tests contain both open-ended and forced-choice items. Students’ scores on the 

math test (the total of correct answers) are transformed to a score on a norm-referenced 

general math ability scale. This allows one to compare students’ scores from different 

grades using one scale.

Psychometrics

Elo rating system 
In chess the Elo (1978) rating system (ERS) is used to estimate the relative ability of a 

player. The ERS is a dynamic paired comparison model, which is mathematically closely 

related to the Rasch IRT model (Batchelder & Bershad, 1979). Initially chess players are 

given a provisional ability rating θ, which is incrementally updated (see equation (1)) based 

on match results (in chess 0, .5 and 1, for loss, draw and win outcomes). The updated abil-

ity estimate 

Opmerkingen	  ronde	  3	  
	  
Ik	  gebruik	  weer	  af	  en	  toe	  dikgedrukt	  en	  schuin	  om	  de	  verschillende	  
woorden	  te	  onderscheiden,	  deze	  formatting	  niet	  overnemen.	  
	  

• P	  1:	  	  Concept	  doctoral	  thesis	  mag	  weg	  
• P	  3:	  Graag	  ook	  academisch	  proefschrift	  in	  schreefloze	  lettertype	  als	  kopje	  

erboven	  met	  witregel	  ertussen.	  Academisch	  Proefschrift	  beiden	  met	  
hoofdletter	  

• P	  3:	  AU	  moet	  Aula	  der	  Universiteit	  van	  Amsterdam	  zijn	  
• P	  5:	  paginanummering	  klopt	  nog	  niet,	  maar	  dit	  wilde	  je	  geloof	  ik	  op	  het	  

eind	  doen.	  
	  
Hoofdstuk	  1	  

• P.	  9,	  alinea	  2,	  derde	  zin.	  Graag	  nog	  een	  komma	  achter	  2005	  
• P.	  14	  regel	  5.	  scPhools	  moet	  schools	  zijn	  (sorry	  dat	  je	  dit	  weer	  moet	  

aanpassen,	  was	  een	  tikfout)	  
	  
Hoofdstuk	  2	  

• P.	  27.	  2e	  alinea	  regel	  4:	  komen	  toevoegen	  achter	  reponses:	  In	  addition	  to	  
the	  responses,	  we	  registered	  

• P.	  27.	  Is	  het	  mogelijk	  om	  de	  tabel	  van	  pagina	  28	  onder	  het	  stukje	  
participants	  te	  zetten	  op	  pagina	  27?	  Dan	  staan	  de	  plaatjes	  van	  pagina	  29	  
ook	  weer	  dichterbij	  de	  tekst	  waar	  ze	  horen.	  

• P.	  28.	  De	  footnote	  en	  de	  verwijzing	  ernaar	  in	  de	  tekst	  bevat	  het	  cijfer	  3,	  
moet	  1	  zijn.	  

• P.	  29:	  laatste	  zin	  θ moet	  schuingedrukt	  zijn.	  
• Overall	  heb	  ik	  het	  idee	  dat	  de	  formules	  behoorlijk	  klein	  zijn,	  misschien	  

moeten	  we	  even	  kijken	  hoe	  dit	  uitpakt	  in	  de	  drukproeven	  of	  denk	  je	  dat	  
we	  het	  nu	  al	  groter	  moeten	  maken.	  

• P.	  29:	  laatste	  zin	  er	  mist	  een	  ):	  (see	  equation	  (1))	  
• P.	  30:	  regel	  2,	  er	  mist	  een	  teken	  achter	  estimate	  𝜃𝜃	  

P.	  30:	  na	  regel	  4	  ontbreekt	  er	  tekst.	  De	  hele	  zin	  moet	  zijn:	  	  
The	  expected	  match	  result	  is	  a	  function	  of	  the	  difference	  between	  the	  ability	  
estimates	  of	  both	  player	  j	  and	  k	  preceding	  the	  match	  and	  expresses	  the	  
probability	  of	  winning	  (see	  equation	  (2)):	  

• P.	  30.	  De	  footnote	  betreft	  footnote	  2	  (ook	  in	  de	  tekst)	  
• P.	  31.	  Witregel	  na	  regel	  2	  mag	  weg.	  
• P.	  31.	  Na	  1e	  formule	  niet	  inspringen	  
• P.	  31:	  4e	  regel	  onder	  high	  speed	  high	  stakes.	  Dit	  moet	  een	  andere	  x	  zijn,	  

dezelfde	  als	  in	  de	  3e	  regel	  van	  onder	  maar	  dan	  zonder	  de	  subscripts.	  
• P.	  31.	  5e	  regel	  van	  onder,	  niet	  inspringen	  
• P.	  32:	  Figuur	  2	  mag	  eventueel	  wat	  kleiner	  als	  dat	  nu	  door	  verspringen	  van	  

teksten	  handiger	  is.	  
• P.	  32,	  er	  zitten	  nog	  veel	  fouten	  in	  de	  tekens	  en	  subscripts	  in	  deze	  alinea.	  

Hierbij	  de	  goede	  tekst.	  Dikgedrukt	  zijn	  de	  wijzigingen:	  
Maris and Van der Maas (2012) derived an IRT model that conforms to the HSHS 
scoring rule. The expected score (eq. 7) can be inferred from this model. E(Sij) is 

 (signifi ed by the hat) depends on the weighted difference in match result S 

and expected match result E(S). The expected match result is a function of the difference 

between the ability estimates of both player j and k preceding the match and expresses the 

probability of winning (see equation (2)):

The K factor in equation (1) weights the impact of the deviation from expectation on the 

new ability estimate. This value essentially determines the rate at which θ can change over 

matches. In the standard ERS the K factor is constant. Glickman (1995) argued that not all 

ability ratings are estimated accurately by the ERS update function (eq. 1). Inaccuracies 

mostly occur when players are new or have not played for an extended period of time, re-
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	  Figure	  1.	  The	  main	  Math	  Garden	  interface	  (a)	  and	  an	  addition	  item	  (b).	  

	  

The	   four	   domains,	   addition,	   subtraction,	  multiplication	   and	   division,	   contain	   738,	   723,	   659	  

and	   664	   items,	   respectively.	   The	   items	   in	   the	   four	   domains	   cover	   the	   curriculum	   in	   primary	  

education.	   They	   vary	   from	  easy	   (e.g.,	   3	  +	  4	  with	   response	  options:	   7,	   8,	   6,	   1,	   9	   and	  12)	   to	  difficult	  

(e.g.,	  7.34	  +	  311.4	  with	   response	  options:	  318.74;	  318.38;	  318.47;	  317.74;	  319.74	  and	  318.34).	  The	  

response	   options	   are	   selected	   to	   be	   informative	   distracters.	   Open-‐ended	   items	   were	   used	   in	   the	  

games	   multiplication	   and	   division.	   Variables	   measured	   by	   the	   task	   are	   response	   time,	   the	   given	  

answer,	  the	  correctness	  (0,	  1)	  and	  a	  timestamp	  at	  administration.	  

We	   studied	   the	   validity	   of	   the	   data	   by	   comparing	   the	   ability	   estimate,	  measured	  with	   the	  

Math	  Garden,	  with	  students’	  scores	  on	  the	  math	  tests	  from	  the	  pupil	  monitoring	  system	  (Janssen	  &	  

Engelen,	  2002)	  of	  the	  National	  Institute	  for	  Educational	  Measurements	  (Cito).	  In	  the	  Cito	  monitoring	  

system	  math	   tests	   are	   administered	   twice	   a	   year	   from	  mid	   grade	   1	   until	  mid	   grade	   6.	   These	   tests	  

assess	  the	  knowledge	  and	  skills	  that	  are	  being	  taught	  in	  these	  grades.	  The	  tests	  contain	  both	  open-‐

ended	  and	  forced-‐choice	  items.	  Students’	  scores	  on	  the	  math	  test	  (the	  total	  of	  correct	  answers)	  are	  

transformed	  to	  a	  score	  on	  a	  norm-‐referenced	  general	  math	  ability	  scale.	  This	  allows	  one	  to	  compare	  

students’	  scores	  from	  different	  grades	  using	  one	  scale.	  

	  

Psychometrics	  
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Û =U −
1
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+
1
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E(Sj ) =
1

1+10(θk−θ j )/400

θ̂ j =θ j +K j (Sij −E(Sij ))

β̂i = βi +Ki (E(Sij )− Sij )
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sulting in much uncertainty in their ability rating θ. Glickman proposed to let the K factor 

reflect the uncertainty in ability estimates by making it a function of time and playing fre-

quency. If there is little uncertainty, the K factor for recent and frequent players will be low. 

If there is much uncertainty the K factor will be high.

Computer adaptive practice 
Our suggestion for creating an on the fly item calibrating and computer adaptive prac-

tice (CAP) system is to replace one player in the Elo system by an item.24 Solving an 

item correctly is interpreted as winning the match against the item. The updating func-

tion in equation (1) can be rewritten to equation (3) for updating player and item ratings: 

where β
i
 is the difficulty estimate of the item and S

ij
 and E(S

ij
) are the score and expected 

probability of winning for person j on item i. Following Glickman, the K factor in our 

CAP system is a function of the rating uncertainty U of the player and the item (eq. 4): 

where K = 0.0075 is the default value when there is no uncertainty and K
+
 = 4 and K

-
 = 0.5 

are the weights for the rating uncertainty for person j and item i. These values determine 

the rate at which θ and β can change following each item response. These values have been 

determined through extensive simulations.

The uncertainty U depends on both recency and frequency. Equation (5) combines these 

opposite effects on uncertainty. We apply the same equation to items and players, with pro-

visional uncertainty of U = 1 and 0 ≤ U ≤ 1:  

We assume that uncertainty for players and items decreases after every administration and 

increases with time. Therefore uncertainty reduces to zero after 40 administrations and 

conversely increases to the maximum of 1 after 30 days D of not playing.

24 This approach has, for many years, successfully been applied in an online chess testing system on the Chess Tac-
tics Server (http://chess.emrald.net)
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1
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E(Sj ) =
1

1+10(θk−θ j )/400

θ̂ j =θ j +K j (Sij −E(Sij ))

β̂i = βi +Ki (E(Sij )− Sij )
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	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   (4)	  

	  

where	  K	  =	  0.0075	   is	   the	  default	   value	  when	   there	   is	   no	  uncertainty	   and	  K+	  =	  4	   and	  K-‐	  =	  0.5	   are	   the	  

weights	  for	  the	  rating	  uncertainty	  for	  person	  j	  and	  item	  i.	  These	  values	  determine	  the	  rate	  at	  which	  θ	  

and	   β	   can	   change	   following	   each	   item	   response.	   These	   values	   have	   been	   determined	   through	  

extensive	  simulations.	  

The	   uncertainty	  U	   depends	   on	   both	   recency	   and	   frequency.	   Equation	   (5)	   combines	   these	  

opposite	  effects	  on	  uncertainty.	  We	  apply	  the	  same	  equation	  to	  items	  and	  players,	  with	  provisional	  

uncertainty	  of	  U	  =	  1	  and	  0	  ≤	  U	  ≤	  1:	  	  	  

	  

Û =U −
1
40

+
1
30

D 	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   (5)	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  This	  approach	  has,	  for	  many	  years,	  successfully	  been	  applied	  in	  an	  online	  chess	  testing	  system	  on	  the	  Chess	  
Tactics	  Server	  (http://chess.emrald.net)	  

E(Sj ) =
1

1+10(θk−θ j )/400

θ̂ j =θ j +K j (Sij −E(Sij ))

β̂i = βi +Ki (E(Sij )− Sij )
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High speed, high stakes 
We incorporate speed by using the scoring rule (shown in eq. 6) for speed and accuracy, 

which we call the high speed, high stakes (HSHS) scoring rule (Maris & Van der Maas, 

2012). This rule imposes a speed-accuracy trade-off setting on the individual. Player j has 

to respond x in time t
ij
 before the time limit d

i
 for item i. The score S

ij
 is scaled by the dis-

crimination parameter a
i
: 

In this scoring rule the stakes are high when the subject responds quickly. In case of a 

correct answer (x
ij
 = 1) the score equals the remaining time. In case of an incorrect answer 

(x
ij
 = 0) the remaining time is multiplied by −1. Thus a quick incorrect answer leads to a 

large negative score. This scoring rule is depicted in Figure 2. The scoring rule is expected 

to minimize guessing by encouraging deliberate and thoughtful responses.

Figure 2 High speed, high stakes scoring rule.

Maris and Van der Maas (2012) derived an IRT model that conforms to the HSHS scor-

ing rule. The expected score (eq. 7) can be inferred from this model. E(S
ij
) is based on the 

ability estimate of the person θ
j
, the difficulty estimate of the item β

i
, the time limit d

i
 and 

discrimination parameter a
i
 for that item. In Math Garden, we set a

i
 = 1/d

i
, such that the 

effective discrimination equals that of the 1PL model:

	  
	  

25	  

	  

We	  assume	  that	  uncertainty	  for	  players	  and	  items	  decreases	  after	  every	  administration	  and	  increases	  
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High	  speed,	  high	  stakes.	  We	  incorporate	  speed	  by	  using	  the	  scoring	  rule	  (shown	  in	  eq.	  6)	  for	  

speed	  and	  accuracy,	  which	  we	  call	  the	  high	  speed	  high	  stakes	  (HSHS)	  scoring	  rule	  (Maris	  &	  Van	  der	  

Maas,	  2012).	  This	   rule	   imposes	  a	  speed	  accuracy	  trade-‐off	  setting	  on	  the	   individual.	  Player	   j	  has	   to	  

respond	  x	   in	   time	   tij	  before	   the	   time	   limit	  di	   for	   item	   i.	  The	  score	  Sij	   is	   scaled	  by	   the	  discrimination	  

parameter	  ai:	  	  

	  

Sij = (2xij −1)(aidi − aitij ) 	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   (6)	  

	  

In	  this	  scoring	  rule	  the	  stakes	  are	  high	  when	  the	  subject	  responds	  quickly.	  In	  case	  of	  a	  correct	  answer	  

(xij	  =	  1)	   the	   score	   equals	   the	   remaining	   time.	   In	   case	   of	   an	   incorrect	   answer	   (xij	  =	  0)	   the	   remaining	  

time	  is	  multiplied	  by	  −1.	  Thus	  a	  quick	   incorrect	  answer	   leads	  to	  a	   large	  negative	  score.	  This	  scoring	  

rule	   is	   depicted	   in	   Figure	  2.	   The	   scoring	   rule	   is	   expected	   to	   minimize	   guessing	   by	   encouraging	  

deliberate	  and	  thoughtful	  responses.	  

	  

	  

	  	  
	  

Figure	  2.	  High	  speed,	  high	  stakes	  scoring	  rule.	  

	  

Maris	  &	  Van	  der	  Maas	  (2012)	  derived	  an	  IRT	  model	  that	  conforms	  to	  the	  HSHS	  scoring	  rule.	  

The	  expected	  score	  (eq.	  7)	  can	  be	  inferred	  from	  this	  model.	  E(Sij)	  is	  based	  on	  the	  ability	  estimate	  of	  

the	  person	  θj,	  the	  difficulty	  estimate	  of	  the	  item	  βi,	  the	  time	  limit	  di	  and	  discrimination	  parameter	  ai	  

for	  that	  item.	  In	  Math	  Garden,	  we	  set	  ai	  =	  1/di,	  such	  that	  the	  effective	  discrimination	  equals	  that	  of	  

the	  1PL	  model:	  
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E(Sij ) = aidi
e2aidi (θ j−βi ) +1
e2aidi (θ j−βi ) −1

−
1

θ j −βi
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   (7)	  

	  

We	  use	  the	  HSHS	  score	  Sij	  (eq.	  6)	  and	  the	  corresponding	  expected	  score	  E(Sij)	  (eq.	  7)	  in	  our	  modified	  

Elo	  update	  function	  (eq.	  3).	  

Item	  selection.	   Items	  are	  selected	   for	  which	   the	  mean	  probability	  of	  answering	  correctly	   is	  

about	  .75.	  Repetition	  of	  the	  same	  items	  is	  restricted,	  by	  ensuring	  that	  items	  are	  reused	  only	  after	  20	  

other	  items	  have	  been	  answered.	  A	  new	  target	  βt	  is	  selected	  by	  using:	  	  

	  

	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

(8)	  

	  

where	  probability	  P	   is	  randomly	  drawn	  from	  a	  normal	  distribution	  P	  ∼	  N(.75,.1)	  and	  restricted	  such	  

that	  .5	  <	  P	  <	  1.	  For	  administration	  the	  nearest	  available	  item	  is	  selected	  by:	  mini|	  βi	  -‐	  βt|.	  

	  

Procedure	  

Although	  Math	  Garden	  started	  out	  as	  a	  pilot	  project,	  only	  available	   to	  a	   limited	  number	  of	  

schools	  in	  the	  Netherlands,	  the	  website	  later	  on	  became	  available	  for	  a	  larger	  audience.	  In	  the	  pilot	  

period	  the	  students	  received	  a	  login	  account	  and	  an	  instruction	  from	  their	  teacher.	  In	  this	  instruction,	  

teachers	  explained	  the	  scoring	  rule	  of	  the	  games	  and	  students	  were	  told	  that	  they	  could	  click	  on	  the	  

question	  mark	  if	  they	  did	  not	  know	  the	  answer.	  After	  this,	  students	  could	  start	  playing	  on	  their	  own.	  

Teachers	  were	  told	  that	  the	  first	  two	  sessions	  should	  be	  played	  at	  school.	  After	  this,	  students	  were	  

also	  allowed	  to	  play	  at	  home,	  but	  they	  were	  instructed	  to	  play	  by	  themselves.	  After	  the	  pilot	  period	  

the	  Math	  Garden	  also	  became	  available	  to	  remedial	  teachers	  and	  families.	  The	  remedial	  teachers	  and	  

families	   were	   not	   instructed	   on	   the	   frequency	   of	   playing.	   The	   manuals	   on	   how	   to	   use	   the	   Math	  

Garden	   were	   all	   available	   on	   the	   website	   but	   the	   scoring	   rule	   of	   the	   games	   was	   not	   explicitly	  

explained	  to	  the	  children.	  

	  

Results	  

Measurement	  precision	  

To	  test	  whether	  the	  incorporation	  of	  response	  time	  in	  the	  estimation	  of	  ability	  allows	  us	  to	  

lower	  the	  difficulty	  of	  administered	  items	  with	  less	   loss	  of	  measurement	  precision,	  we	  conducted	  a	  

simulation	  study.	  We	  compared	  our	  results	  to	  those	  of	  Eggen	  and	  Verschoor	  (2006).	  In	  a	  simulation	  

study,	   Eggen	   and	   Verschoor	   showed3	   an	   increasing	   (negative)	   bias	   (Figure	  3:	   left)	   and	   a	   drop	   in	  

measurement	   precision	   (Figure	   3:	   right)	   when	   selecting	   easy	   items	   in	   a	   standard	   CAT	   using	   the	  

weighted	  maximum	  likelihood	  estimator	  (WML)	  and	  the	  one-‐parameter	  logistic	  (1PL)	  model.	  Average	  

bias	  was	  computed	  by:	  1/𝑛𝑛 (𝜃𝜃! − 𝜃𝜃!)	  and	  measurement	  precision	  was	  quantified	  by	  calculating	  the	  

mean	  standard	  error	  of	  estimation	  𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜃𝜃)	  using	  the	  information	  function	  for	  the	  1PL	  model.	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  Table	  1	  in	  Eggen	  and	  Verschoor	  (2006).	  

βt = θ̂ j − ln
P
1−P
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We use the HSHS score S
ij
 (eq. 6) and the corresponding expected score E(S

ij
) (eq. 7) in our 

modified Elo update function (eq. 3).

Item selection 
Items are selected for which the mean probability of answering correctly is about .75. 

Repetition of the same items is restricted, by ensuring that items are reused only after 20 

other items have been answered. A new target β
t
 is selected by using: 

where probability P is randomly drawn from a normal distribution P ∼ N(.75,.1) and re-

stricted such that .5 < P < 1. For administration the nearest available item is selected by: 

min
i
| β

i 
- β

t
|.

Procedure
Although Math Garden started out as a pilot project, only available to a limited number 

of schools in the Netherlands, the website later on became available for a larger audience. 

In the pilot period the students received a login account and an instruction from their teach-

er. In this instruction, teachers explained the scoring rule of the games and students were 

told that they could click on the question mark if they did not know the answer. After this, 

students could start playing on their own. Teachers were told that the first two sessions 

should be played at school. After this, students were also allowed to play at home, but they 

were instructed to play by themselves. After the pilot period the Math Garden also became 

available to remedial teachers and families. The remedial teachers and families were not 

instructed on the frequency of playing. The manuals on how to use the Math Garden were 

all available on the website but the scoring rule of the games was not explicitly explained 

to the children.

Results

Measurement precision
To test whether the incorporation of response time in the estimation of ability allows us 

to lower the difficulty of administered items with less loss of measurement precision, we 

conducted a simulation study. We compared our results to those of Eggen and Verschoor 

(2006). In a simulation study, Eggen and Verschoor showed35 an increasing (negative) bias 

35Table 1 in Eggen and Verschoor (2006).
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3	  Table	  1	  in	  Eggen	  and	  Verschoor	  (2006).	  
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(Figure 3: left) and a drop in measurement precision (Figure 3: right) when selecting easy 

items in a standard CAT using the weighted maximum likelihood estimator (WML) and the 

one-parameter logistic (1PL) model. Average bias was computed by: 

based on the ability estimate of the person θj, the difficulty estimate of the item βi, the 
time limit di and discrimination parameter ai for that item. In Math Garden, we set 
ai = 1/di, such that the effective discrimination equals that of the 1PL model: 

• P.	  32.	  Na	  formule	  niet	  inspringen.	  En	  ook	  deze	  tekst	  klopt	  niet:	  
We use the HSHS score Sij (eq. 6) and the corresponding expected score E(Sij) (eq. 7) 
in our modified Elo update function (eq. 3). 

• P.	  32.	  De	  punt	  in	  het	  kopje	  Item	  selection	  moet	  weg.	  
• P.	  33.	  Footnote	  moet	  nummering	  3	  zijn.	  
• P.	  33.	  In	  de	  laatste	  zin	  zijn	  nog	  tekens	  weggevallen.	  Dit	  moet	  zijn:	  

Average	  bias	  was	  computed	  by:	  1/𝑛𝑛 (𝜃𝜃 − 𝜃𝜃!)	  and	  measurement	  precision	  was	  
quantified	  by	  calculating	  the	  mean	  standard	  error	  of	  estimation	  𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜃𝜃)	  using	  the	  
information	  function	  for	  the	  1PL	  model.	  

• P.	  34,	  3e	  zin	  van	  onder:	  niet	  inspringen	  
• P.	  35,	  3e	  zin	  er	  missen	  nog	  tekens	  na	  estimated	  abilities,	  het	  moet	  zijn:	  

and	  estimated	  abilities	  𝜃𝜃.	  
• P.	  35.	  Het	  is	  niet	  mooi	  dat	  hier	  zoveel	  wit	  is.	  De	  tekst	  van	  de	  volgende	  

pagina	  kan	  hier	  al	  beginnen.	  
• P.	  36.	  Onderschrift	  grafiek.	  Norm	  referenced	  moet	  een	  streepje	  tussen.	  	  
• P.	  37,	  regel	  5:	  er	  moet	  nog	  1	  ω2	  italic	  worden	  
• P.	  38,	  onderschrift	  Figuur	  6.	  De	  β ziet er raar uit.	  
• P.	  39,	  6e	  regel	  van	  onder.	  De	  punt	  achter	  Si.	  moet	  niet	  in	  het	  onderschrift	  

maar	  als	  gewone	  punt.	  
• P.	  40,	  er	  zit	  wederom	  veel	  wit	  op	  pagina	  40.	  
• P.	  43.	  Regel	  2.	  Er	  moet	  nog	  een	  punt	  achter	  de	  zin.	  
• P.	  45.	  Kopje	  Discussion	  is	  van	  een	  niveau	  hoger.	  
• P.	  45.	  Regel	  3.	  Streepje	  toevoegen	  tussen	  norm	  en	  referenced	  
• P.	  45,	  laatste	  zin	  voor	  grafiek.	  Komma	  toevoegen	  na	  However	  
• P.	  45.	  Figuur	  13	  dus	  graag	  voor	  het	  stuk	  Discussie	  gedeelte	  plaatsen.	  Waar	  

precies	  is	  ook	  afhankelijk	  wat	  voor	  jou	  makkelijk	  werkt,	  maar	  nadat	  er	  in	  
de	  tekst	  naar	  verwezen	  wordt	  en	  voor	  het	  kopje	  Discussie.	  

• P.	  47.	  Derde	  regel	  niet	  inspringen.	  
• P.	  47.	  2e	  alinea,	  ie	  zin.	  Math	  moet	  met	  een	  kleine	  letter	  
• P.	  47.	  2e	  alinea,	  3e	  zin.	  Komma	  toevoegen	  na	  estimation:	  on	  ability	  

estimation,	  the	  question	  of	  
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• P	  52,	  alinea	  2,	  3e	  regel.	  CITO	  moet	  Cito	  zijn.	  
• P.	  52,	  alinea	  2,	  4e	  regel.	  Komma	  na	  In	  this	  Chapter	  mag	  weg.	  
• P	  52:	  Kopje	  Sources	  of	  Problem	  Difficulty	  moet	  Sources	  of	  problem	  
difficulty	  zijn.	  Dus	  alleen	  eerste	  woord	  met	  hoofdletter.	  

• P	  54,	  3e	  regel.	  Staat	  ere	  en	  extra	  spatie	  voor	  Siegler?	  
• P	  54,	  2e	  alinea,	  regel	  6.	  Komma	  toevoegen	  voor	  and,	  dus:	  ,	  and	  the	  

minimum	  operand	  
• P	  54:	  Er	  mist	  een	  inspringing	  onder	  het	  kopje	  Tie	  effect	  
• P	  54:	  3e	  zin	  van	  onder.	  Het	  lijkt	  of	  er	  een	  extra	  spatie	  staat	  voor	  An	  

alternative	  explanation	  
• P	  55:	  Er	  mist	  een	  inspringing	  onder	  het	  kopje	  Special	  numbers	  
• P	  57:	  Regel	  3.	  We	  use	  data	  moet	  We	  used	  data	  zijn.	  

!  and 
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• P.	  32.	  De	  punt	  in	  het	  kopje	  Item	  selection	  moet	  weg.	  
• P.	  33.	  Footnote	  moet	  nummering	  3	  zijn.	  
• P.	  33.	  In	  de	  laatste	  zin	  zijn	  nog	  tekens	  weggevallen.	  Dit	  moet	  zijn:	  
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!
 using the information function for the 1PL model.

Figure 3 BIAS and SE for different computer adaptive methods at different values of expected 

probability correct.

In our simulation we used the Elo update function to estimate ability and difficulty, 

utilizing: a) accuracy data with the 1PL model and b) accuracy and response time data 

using the HSHS model. As in the study by Eggen and Verschoor (2006), our item bank 

consisted of 300 items with normally distributed β ~ N(0,1) difficulties and we also sam-

pled 4000 abilities from a normal distribution θ ~ N(0,1). The CAP algorithm starts with an 

item of intermediate difficulty −0.5 < β < 0.5 and terminates after 40 items. As a starting 

point for ability we selected a random ability from a normal distribution β ~ N(0,1). We 

compared our Elo based HSHS model, at different desired success probabilities, to Eggen 

and Verschoor’s 1PL model using standard CAT. Eggen and Verschoor investigated suc-

cess probabilities up to .75. With regard to bias it can be concluded that the Elo estima-

tion method performs slightly worse with accuracy data only (Figure 3: left: Elo+1PL), 

but outperforms Eggen and Verschoor’s standard CAT method, when RT’s are included 

(Figure 3: left: Elo + HSHS). With regard to the standard error of estimation we also com-

pared our two Elo methods to the theoretical maximum information for the 1PL model.  
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We calculated the maximum information (Figure 3: right: Max Info.) with equation (9):

where a = 1 is the discrimination parameter, N = 40 is the number of items, and P
i
(θ) is 

the desired probability correct. As can be seen in (Figure 3: right: Max info.), when the 

probability of answering correctly assumes large values (x-axis), the theoretical minimum 

SE (eq. 9) for the 1PL model increases exponentially (y-axis). For the standard error of esti-

mation (Figure 3: right) we calculated the standard deviation of the difference in simulated 

abilities θ and estimated abilities 

Opmerkingen	  ronde	  3	  
	  
Ik	  gebruik	  weer	  af	  en	  toe	  dikgedrukt	  en	  schuin	  om	  de	  verschillende	  
woorden	  te	  onderscheiden,	  deze	  formatting	  niet	  overnemen.	  
	  

• P	  1:	  	  Concept	  doctoral	  thesis	  mag	  weg	  
• P	  3:	  Graag	  ook	  academisch	  proefschrift	  in	  schreefloze	  lettertype	  als	  kopje	  

erboven	  met	  witregel	  ertussen.	  Academisch	  Proefschrift	  beiden	  met	  
hoofdletter	  

• P	  3:	  AU	  moet	  Aula	  der	  Universiteit	  van	  Amsterdam	  zijn	  
• P	  5:	  paginanummering	  klopt	  nog	  niet,	  maar	  dit	  wilde	  je	  geloof	  ik	  op	  het	  

eind	  doen.	  
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• P.	  9,	  alinea	  2,	  derde	  zin.	  Graag	  nog	  een	  komma	  achter	  2005	  
• P.	  14	  regel	  5.	  scPhools	  moet	  schools	  zijn	  (sorry	  dat	  je	  dit	  weer	  moet	  

aanpassen,	  was	  een	  tikfout)	  
	  
Hoofdstuk	  2	  

• P.	  27.	  2e	  alinea	  regel	  4:	  komen	  toevoegen	  achter	  reponses:	  In	  addition	  to	  
the	  responses,	  we	  registered	  

• P.	  27.	  Is	  het	  mogelijk	  om	  de	  tabel	  van	  pagina	  28	  onder	  het	  stukje	  
participants	  te	  zetten	  op	  pagina	  27?	  Dan	  staan	  de	  plaatjes	  van	  pagina	  29	  
ook	  weer	  dichterbij	  de	  tekst	  waar	  ze	  horen.	  

• P.	  28.	  De	  footnote	  en	  de	  verwijzing	  ernaar	  in	  de	  tekst	  bevat	  het	  cijfer	  3,	  
moet	  1	  zijn.	  

• P.	  29:	  laatste	  zin	  θ moet	  schuingedrukt	  zijn.	  
• Overall	  heb	  ik	  het	  idee	  dat	  de	  formules	  behoorlijk	  klein	  zijn,	  misschien	  

moeten	  we	  even	  kijken	  hoe	  dit	  uitpakt	  in	  de	  drukproeven	  of	  denk	  je	  dat	  
we	  het	  nu	  al	  groter	  moeten	  maken.	  

• P.	  29:	  laatste	  zin	  er	  mist	  een	  ):	  (see	  equation	  (1))	  
• P.	  30:	  regel	  2,	  er	  mist	  een	  teken	  achter	  estimate	  𝜃𝜃	  

P.	  30:	  na	  regel	  4	  ontbreekt	  er	  tekst.	  De	  hele	  zin	  moet	  zijn:	  	  
The	  expected	  match	  result	  is	  a	  function	  of	  the	  difference	  between	  the	  ability	  
estimates	  of	  both	  player	  j	  and	  k	  preceding	  the	  match	  and	  expresses	  the	  
probability	  of	  winning	  (see	  equation	  (2)):	  

• P.	  30.	  De	  footnote	  betreft	  footnote	  2	  (ook	  in	  de	  tekst)	  
• P.	  31.	  Witregel	  na	  regel	  2	  mag	  weg.	  
• P.	  31.	  Na	  1e	  formule	  niet	  inspringen	  
• P.	  31:	  4e	  regel	  onder	  high	  speed	  high	  stakes.	  Dit	  moet	  een	  andere	  x	  zijn,	  

dezelfde	  als	  in	  de	  3e	  regel	  van	  onder	  maar	  dan	  zonder	  de	  subscripts.	  
• P.	  31.	  5e	  regel	  van	  onder,	  niet	  inspringen	  
• P.	  32:	  Figuur	  2	  mag	  eventueel	  wat	  kleiner	  als	  dat	  nu	  door	  verspringen	  van	  

teksten	  handiger	  is.	  
• P.	  32,	  er	  zitten	  nog	  veel	  fouten	  in	  de	  tekens	  en	  subscripts	  in	  deze	  alinea.	  

Hierbij	  de	  goede	  tekst.	  Dikgedrukt	  zijn	  de	  wijzigingen:	  
Maris and Van der Maas (2012) derived an IRT model that conforms to the HSHS 
scoring rule. The expected score (eq. 7) can be inferred from this model. E(Sij) is 

. This method of calculation is simpler, yet comparable 

with the procedure used by Eggen and Verschoor (2006) for calculating the standard error 

of estimation.

The SE of the Elo estimation method using only accuracy data (Figure  3: right: 

Elo+1PL) is largest for almost all probability levels. This is to be expected as this method 

is statistically inferior to the WML method used by Eggen and Verschoor (2006). Up to 

the probability level of about .69 the SE using the HSHS Elo method (Figure 3: right: 

Elo + HSHS) is larger than the SE found in the Eggen and Verschoor simulation. However, 

at higher probability levels, especially compared to our target of .75, the SE is considerably 

lower. At probability levels higher than about .78 the SE even drops below the theoretical 

maximum information (Figure 3: left: Max info.) for the 1PL model. This demonstrates 

that incorporating response times results in much better measurement precision when using 

easy items.

Validity
To assess the validity of the Math Garden measurements, the ratings of the students were 

compared to their scores on the norm-referenced general math ability scale of the pupil 

monitoring systems of Cito (Janssen & Engelen, 2002). The correlations between these 

two measures, which serve as a measure of convergent validity, ranged from .78 to .84 for 

the four domains addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. These correlations were 

based on a subset of our sample. Cito scores where available for N = 964 participants. To 

put these correlations into perspective we looked at the correlation between two subsequent 

Cito scores. The correlation between Cito mid year and end of the year 2007–2008 was 

.95. This indicates that our correlations can be considered fairly high. Figure 4 displays the 

relation between test scores. The numbers indicate the regression line for each grade.
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	  Figure	  3.	  BIAS	  and	  SE	  for	  different	  computer	  adaptive	  methods	  at	  different	  values	  of	  expected	  
probability	  correct.	  

	  

In	  our	  simulation	  we	  used	  the	  Elo	  update	  function	  to	  estimate	  ability	  and	  difficulty,	  utilizing:	  

a)	  accuracy	  data	  with	  the	  1PL	  model	  and	  b)	  accuracy	  and	  response	  time	  data	  using	  the	  HSHS	  model.	  

As	  in	  the	  study	  by	  Eggen	  and	  Verschoor	  (2006),	  our	  item	  bank	  consisted	  of	  300	  items	  with	  normally	  

distributed	  β	  ∼	  N(0,1)	  difficulties	  and	  we	  also	  sampled	  4000	  abilities	  from	  a	  normal	  distribution	  θ	  ∼	  

N(0,1).	  The	  CAP	  algorithm	  starts	  with	  an	  item	  of	  intermediate	  difficulty	  −0.5	  <	  β	  <	  0.5	  and	  terminates	  

after	  40	  items.	  As	  a	  starting	  point	  for	  ability	  we	  selected	  a	  random	  ability	  from	  a	  normal	  distribution	  

β	  ∼	  N(0,1).	  We	   compared	  our	   Elo	  based	  HSHS	  model,	   at	   different	   desired	   success	   probabilities,	   to	  

Eggen	   and	   Verschoor’s	   1PL	   model	   using	   standard	   CAT.	   Eggen	   and	   Verschoor	   investigated	   success	  

probabilities	   up	   to	   .75.	   With	   regard	   to	   bias	   it	   can	   be	   concluded	   that	   the	   Elo	   estimation	   method	  

performs	  slightly	  worse	  with	  accuracy	  data	  only	  (Figure	  3:	  left:	  Elo+1PL),	  but	  outperforms	  Eggen	  and	  

Verschoor’s	  standard	  CAT	  method,	  when	  RT’s	  are	  included	  (Figure	  3:	  left:	  Elo	  +	  HSHS).	  With	  regard	  to	  

the	  standard	  error	  of	  estimation	  we	  also	  compared	  our	  two	  Elo	  methods	  to	  the	  theoretical	  maximum	  

information	  for	  the	  1PL	  model.	  We	  calculated	  the	  maximum	  information	  (Figure	  3:	  right:	  Max	  Info.)	  

with	  equation	  (9):	  

(9)	  

	  

where	  a	  =	  1	  is	  the	  discrimination	  parameter,	  N	  =	  40	  is	  the	  number	  of	  items,	  and	  Pi(θ)	  is	  the	  desired	  

probability	  correct.	  As	  can	  be	  seen	  in	  (Figure	  3:	  right:	  Max	  info.),	  when	  the	  probability	  of	  answering	  

correctly	   assumes	   large	   values	   (x-‐axis),	   the	   theoretical	   minimum	   SE	   (eq.	   9)	   for	   the	   1PL	   model	  

increases	  exponentially	   (y-‐axis).	  For	   the	  standard	  error	  of	  estimation	   (Figure	  3:	   right)	  we	  calculated	  

the	   standard	   deviation	   of	   the	   difference	   in	   simulated	   abilities	   θ	   and	   estimated	   abilities	   𝜃𝜃.  This	  
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Figure  4  Correlation between Math Garden rating for the domains addition, subtraction, mul-

tiplication, and division and the norm-referenced Cito scores (mid 2008). Included are regression 

lines for each grade (Dutch grades) indicated by grade numbers. 

We also studied the validity by comparing the mean ability ratings of children in differ-

ent grades. We expected a positive relation between grade and ability. Figure 5 shows the 

average ability rating for each grade and domain. As expected, children in older age groups 

had a higher rating than children in younger age groups. In all four domains, there is an 

overall significant effect of grade: addition, F(5, 1456) = 1091.4, p < .01, ω2 = .78; subtrac-

tion, F(5, 1363) = 780.5, p < .01, ω2 = .74; multiplication, F(5, 1215) = 409.6, p < .01, ω2 

= .62; and division, F(5, 973) = 223.31, p < .01, ω2 = .53. Levene’s tests show differenc-

es in variances for the domains multiplication and division. However, the non-parametric 

Kruskal–Wallis tests also show significant differences for these domains: χ2(5) = 753.28, 

p < .01 for multiplication and χ2(5) = 505.17, p < .01 for division. For all domains, post 

hoc analyses show significant differences between all grades, except for the differences 

between grades five and six.
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Figure 5 Rating per domain and age group.

Reliability
One way to assess reliability is to compare children’s ratings across domains. Since the 

domains involve related operations we expect high correlations between them. The correla-

tions between the four domains, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, vary 

between .67 and .88, all signifi cant at p < .01, indicating fairly high correlations. Another 

relatively simple way to assess the reliability of Math Garden is to construct parallel tests. 

We can compare item difficulty β’s of so-called mirrored items (e.g. 7 + 4, 4 + 7 and 

2 × 4, 4 × 2) for the domains addition (N = 48) and multiplication (N = 81). Mirrored 

items should have very similar β’s. Figure 6 shows the correlation of the mirrored item β’s 

for the domains addition and multiplication. These correlations are .88 and .98 (p < .01), 

respectively, indicating a high reliability of these item sets.

Figure 6 Scatter plot of diffi culty β’s of mirrored items. Included are some example items, indicated 

with black dots.
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Besides diffi culty β’s, we can also compute the discriminatory power of items, which in-

dicates how well the item discriminates low from high ability subjects. We estimated these 

so called a-parameters by using a logistic regression analysis on the accuracy responses 

predicted by the difference in rating between item and respondent. As in the preceding 

analysis, we compared the discriminatory power between mirrored items. The scatter plots 

in Figure 7 show rather high significant (p < .01) positive correlations. The correlations for 

addition and multiplication are .74 and .71.

Figure 7 Scatter plot of discriminatory a-parameters for mirrored items.

As a fi nal test of reliability, we investigated the stability of the diffi culty ratings β. A 

high correlation between β values of items at two time points far apart indicates high re-

liability. Therefore we would expect a stable item bank to correlate highly over time. We 

fi rst looked at the correlation between the item β ratings, as they were set at the start of the 

project (week 36) and the item ratings in all subsequent weeks. In Figure 8, this correlation 

is shown by the solid line. Clearly, the initial ratings, set on the basis of an analysis of Math 

materials used by the schools, were quite good, as the correlation between initial ratings 

and the ratings after 40 weeks is still .85. Secondly, we also correlated established item 

ratings in week 44 with all item ratings in subsequent weeks (dotted line). This shows that 

these established ratings are very stable as the correlations in all 32 weeks stay above .95.
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Figure  8  Stability of items ratings for initial ratings (solid line) and established ratings after 2 

months (dotted line). The x-axis displays week numbers (v = vacation). Correlations are computed 

over active (played) items in each week (Ni = number of administered items).

Item reuse
As a result of the longitudinal nature of the Math Garden system, items are presented 

to the same child more than once. Although the system ensures that at least 20 other items 

are administered before an item is reused, this reuse may present a threat to the assump-

tion of local independence (e.g., the response to an item must not depend on the previous 

response to the same item). To test this, we performed regression analyses with both the 

number of items and the amount of time between two presentations of the same item to the 

same child as predictors for the child’s performance on that item. The child’s performance 

was measured by subtracting his expected score E(S
i
) from the actual score S

i
. If there is an 

item-specifi c learning effect, any child that encounters an item for the second time is likely 

to have a higher than expected score for that item. We selected pairs of data points that rep-

resented subsequent presentations of the same item to the same child. We selected the data 

so that no child contributed more than one pair of data points, resulting in N = 478 pairs 

of data points. Because item-specific learning effects are logically more likely to occur if 

there is a small amount of time between two presentations of the same item to the same 

child, we removed 90 data points with more than 30 minutes between the two presentations 

of the item. A regression analysis with this dataset shows no main effect for either the 

number of items, or the amount of time between two presentations of the same item to the 

same child: number of items, R2 < .001, F(1, 476) = 0.39, p = .53, and amount of time, R2 < 

.001, F(1, 476) = 0.0072, p = .93.

Math Garden aims
In order to keep children motivated, items were sampled so that children solved about 

75% of the items successfully. However, in the fi rst few months we imposed a success rate 

of 70%. Figure 9a shows the proportion of correctly answered items per grade and domain. 
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Only the results of the children who answered more than fi fteen items were included in the 

graph. The graphs show that the proportion of correctly answered items varied between .6 

and .8 for most children. The proportion correct seems to be somewhat lower for subtrac-

tion and lower still for multiplication and division. At the start of this project, the domains 

addition and subtraction were briefl y available for the lower age groups. This resulted in 

a lot of question mark use in these domains. To counter this unwanted effect we made the 

availability of these domains dependent on the profi ciency on addition and subtraction. In 

total, the amount of question mark use in the math games was about 7.3%. Filtering out 

the question mark responses (Figure 9b) results in considerably higher proportions correct. 

Figure 9 Proportion correct per grade and domain.

One of the aims of Math Garden was that it should be a challenging web environment 

for children of all competency levels. The usage statistics can answer the question whether 

children are motivated to play the math games. They provide an indication of how attrac-

tive and challenging the children found the Math games. It is possible that children visit 

the Math Garden site mainly because their teachers told them to. To assess how intrinsi-

cally motivated the children were to play the games, we looked at the days and hours that 

children played in Math Garden. Figure 10 (top) shows the number of solved arithmetic 
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problems per day of the week and Figure 10 (bottom) shows the number of solved items 

per hour of the day. Not surprisingly, most problems were solved on Monday till Friday 

and between 9.00 a.m. and 3.00 p.m. However, both graphs also show that a considerable 

number of problems were solved after school hours and during the weekends. Actually, 

33.2% of all problems were solved outside school hours.

Figure 10 Playing frequency during the week and during the day.

To investigate whether competency had any effect on motivation, we looked at the rela-
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sion were, −.15, −.12, −.05, and .09, respectively. The playing frequency does not appear 
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dividual and group diagnostics. Figure 11 shows the percentage of typical errors a given 

child had made (bars) compared to the percentage of these errors made by children of the 

same grade (solid line). We can see, for instance, that this child makes significantly more 

zero errors (400−200 = 380) for the domain subtraction than other children in the same 

grade. We provided teachers with such graphs for individuals and groups of individuals 

(e.g., for the whole class).

Detailed analysis of the item difficulties provides us with insight into sources of item 

difficulty. Some interesting results have emerged. For example multiplications by 10 or 

even 100 and one digit numbers (7 × 100) are among the 10% easiest items for this domain. 

In division it appears that items of the type nn/n (77/7) are also very easy (again among the 

10% easiest items). In Chapter 3 we tested how well all kinds of item effects, previously 

studied in isolation, predict item difficulty. The combined item effects, such as problem 

size, ties, and the 5 effect, explained 90% of the variance in the difficulty of simple multi-

plications items.

Figure 11 Error analysis of answers to subtraction problems of a child in grade 5. Bars display the 

percentage of errors for this child in a specific week. The lines display the percentage of errors made 

by other children in Math Garden (dotted line) and by other children in grade 5 (solid line).
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A window on developmental change
The high frequency measurements combined with the size of the sample, provide unique 

insights into arithmetic development and learning trajectories of children. In Math Garden, 

trend analyses are provided to teachers. Figure 12 shows the progress of a single child 

compared to all other children in the same age group. Teachers can use this information to 

consider interventions. As can be seen in the graph, this child started out having an average 

rating and a flat growth curve. By week 45 this child started to acquire the necessary ability 

and by week 49 the child was in the top 25% of all children.

Figure 12 Progress chart of a child in grade 6 (black line), in comparison to the mean of grade 6 

(dotted line).

At micro level it is even possible to study the learning pattern of one child on a specifi c 

item over time. For example, in Figure 13 we see the answers and response times of two 

children on two items across weeks. In the top graph of Figure 13 we see an individual who 

did not know the answer to the math question 9 × 9 and answered with a question mark in 

about 5 to 10 seconds at the fi rst ten occasions. Then there were two mistakes in which the 

child joined the two digits instead of multiplying. However, in the next attempt the question 

was answered correctly but more time was needed to respond. From this point on, the abil-

ity level seems suffi cient for consistent correct and speedier answers. The bottom graph of 

Figure 13 shows a lucky guess in the fi rst week (third trial) followed by a gradual gain in 

insight. Half way week 42 this child started answering correctly more often but with highly 

varying response times. At the end of week 44 the response time dropped. Note that occa-

sionally errors keep occurring. These examples illustrate the level of detail that is possible 

in the analysis of Math Garden data.
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Figure  13 Response time pattern for two children on different items during a number of weeks 

(x-axis). The y-axis indicates the response time in seconds. The answer is displayed in the graph. The 

question mark answer means that the child pressed the ‘?’ button. 

Discussion

In this chapter we presented and tested a new model for computerized adaptive prac-

tice and monitoring. The results concerning the validity and reliability are promising. The 

high correlations with the norm-referenced Cito scores indicate high criterion validity. The 

increase in player ability rating across grades also supports this, although the children in 

grades 5 and 6 did not seem to differ. This is probably due to the fact that in the domains 

we tested no new mental arithmetic techniques are taught in grade 6.

By simulation, we compared measurement precision and measurement bias of CAP to 

standard CAT. For easy items the use of the HSHS scoring model, which combines speed 

and accuracy and the Elo rating system (ERS) resulted in less loss in measurement pre-

cision and less bias than found in standard CAT estimation. The ERS combined with the 

1PL model, using only accuracy data, resulted in worse estimations. Concerning the items 

and the item bank, we found that diffi culty ratings converge in about eight playing weeks, 

resulting in consistent diffi culty ratings across time. High reliability is also indicated by the 

high correlations of the diffi culty and discrimination parameters between sets of mirrored 

items. We have not found any indication of learning effects caused by the reuse of items, 

therefore also indicating the assumption of local independence has been met for reuse of 

items. However, in other learning domains this issue still requires careful consideration.

The fi t statistics for the HSHS model are still in development, and are therefore not in-

cluded in the result section of this chapter. Evaluation of the goodness of fi t for IRT models 
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is an active area of research, and so far definite solutions are lacking (Embretson & Reise, 

2000). Some of the relevant issues (Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991) concern: 

the sensitivity of the chi-square fit statistic to sample sizes, technical issues in the testing 

of dimensionality (Hattie, 1984, 1985), and the testing of the assumption of local indepen-

dence. Evaluating the fit of IRT models is more complicated still in the context of computer 

adaptive testing, due to the inherent incomplete item-person data matrix. An alternative 

approach to comprehensive model fitting consists of checking model assumptions, and 

establishing reliability and validity (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1984). Here we have suf-

ficed with this alternative approach.

We can conclude that children were motivated to play the Math games. The frequency 

data demonstrated that children played a lot outside school hours. Children with a lower 

math ability did not play appreciably less, which suggests that they found the math games 

as motivating as high ability children did. We demonstrated that Math Garden has many 

possibilities as a diagnostic tool. The error analysis can provide teachers with valuable 

insight into the kind of errors that individual pupils make. This information can be used to 

optimize interventions. The current dataset, consisting of a large number of individual high 

frequent time series, allows for many further investigations of difficulty effects (Chapter 

3), strategy patterns in mathematical problem solving, and individual learning trajectories. 

The item ratings also provide insight into what we call informal learning paths. Because 

of the adaptive item ratings, we gain an on the fly insight into the difficulty of arithmetic 

problems. Some items turned out to be unexpectedly easy. For instance, 8 + 6, 5000 + 5 and 

50 + 60 were almost equally difficult whereas 8 + 6 is taught much earlier on in the Dutch 

curriculum than the other two addition problems. This kind of information can be used to 

determine the curriculum (i.e., what is taught) in each grade.

One of the problems with the Elo rating system is the occurrence of rating inflation and 

deflation (Glickman, 1999), which we call drift. In educational applications, one source 

of drift is that new young players start with low ratings and stop playing when they leave 

school with high ratings. This causes a systematic downwards drift in item rating and, as 

a consequence, lowers person ratings. This does not seem to jeopardize the operation of 

Math Garden, since drift influences player and item ratings simultaneously. The main prob-

lem lays in the interpretation of the rating. Rating points cannot be accurately compared 

following inflation or deflation. Therefore we present transformed ratings to teachers and 

users to prevent interpretation problems. 
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Transformation is conducted by calculating the average probability correct for a single 

user on all items in the domain, as shown in equation 10:  

This value is an estimation of the percentage of items in the domain that the user is able to 

answer correctly. We also reduced drift by incorporating the rating uncertainty in calculat-

ing the K factor, which minimizes the influence of unreliable person and item estimations 

on the updating proces. A related issue is the convergence speed. This is the time or number 

of responses needed to get a stable rating. We set the rating uncertainty parameters of the 

K factor, which determine the convergence speed, on the basis of extended testing. A better 

approach would perhaps be to estimate the uncertainty based on aberrant response patterns, 

where unexpected responses are used as an indication of unreliability.

A last issue concerns the one-dimensionality of the math domains. In practice, every test 

and item bank is expected to violate the assumption of one-dimensionality to some degree. 

Though we see no immediate effects on ability estimation, the question of how robust the 

HSHS Elo algorithm is to violation of this assumption needs further investigation. We also 

intend to further address the possible individual differences between children and how the 

HSHS scoring rule affects their behavior.

In conclusion, Math Garden meets the requirements we set for the practice and progress 

monitoring system. It is worth noting that although the new CAP algorithm is implemented 

in the domain of math, the system can be applied to all kinds of learning domains. In the 

2010 release of Math Garden more games, e.g. fractions, have been added and a language 

garden is in development. Also, the number of schools using Math Garden continues to 

grow steadily (about 150 in October 2010), yielding about 50 thousand responses per day. 

We expect a fast adoption of computers, such as handhelds, minicomputers and tablets, 

in primary schools in the next 5 years. If children do their daily exercises in practice and 

progress monitoring systems using these devices, we expect many benefits for students, 

teachers, and scientists.
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domain	  of	  math,	  the	  system	  can	  be	  applied	  to	  all	  kinds	  of	   learning	  domains.	   In	  the	  2010	  release	  of	  

Math	  Garden	  more	  games,	  e.g.	  fractions,	  have	  been	  added	  and	  a	  language	  garden	  is	  in	  development.	  

Also,	   the	  number	  of	   schools	   using	  Math	  Garden	   continues	   to	   grow	   steadily	   (about	  150	   in	  October	  

2010),	  yielding	  about	  50	  thousand	  responses	  per	  day.	  We	  expect	  a	  fast	  adoption	  of	  computers,	  such	  

as	  handhelds,	  minicomputers	  and	  tablets,	  in	  primary	  schools	  in	  the	  next	  5	  years.	  If	  children	  do	  their	  

daily	   exercises	   in	   practice	   and	   progress	  monitoring	   systems	   using	   these	   devices,	   we	   expect	  many	  

benefits	  for	  students,	  teachers,	  and	  scientists.	  
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Abstract

We investigated problem characteristics affecting the difficulty of simple multiplication 

problems. Several factors influencing problem difficulty have been identified in previous 

research (e.g., problem size and the presence of a 5). However, integrative analyses includ-

ing all factors simultaneously have not been performed yet, making it difficult to assess the 

relative importance of each factor. In the present study integrative analyses were performed.

We used data, combining measures of accuracy and speed, obtained in a large-scale 

research project with a new training and progress monitoring system (Math Garden). The 

dataset consisted of high frequency responses of a large sample of children (2198 children) 

from a broad age range (4-14 years). The results show that item difficulties were affected 

by problem size, the inclusion of the numbers one, two, five, and nine, and the presence of 

a tie in the problem. An important new result is that these predictors interacted significantly 

with problem size. The model including all these problem characteristics explained 90% of 

the variance in item difficulty. 

Introduction

Learning the multiplication tables is an important topic in the curriculum of mathemat-

ics education. Having simple multiplication facts at one’s disposal facilitates the calcula-

tion of the solutions to more complex problems. In the educational field several games and 

programs have been developed to make practicing multiplication facts easier and more 

enjoyable, but nevertheless, the memorization of these facts is often an arduous and drawn-

out task for children in primary education (Baroody, 1985). It is a consistent finding that 

some problems in particular seem difficult to memorize (e.g., 8 x 7): children, and even 

adults, make more mistakes and need more time to solve these problems. Central to this 

chapter is the question why some multiplication problems are more difficult than others. 

This question has occupied the minds of researchers for a long time (e.g., Clapp, 1924), and 

many studies have aimed to find predictors of problem difficulty. 

In the literature, several factors, which are discussed in more detail in the next section, 

affecting the difficulty of multiplication problems have been identified: problem size, tie, 

the presence of special numbers, order, and parity. These studies are, however, often char-

acterized by certain weaknesses. For instance, many studies included only adult partici-

pants (e.g., Campbell & Gunter, 2002; Hecht, 1999; LeFevre, et al., 1996). Where children 

were studied, the age range was often quite narrow (e.g, Lemaire & Siegler, 1995). The 

samples sizes in some studies were quite small (e.g., Cooney, Swanson, & Ladd, 1988; 
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LeFevre, Shanahan, & DeStefano, 2004; Lemaire & Siegler, 1995). Finally, many studies 

focused on a single problem characteristic (notably problem size) or a selection of problem 

characteristics (e.g., Campbell & Graham, 1985; LeFevre et al., 2004), or their effects were 

tested in separate analyses, i.e., in isolation (e.g., Parkman, 1972). It is possible that some 

effects will disappear when other effects are accounted for in an integrated model. Here we 

analyze all effects simultaneously, in a large sample of children, who are in the process of 

mastering the multiplication tables, and with a dependent variable that combines accuracy 

and speed.

In this study data from a new training and progress monitoring system, Math Garden, 

are used to study single-digit multiplication. Math Garden is a web based high frequency 

progress monitoring system for practicing arithmetic problems, and simultaneously mea-

suring arithmetic learning and development in primary education. Math Garden is used in 

a large-scale research project in which children of a broad age range (4-12) are measured 

frequently, preferably on a weekly basis. In this study, we use the data to replicate the basic 

multiplication effects found in previous research but we do so in an integrated analysis, in-

cluding all possible characteristics affecting problem difficulty, so that we can assess which 

effects hold when others are accounted for.

Math Garden
Math Garden is a web environment for practicing and measuring several domains of 

arithmetic, among which the four main operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, 

and division. Math garden presents children with a challenging and attractive web environ-

ment to practice arithmetic problems. The child maintains a garden in which he or she can 

grow flowers by playing arithmetic games that are linked to distinct flowerbeds (see Figure 

1a for a screenshot). Children are motivated to play on a weekly basis as the flowerbeds 

wither if they do not maintain them by playing regularly.

For teachers, Math Garden provides detailed feedback on individual pupils’ arithmetic 

development. It is our intention to relieve teachers from time-consuming correction of 

children’s schoolwork by providing not only feedback on individual pupil’s learning tra-

jectories but also on their specific problems and typical errors (Klinkenberg, Straatemeier, 

& Van der Maas, 2011; Chapter 2). In addition, Math Garden provides researchers with 

detailed high frequency data on the processes of arithmetic development.
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Figure 1 Screenshots of the garden interface (a) and the multiplication game (b) from Math Garden.

A new model for computer adaptive testing (CAT) is used in Math Garden (Klinkenberg 

et al., 2011; Chapter 2). CAT is a technique that enables the administration of individual-

ized tests, in which the selection of items is adapted to the ability level of the child. The 

advantage of CAT is that problems are tailored to the children’s ability, i.e., children are not 

bored with easy problems (relative to their ability), but also not frustrated by difficult prob-

lems (again relative to their ability). The games in Math Garden are therefore challenging 

and enjoyable for children regardless of their specific competence. Another advantage of 

CAT is that fewer items are needed to accurately estimate a child’s ability (Wainer, 2000). 

A novel aspect of the CAT technique, as implemented in Math Garden, is the utilization of 

both speed and accuracy of responses in measuring children’s ability and the difficulty of 

items. The CAT technique is explained in the Method section.

Klinkenberg et al. (2011; Chapter 2) showed that Math Garden provides reliable ability 

scores, which correlate highly with the Dutch norm-referenced general Math ability scale 

of the Pupil monitoring system of Cito (Janssen & Engelen, 2002) as used by the majority 

of Dutch primary schools. In this chapter we focus on the validity of the multiplication task 

in Math Garden. We set out to replicate results of studies investigating which problem char-

acteristics affect problem difficulty of single-digit multiplication problems. We will study 

which effects will hold when problem characteristics are included simultaneously. Below 

we first review the effects that were found in previous research.

Sources of problem difficulty

Problem size effect 
One of the most robust effects found in multiplication studies is the problem size effect: 

problems with small operands are easier than problems with large operands. Although 

	  

a) b)
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several researchers found that the problem size effect decreases with age (Campbell & 

Graham, 1985; Koshmider & Ashcraft, 1991), the effect is still present in adults. Several 

explanations have been suggested for the problem size phenomenon (for a review, see Ash-

craft & Guillaume, 2009; Zbrodoff & Logon, 2005).

One possible explanation concerns strategy choice. We provide a brief account of the 

most commonly used multiplication strategies. For a more complete taxonomy of the mul-

tiplication strategies, see Sherin and Fuson (2005). In the count-all strategy, children count 

all values between one and the product. In the more advanced repeated addition strategy, 

the multiplication problem is transformed in a sequence of addition problems. Other com-

monly used strategies are count by or counting strings, in which children use number se-

quences to solve the problem. All these strategies contain a large number of sub-operations, 

which lead to high response times and high chances of erring (Siegler, 1988). Strategies 

of moderate speed and complexity are derived fact procedures. These procedures involve 

the use of known arithmetic facts to derive the solution. For example, a child who knows 

that 5 x 5 = 25, can use this to calculate the answer to the problem 6 x 5. Finally, the most 

efficient strategy is retrieval.  Retrieval of the correct answer from long-term memory does 

not require any intermediate steps, so in general this is a fast procedure. 

Small problems are solved with retrieval more often than large problems (Imbo, Vandie-

rendonck, & Rosseel, 2007; LeFevre, et al., 1996; Lemaire & Siegler, 1995; Steel & Fun-

nell, 2001, Wu et al., 2008). A possible explanation for this finding is that in general, small 

problems are learned earlier and are presented more often than large problems. Hence, 

small problems may be more firmly anchored in individuals’ storage of multiplication facts 

(Campbell & Graham, 1985). Also, children and even adults often revert to less advanced 

strategies when confronted with large problems (Imbo et al., 2007; LeFevre, et al., 1996; 

Lemaire & Siegler, 1995; Mulligan & Mitchelmore, 1997; Steel & Funnell, 2001). In sum, 

the problem size effect may occur because children use more efficient strategies on small 

problems.

A second explanation of the problem size effect is the speed of executing the selected 

strategy. Larger problems require a larger number of sub-operations. For example, when 

using the repeated addition or counting strings strategies, the number of sub-operations 

depends on the problem size, which directly influences speed of execution (Mabbott & 

Bisanz, 2003). Indeed, LeFevre et al. (1996) found that response times increased with the 

number of counts needed in the counting strings strategy. And even when answers are re-

trieved from long-term memory, answers to easy problems are retrieved faster than answers 

to more difficult problems. An explanation for this finding is found in theories about the 

organization of arithmetic facts in memory (for a review see Verguts & Fias, 2005). Adher-
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ents of table search models (e.g., Geary, Widaman, & Little, 1986) argue that arithmetic 

facts are organized in a tabular representation, and that it takes longer to “walk” to the 

right answer for larger problems than for smaller problems. Siegler’s (1988) distributions 

of associations model provides another explanation for fast retrieval of large, compared to 

small, problems. The model stipulates that, during the learning process, more errors are 

made on large problems than on small problems, which increases the number of interfering 

associations with incorrect answers for large problems. Similarly, in Campbell’s network 

interference model (Campbell, 1995) more candidate answers are activated for large prob-

lems due to a large magnitude code. Verguts and Fias (2005) proposed a connectionist 

model in which the cooperation and competition between different candidate answers un-

derlies the problem size effect. In sum, execution of multiplication strategies, either simple 

or advanced, is more effortful for large problems than for small problems.

In previous studies different definitions of problem size have been used in item dif-

ficulty analyses. These predictors have included the operands (e.g., Koshmider & Ash-

craft, 1991; Siegler, 1988), the sum of the two operands (e.g., Parkman, 1972; Stazyk, 

Ashcraft, & Hamann, 1982), the product (e.g., Mabbot & Bisanz 2003; Siegler, 1988; 

Stazyk et al, 1982), the squared sum (e.g., Lemaire & Siegler, 1995; Stazyk et al., 1982), 

the maximum (e.g., Koshmider & Ashcraft; 1991; Parkman, 1972), and the minimum 

operand (e.g., Parkman; 1972; Stazyk et al, 1982). Some researchers divided the prob-

lem set in large and small problems. For example, De Brauwer, Verguts, and Fias (2006) 

divided the set of multiplication problems into a set of small problems (both operands 

smaller than five) and a set of large problems (both operands larger than five). Below 

we have tested which of these definitions is the strongest predictor of item difficulty. 

 

Tie effect 
Specifically problems with two equal operands turn out to be easier than problems with 

different operands (Campbell & Gunter, 2002; De Brauwer & Fias, 2009; De Brauwer et 

al., 2006). Increased use of more advanced strategies like retrieval on ties, compared to 

non-ties, might explain the tie effect (LeFevre et al., 1996). This was first explained by the 

finding that tie problems were presented significantly more frequently than non-tie prob-

lems (Siegler, 1988). However, reanalysis of Siegler’s data showed that tie multiplication 

problems were presented as often as non-tie problems, once problems with a zero or one 

were excluded (Baroody, 1994), or once only tie problems with large numbers (6-9) were 

taken into account (Verguts & Fias, 2005). An alternative explanation may therefore be that 

accessibility of tie problems in the memory network is easier (Campbell, 1995; Campbell 

& Gunter, 2002; Verguts and Fias, 2005). Blankenberger (2001) offered the explanation 
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that the tie effect is encoding based, as encoding two equal numbers is assumed to be fast-

er than encoding two unequal numbers. This assumption has been questioned by several 

researchers who found an interaction between problem size and tie (Campbell & Gunter, 

2002; De Brauwer et al, 2006; LeFevre et al., 2004). The tie effect is more pronounced for 

large problems, probably because all small problems, ties and non-ties, are solved quite 

quickly and accurately. Although this finding seems to conflict with the encoding explana-

tion, it is possible that encoding small operands is faster because small numbers are more 

entrenched than large numbers and an encoding effect might explain (part of) the tie effect. 

Special numbers
Specific numbers included in a problem have also been found to affect the problem dif-

ficulty of single digit multiplication problems. One of the most pronounced effects is the 

five effect: problems with the operand five are easier than one would expect on the basis 

of problem size (e.g., Campbell & Graham, 1985; De Brauwer et al., 2006; LeFevre et al. 

1996; Mabbott & Bisanz, 2003; Mulligan & Mitchelmore, 1997). Again, use of advanced 

strategies might explain the five effect. Mabbott and Bisanz (2003) argued that counting 

strings with fives are overlearned, and that as a consequence children report using retrieval 

more frequently on five-problems than on problems with a three or four. Moreover, the 

multiplication table of 5 is a table with high regularity: answers can only end with a 5 or a 

0 (Butterworth, Marchesini, & Girelli, 2003). 

Similarly, problems with operand two are easier than one would expect on the basis of 

problem size alone (e.g., Mabbot & Bisanz, 2003). LeFevre et al. (1996) pointed out that 

two-problems are similar to tie addition problems. Mabbot and Bisanz (2003) argued that 

these problems merely require a doubling of the quantity, which is a familiar operation for 

children. Moreover, they found that children used retrieval more often on two-problems 

than on problems with a three or four. Problems including a nine are also easier than prob-

lem size suggests. Possibly, individuals apply a specific rule to problems including nines, 

such as the finger rule (Mabbott & Bisanz, 2003; Sherin & Fuson, 2005). Finally, problems 

including the operand zero or one seem particularly easy, as children seem to solve these 

problems with the specific rules: N x 1 = N and N x 0 = 0 (Cooney et al., 1988; Lemaire & 

Siegler, 1995; Sherin & Fuson, 2005). 

Order effect 
Some multiplication effects are reported less frequently. For instance, one study found 

evidence in favor of an order effect, i.e., problems with the larger operand first are solved 

faster and more accurately than their commutative counterparts (Butterworth et al., 2003). 
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Explanations for the order effect are sought in the organization of the memory network. 

Butterworth et al. (2003) assumed that the mental representation of multiplication tables 

includes only half of the problems, and these problems are therefore solved faster than the 

other half that can be solved by the commutativity principle. This assumption is supported 

by Baroody (1999) who showed that there is a transfer of learning from problems to their 

mirror problems. Another explanation for the order effect is the order in which the mul-

tiplication tables are learned (Butterworth et al., 2003). In most countries children learn 

smaller tables (comprising problems where the second operand is small) before learning 

the larger tables. However, the only study in which the order effect was found included 

Italian children, and in Italy the order of the operands is reversed compared to most other 

countries, i.e., in Italy 6 x 2 is part of the 6 table. The order effect, therefore, awaits further 

confirmation.

Parity effects 

In some studies a parity effect was found, which refers to the even/odd status of the 

answer. In studies with verification tasks (Krueger, 1986; Lemaire & Fayol, 1995), sub-

jects rejected incorrect products more quickly when the parity of the incorrect answer was 

incongruent with the parity of the correct answer. However, Lochy, Seron, Delazer, and 

Butterworth (2000) found that this was only true for incorrect odd answers. They found 

that subjects accepted multiplication results more readily if they were even rather than odd, 

which they attributed to familiarity: three quarters of all multiplication results are even. But 

this might be a phenomenon that children are not familiar with (Rotem & Henik, 2013). 

Some other parity effects were reported. For example, young children’s multiplication 

errors often have the same parity as the parity of the correct answer to the addition problem 

with the same operands (Lemaire & Siegler, 1995). As they get older, the parity of chil-

dren’s multiplication errors more often equals the parity of the correct multiplication an-

swer. Based on these results, we test the hypothesis that problems with two even operands 

are easier, because the solution to both the multiplication problem and the addition problem 

including these operands is even. On other problems the solutions to the multiplication 

problem and the addition problem differ in parity, which may lead to interference. 

Present study
In the present study we investigated whether the effects described above can be detected 

in the difficulty of the multiplication items of Math Garden. We used a high frequency data-

set with a broad age range (4-12) to perform an integrated analysis to assess which effects 

hold when others are accounted for.
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Method

Participants
We used data from the Math Garden project that started in November 2007. Since the start 

of the project, every month new schools have started using Math Garden. For most analyses 

in this chapter we used data that were collected at nine primary schools during the school 

year 2007-2008 (November 2007 to July 2008). At the end of the school year a sample of 

985 children had played the multiplication game. Table 1 shows the number of children by 

grade, their age (in July 2008), their sex, and the total number of multiplication problems 

that they attempted. For some analyses data from the school year 2008-2009 (August until 

June) were used. At the end of this school year twenty primary schools participated in the 

project resulting in a sample of 2198 participants, who had played the multiplication game. 

Their age (in June 2009), grade, sex, and the total number of multiplication problems are 

also shown in Table 1. The participating schools gave permission for the use of the data of 

their pupils for research purposes, and they accepted the responsibility to inform the par-

ents of the participating pupils about the research and the voluntary participation. 

Table 1 Sample of participants per grade

November 2007 - July 2008 August 2008 - June 2009

Grade N Mean age (SD) % Male # Trials N Mean age (SD) % Male # Trials

k 21 6.13 (0.32) 67 4,631 9 6.14 (0.60) 78 5,011

1 131 7.17 (0.35) 59 18,087 192 7.12 (0.37) 68 92,333

2 245 8.28 (0.38) 46 45,779 413 8.19 (0.42) 55 165,646

3 181 9.30 (0.43) 49 37,300 411 9.21 (0.45) 46 159,726

4 216 10.40 (0.43) 46 43,912 429 10.23 (0.47) 46 100,353

5 125 11.40 (0.43) 54 22,223 397 11.26 (0.78) 50 67,145

6 66 12.44 (0.51) 40 8,047 303 12.32 (0.46) 50 48,900

6+ - - - - 44 13.48 (0.50) 50 1,222

Total 985 9.39 (1.69) 49 179,979 2198 9.90 (1.75) 51 640,336

Note. k = kindergarten

Materials
The multiplication game is one of the arithmetic games connected to a flowerbed in 

Math Garden (see Figure 1a). A child launches a new session of the multiplication game by 

clicking on the multiplication flowerbed.
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The multiplication problems
Each game session consisted of 20 multiplication problems. This was reduced to 15 

problems per session in December 2008. After a game session the child automatically re-

turned to his or her garden. The game also contained a stop-button on the screen with which 

children could end the session earlier, which is necessary as children use Math Garden in 

a classroom setting. The item database of the game contained 210 multiplication items in 

the school year 2007-2008, and 659 items in the school year 2008-2009, including both 

single-digit and multi-digit multiplication problems. In this study we focused on the single 

digit multiplication problems from 1x1 to 9x9. Each item had six answer options, from 

which the child had to choose the correct answer, see Figure 1b for a screenshot of the 

multiplication game. The frequency with which each item was answered in the school year 

2007-2008 ranged from 267 to 1422. In the school year 2008-2009, open-ended items in-

stead of multiple-choice items were used. Children submitted their answer using a numeric 

keyboard including digits 0-9 and an erase button. At the end of this school year each item 

had been answered between 449 and 4757 times.

Computer adaptive method 

Math Garden uses a new computer adaptive method to sample items. This computer 

adaptive method is based on the Elo rating system that is used to estimate the skills of chess 

players (Elo, 1978). The rating of a chess player indicates his or her ability level. After each 

chess game, the ratings of both players are adjusted based on the outcome of the game and 

the difference between the ratings of the players. Unexpected outcomes (i.e., a weak chess 

player wins from an expert player) have more impact on the players’ ratings than expected 

outcomes, because unexpected outcomes suggest that the initial ratings of the players may 

have been incorrect. The computer adaptive method used in Math Garden operates accord-

ing to the same principle, but here children play against multiplication problems. In this 

method both persons (i.e., children) and items (i.e., multiplication problems) have a rating, 

which indicates the ability of the person and the difficulty of the item, respectively. After a 

child has solved a math problem both the ability estimate of the person and the item diffi-

culty estimate are updated with a procedure based on paired comparison models (Bradley 

& Terry, 1952; Luce, 1959). Equation 1 shows that the updates of the person’s ability (θ) 

and the item difficulty (β) are based on the difference between the score (see Scoring rule 

Section) and the expected score, weighted by a factor K. 
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The  expected  score   is  a   function  of   the  difference  between   the  child’s  ability  and   the   item  

difficulty.  For  example,  if  the  ability  of  the  child  is  much  higher  than  the  item  difficulty,  the  expected  

score   is  high.   If  the  ability  of  the  child  and  the   item  difficulty  are  equal,  the  expected  score   is  zero.  

The   value   of   K   determines   the   sensitivity   of   the   updating   process.   The   larger   K,   the   greater   the  

impact  of  that  particular  trial  (i.e.,  answered  item)  on  the  person's  ability  and  the  item  difficulty.1  By  

updating  both  the  person's  ability  and  the  item  difficulty  after  each  answer,  both  the  item  difficulty  

estimate  and  the  ability  estimate  converge  to  their  "true"  value.  All  responses  of  all  children  playing  

the  multiplication  game  are   incorporated   in   these  values.  An  advantage  of   this   computer  adaptive  

method   is   that   item   difficulty   does   not   have   to   be   known   beforehand   (item   calibration),   but   is  
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   Scoring   rule.   A   simple   scoring   rule   combines   response   time   and   accuracy   to   determine   a  

child’s   score   on   an   item   (Maris   &   van   der  Maas,   2012).   This   high   speed,   high   stakes   scoring   rule,  

depicted   in   Figure   2,   has   attractive   psychometric   properties.   In   Math   Garden,   the   time   limit   for  

solving  a  multiplication  item  is  20  seconds.  When  a  child  gives  the  correct  answer,  the  score  equals  

the   time   limit  minus   the   response   time,  which   is   the   remaining   time.   If   a   child   gives   an   incorrect  

answer,  the  score  equals  the  negative  of  remaining  time.  For  example,  a  child  that  gives  an  answer  

after  5  seconds,  obtains  a  score  of  15  (20  -‐  5)  if  the  answer  is  correct,  and  a  score  of  -‐15  if  the  answer  

is  incorrect.    

This  scoring  rule  is  depicted  in  the  game,  which  makes  it  easy  for  children  to  understand.  At  

the  start  of  a  trial,  20  coins  are  visible  at   the  bottom  of  the  screen  (see  Figure  1b).  Every  second  a  

coin   disappears.   In   case   of   a   correct   answer,   the   remaining   coins   turn   green   and   are   added   to   a  

moneybag.  This  moneybag  represents  the  cumulative  score  of  a  game  session.  In  case  of  an  incorrect  

answer,  the  remaining  coins  turn  red  and  are  subtracted  from  the  cumulative  score  depicted  on  the  

moneybag,  with  the  restriction  that  the  moneybag  cannot  contain  a  negative  number  of  coins  (i.e.,  

the   minimum   is   zero).   If   time   expires,   no   coins   are   won   or   lost.   With   this   scoring   rule,   and   the  

                                                                                                                          
1   Separate   K-‐factors   are   calculated   for   updating   the   person's   ability   estimate   and   for   updating   the   item  

difficulty   estimate.   The   optimal   formula   for   calculating   these   K’s   is   based   on   pilot   data   and   is   explained   in  
Klinkenberg  et  al.  (2011).  
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The expected score is a function of the difference between the child’s ability and the 

item difficulty. For example, if the ability of the child is much higher than the item diffi-

culty, the expected score is high. If the ability of the child and the item difficulty are equal, 

the expected score is zero. The value of K determines the sensitivity of the updating pro-

cess. The larger K, the greater the impact of that particular trial (i.e., answered item) on 

the person’s ability and the item difficulty.1 By updating both the person’s ability and the 

item difficulty after each answer, both the item difficulty estimate and the ability estimate 

converge to their “true” value. All responses of all children playing the multiplication game 

are incorporated in these values. An advantage of this computer adaptive method is that 

item difficulty does not have to be known beforehand (item calibration), but is determined 

on the fly. 

Scoring rule 
A simple scoring rule combines response time and accuracy to determine a child’s score on 

an item (Maris & van der Maas, 2012). This high speed, high stakes scoring rule, depicted in 

Figure 2, has attractive psychometric properties. In Math Garden, the time limit for solving a 

multiplication item is 20 seconds. When a child gives the correct answer, the score equals the 

time limit minus the response time, which is the remaining time. If a child gives an incorrect 

answer, the score equals the negative of remaining time. For example, a child that gives an an-

swer after 5 seconds, obtains a score of 15 (20 - 5) if the answer is correct, and a score of -15 if 

the answer is incorrect. 

This scoring rule is depicted in the game, which makes it easy for children to understand. At 

the start of a trial, 20 coins are visible at the bottom of the screen (see Figure 1b). Every second 

a coin disappears. In case of a correct answer, the remaining coins turn green and are added to 

a moneybag. This moneybag represents the cumulative score of a game session. In case of an 

incorrect answer, the remaining coins turn red and are subtracted from the cumulative score 

depicted on the moneybag, with the restriction that the moneybag cannot contain a negative 

number of coins (i.e., the minimum is zero). If time expires, no coins are won or lost. With 

this scoring rule, and the moneybag as an incentive, children are motivated to respond quickly 

if they know the right answer (retrieval), and to use a calculation strategy if they do not know 

the correct answer, as guessing is risky. During each trial a question mark is displayed on the 

screen, which children can click if they do not know the answer and have no idea on how to 

calculate it. If the child clicks the question mark no coins are won or lost. After a child submits 

an answer, clicks on the question mark or if time has expired, the correct answer is shown. 

1 Separate K-factors are calculated for updating the person’s ability estimate and for updating the item difficulty esti-
mate. The optimal formula for calculating these K’s is based on pilot data and is explained in Klinkenberg et al. (2011).
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Figure 2 A graphical depiction of the high speed, high stakes scoring rule.  

Using both response times and accuracy in computer adaptive testing of arithmetical 

ability has several advantages. First, solving time is related to arithmetical ability. More 

advanced strategies, such as retrieval, take less time than less advanced strategies, such as 

counting strings (Lemaire & Siegler, 1995; Steel & Funnell; 2001). With easy items espe-

cially response time correlates significantly with ability, as Van der Maas and Wagenmak-

ers (2005) showed for chess items. Using both accuracy and response times may therefore 

improve estimation of children’s arithmetical abilities. Second, using the extra information 

of the response times facilitates the administration of items that are easier than the ones 

used in standard computer adaptive tests, where presented items are selected such that the 

test taker has a probability of 50% of answering correctly. Such items are the most infor-

mative items for measuring a person’s ability but lead to a, possibly demotivating, high 

level of negative feedback. In Math Garden, we present items that are selected such that the 

child has a probability of 75% of answering correctly. The games are therefore challenging 

and enjoyable for children of all competencies. Third, the high speed, high stakes scoring 

rule provides a solution for the speed-accuracy trade-off problem. Some children may val-

ue speed more highly than accuracy, and vice versa. With the use of this scoring rule, the 

optimal speed-accuracy trade-off is the same for all children. By the graphical depiction 

of the scoring rule in the game, children quickly get accustomed to the scoring rule. Final-

ly, instead of using speed and accuracy as two separate indicators of item difficulty, this 
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computer adaptive method integrates the indicators of difficulty of items. For a complete 

description of the computer adaptive method see Klinkenberg et al. (2011; Chapter 2).

Procedure
All participating schools agreed that their pupils would play on a weekly basis in Math 

Garden, but playing frequency differed between classes and children. All teachers received 

an instruction on how to use Math Garden and how to instruct their pupils in its use. Gener-

ally explicit instruction was limited, because the game rules are quite intuitive. The scoring 

rule of the game was explained, and children were told that they could click on the question 

mark if they did not know the answer. After this, children could play in their own garden, 

which they accessed with their own username and password. Teachers were instructed that 

the first couple of playing sessions should take place in school. After this, children were 

also allowed to play at home, but they were instructed to play by themselves.2 To keep chil-

dren motivated to play regularly, the flowerbeds withered slowly if a child had not played 

a domain for one week or more. In addition, children could spend the earned coins in a 

trophy cabinet. The reader is encouraged to create a demo account at www.rekentuin.nl or 

www.mathsgarden.com, to try out Math Garden.

Data analyses
We applied regression analyses to assess which problem characteristics affect the item 

difficulties of Math Garden data. We performed both simple regression analyses, including 

only one problem characteristic, and multiple regression analyses, including all character-

istics identified in previous research. We applied the enter method for confirmatory anal-

yses in which significant predictors found in previous research were included. A stepwise 

backward method was used for exploratory analyses. We used explained variance (R²) and 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974) for model selection. In most analyses 

the item difficulties at the end of the school year 2007-2008 (July 2008) featured as the de-

pendent variable. The item difficulties at the end of the school year 2008-2009 (June 2009) 

were used for replication of the findings, and to test for differences between forced-choice 

items (2007-2008) and open-ended items (2008-2009).

2 Of course there is a risk that children receive help of others especially at home. However, due to the adaptive algo-
rithm the increase in their ability estimate due to possible help quickly diminishes in later sessions in which they will 
fail items that are much too difficult for them.
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Results

Problem size effect
To assess which of the definitions of problem size, used in previous studies, is the best 

predictor of item difficulty, we fitted multiple simple regression models, each including 

a different definition of problem size. Table 2 shows both R² and AIC of these regression 

models. The best model, as indicated by the lowest AIC and the highest R², included the 

sum of both operands, as proposed by Parkman (1972). This model was also the best fitting 

model when the item difficulties of June 2009 were used. Based on these results, the sum 

of both operands will be used to operationalize problem size in the analyses below. 

 

Table 2 Results of regression analyses including different definitions of problem size

Definition of problem size R² AIC

(m + n) .55 313.39

m, n .54 315.28

min(m,n) .51 320.52

(m * n) .50 320.79

(m + n)² .48 325.09

(m * n) > 25 versus (m * n) <= 25 .47 325.89

max(m,n) .32 346.74

Note. m = first operand, n = second operand. Data are item difficulties from July 2008.

Integrated analysis of problem characteristics
In Figure 3a the item difficulties of the multiplications problems m x n are displayed. By 

visual inspection, some of the problem characteristics affecting item difficulty can already 

be identified. For example, the lines show that multiplication problems containing a large 

number (i.e., either m or n equal to 7 or 8) are more difficult than problems containing a 

small number (i.e., 3 or 4). In addition, a one effect is evident from the low line of item 

difficulty for problems where n = 1. Moreover, the drop in item difficulty for problems 

containing a five is clearly visible at m = 5. A nine effect is evident from the drop in item 

difficulty for problems where the first operand is a nine (m = 9). 
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Figure 3 Empirical item difficulty (a) and predicted item difficulty (b) of multiplications m x n, 

based on the regression model that explains 90% of the variance in item difficulty. Lines represent 

n. The m values are depicted on the x-axis. 

In a multiple regression analysis, all problem characteristics that were reported in the 

introduction were entered into the regression model, and fitted to the item difficulties of 

July 2008. To prevent multicollinearity between the predictors, problem size was centered 

(Jaccard & Turissi, 2003). The regression model explained 83% of the variance in item 

difficulty, and resulted in an AIC of 242.59. The left part of Table 3 shows the estimates 

of the regression coefficients of this model. As was evident from the problem size effect 

analyses, the sum of both operands was a significant predictor of item difficulty, where 

problems with large operands were more difficult than problems with small operands. The 

inclusion of a one, two, five, or nine significantly decreased item difficulty. A significant 

tie effect was also found, where problems including two equal numbers had a lower item 

difficulty than problems including unequal numbers. No interaction between problem size 

and tie was found. The parity of the answer (whether the answer is even or odd) also did not 

contribute significantly to the prediction of item difficulty. The same holds for the parity 

comparability of the answer to the addition answer: this effect was not significant. Finally, 

no significant effect of order was found, which indicates that mirror problems (m x n versus 

n x m) were equally difficult.
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Table 3 Parameter estimates in regression model including all predictors

July 2008 June 2009

Predictors B SE t-value B SE t-value

Intercept 0.98 0.34 2.92** -3.71 0.30 12.48***

Problem size (m + n - 10) 0.36 0.06 5.92*** 0.41 0.06 7.29***

One (m = 1 or n = 1) -4.21 0.48 -8.82*** -2.38 0.50 -4.72***

Two (m = 2 or n = 2) -0.99 0.37 -2.68** -1.51 0.35 -4.33***

Five (m = 5 or n = 5) -0.96 0.29 -3.29** -1.55 0.26 -6.02***

Nine (m = 9 or n = 9) -0.94 0.37 -2.52* -1.27 0.33 -3.80***

Tie (m = n) -1.37 0.37 -3.71*** -0.40 0.34 -1.17

Problem size x tie 0.05 0.08 0.63 -0.17 0.07 -2.46*

Parity answer 0.53 0.30 1.79 0.07 0.26 0.27

Parity+ 0.08 0.31 0.27 0.26 0.29 0.89

m > n -0.18 0.23 -0.78 0.11 0.21 0.54

Note. Parity+ = comparison of the parity of the answer to the multiplication problem to the parity of the 

answer to the addition problem. 

*** p <.001. ** p < .01. * p < .05.

The regression model including all predictors was also fitted on the item difficulties of June 

2009. It is important to keep in mind that we switched to open-ended items in this school year. 

The regression model including all predictors explained 77% of the variance in item difficulty 

and resulted in an AIC of 234.72. The right part of Table 3 shows the parameter estimates of this 

regression model. Although the level of explained variance is somewhat lower than that of the 

model fitted on the item difficulties of July 2008 (R² = .83), the parameter estimates were simi-

lar. Problem size was a significant positive predictor of item difficulty, and problems with a one, 

two, five, or nine were easier than problems with other numbers. However, the tie effect did not 

significantly contribute to the prediction of item difficulty, contrary to the model of July 2008. 

The interaction between problem size and tie did significantly contribute, although weakly, to 

the prediction of item difficulty, meaning that the tie effect was more pronounced for problems 

with large operands than problems with small operands. Again, no significant contributions to 

the prediction of item difficulty were found for the parity of the answer, for the comparability 

of the parity of the answer to that of the addition answer, nor for the order of the two operands.  

Stability of effects
Another way to assess which characteristics robustly and substantially predict item dif-

ficulty is to look at the development of these effects across months, which is possible be-
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cause of the high frequency measurement in Math Garden. The regression model including 

all effects found in previous research was fitted on the item difficulties of every month 

(December 2007 till June 2009). Early and constant presence of an effect signifies its ro-

bustness. The t-values of the predictors of the regression model across months are plotted 

in Figure 4 against time (in months). 

Figure 4 Development of t-values of predictors of item difficulty. Dotted lines represent borderlines 

for significant effects (t = -1.96 and t = 1.96).

Even after Math Garden was running for only one month, several item characteristics 

were already significantly affecting item difficulty, namely problem size and whether the 

problems contained a one, two, or five. The one effect remained significant across all 

months, although the strength of the effect decreased, particularly when a switch was made 

to open-ended items (M9_08: September 2008). The nine effect was less pronounced in the 

first few months, but was then also significant in almost all months.
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For the tie effect and the interaction between problem size and tie, we see an interest-

ing pattern across months. When a multiple-choice format was used for the items (until 

M9_08) the main effect was stronger than the interaction effect, as we already concluded 

on the basis of the regression model for July 2008, discussed above. When the switch was 

made to open-ended items the main effect of tie was still significant in most months, but 

the interaction effect with problem size increased and became significant in almost all 

months. Figure 4 also shows that the t-values for the order effect, the parity of the answer, 

and whether this parity is comparable to that of the addition problem were low across all 

months. These variables do not seem to predict item difficulty robustly.

Exploratory analyses
Until now we only included predictors and interactions that were proposed in earlier 

studies. Visual inspection of the item difficulties suggested that other predictors might also 

significantly interact with problem size. For example, the five effect seems greater for 

problems with large operands than for problems with small operands (Figure 3a). To test 

this assumption, we performed an exploratory stepwise regression analysis including all 

significant main effects from the previous analyses, and interactions of all these predictors 

with problem size. For these analyses we also centered problem size to prevent multicol-

linearity. Indeed, multicollinearity did not seem to be a cause for concern as all VIF-values 

were below the critical value of 10 (Myers, 1990).

The left part of Table 4 shows the results of these stepwise regression analyses for the 

item difficulties of July 2008. The resulting regression model explained 90% of the vari-

ance in item difficulty, which is substantially larger than the 83% explained variance of the 

simpler model, and had an AIC of 199.05. 

The model included both significant main effects of inclusion of numbers one, two, and 

five, as well as significant interactions of these effects with problem size; inclusion of these 

specific numbers decreased problem difficulty and the facilitating effect of these numbers 

was stronger for problems with large operands than for problems with small operands. The 

main effect of inclusion of a nine was not significant. The significant negative interaction 

effect of problem size with the inclusion of a nine indicates that the decreasing effect on 

problem difficulty of inclusion of a nine is stronger for larger problems. Only the main tie 

effect was significant in the model, the interaction with problem size was not included. 

Problems with two equal operands resulted in lower item difficulties than did problems 

with unequal operands. The predicted item difficulties based on this regression model are 

plotted in Figure 3b, which is very similar to the plot of the empirical item ratings (Figure 

3a). We can predict the difficulty of single digit multiplication items very precisely. 
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Table 4  Results from stepwise regression analyses including main effects and interactions with 

problem size.

July 2008 June 2009

Predictors B SE t-value B SE t-value

Intercept 1.28 0.14 8.98*** -3.65 0.12 -29.64***

Problem size (m + n - 10) 0.54 0.04 12.45*** 0.60 0.05 12.79***

One (m = 1 or n = 1) -6.77 0.59 -11.57*** -4.65 0.61 -7.64***

Two (m = 2 or n = 2) -1.67 0.31 -5.32*** -2.05 0.29 -7.18***

Five (m = 5 or n = 5) -1.07 0.21 -5.15*** -1.42 0.18 -7.73***

Nine (m = 9 or n = 9) 0.23 0.41 0.55 0.16 0.36 0.45

Tie (m = n) -1.46 0.24 -6.09*** -0.41 0.22 -1.84

One * Problem size -0.62 0.12 -5.08*** -0.64 0.13 -4.81***

Two * Problem size -0.40 0.09 -4.55*** -0.39 0.09 -4.22***

Five * Problem size -0.16 0.08 -2.09* -0.31 0.07 -4.36***

Nine * Problem size -0.40 0.09 -4.55*** -0.44 0.08 -5.62***

Tie * Problem size ni ni ni -0.19 0.05 -3.52***

Note. *** p <.001. ** p < .01. * p < .05.  ni = not included.

In the same stepwise regression analysis with the item difficulties of June 2009, the best 

fitting model included all main effects and all interaction effects with problem size. This 

model explained 88% of the variance in item difficulty, with an AIC of 185.82. Thus, for 

the item difficulties of June 2009 the gain in explained variance (12%), when including the 

interactions with problem size for all predictors, was even larger. Again, the estimates of 

the significant main effects of the inclusion of a one, two, or five and the significant interac-

tion of these numbers with problem size showed that the facilitating effect of the inclusion 

of these specific numbers was stronger (i.e., larger decrease in item difficulty) for problems 

with large operands than for problems with small operands. The significant interaction ef-

fect of the inclusion of a nine with problem size also indicated that the inclusion of a nine 

facilitated large problems more than small problems. Only the interaction effect of tie with 

problem size was significant, the main effect was just non significant. The tie effect was 

stronger for problems with large operands compared to problems with small operands. 

Order effect
The order effect was further investigated below. Although a significant effect of order 

on item difficulty was absent in the analyses above, the effect warrants further investi-

gation given its theoretical significance for the organization of the memory network. We 
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compared the item difficulties of problems m x n (with m < n) to their mirror problems (n 

x m). We computed t-tests for each m separately, testing for the possibility that the order 

effect might only be present for problems containing specific numbers. Figure 5 shows the 

t-values of these tests for all numbers by month. Only for problems containing a one there 

is a significant effect of order, but this is limited to four months. Moreover, this effect is 

not in the same direction for these months. For all other numbers no significant order effect 

was found across months. These analyses support the previous conclusion that there is no 

evidence that the item difficulties of problems with the largest number in the first position 

differ from the item difficulties of problems with the largest number in the second position. 

Figure 5 T-values of t-tests comparing item difficulties of problems m x n to item difficulties of the 

mirror problems n x m, by month, for each m. Dotted lines represent borderlines for significant ef-

fects (t = -1.96 and t = 1.96).
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Discussion

In this study we investigated which problem characteristics of single digit multiplication 

problems affect problem difficulty. Data were gathered with a web-based high frequency 

progress monitoring system for arithmetic, Math Garden, which measures both children’s 

arithmetical abilities and the difficulty of arithmetic problems. In these item difficulties, 

children’s speed and accuracy are integrated. 

The first aim of this study was to investigate which operationalization of problem size 

explained problem difficulties best. The second aim was to investigate whether the problem 

characteristics affecting item difficulty found in previous research also affect item difficul-

ty in Math Garden data. In contrast to most studies, problem characteristics were analyzed 

simultaneously. We used two sets of item difficulties: the item difficulties at the end of the 

school year 2007-2008, when forced-choice items were used, and the item difficulties at 

the end of the school year 2008-2009, when open-ended items were used. We also looked 

at the stability of the effects across months. Finally, we performed exploratory analyses 

to investigate effects that have not been reported in previous research: interaction effects 

between problem size and other problem characteristics. 

Concerning the first aim, we compared several definitions used in previous research and 

found that the regression model including the sum of both operands was the best fitting 

model. Surprisingly, this relatively simple definition is used in only a few studies (e.g., 

Parkman, 1972; Stazyk et al., 1982). 

Concerning the second aim, we studied other effects that were found in previous re-

search. The tie effect implies that problems with two equal operands are easier than prob-

lems with unequal operands (e.g., Campbell & Gunter, 2002; LeFevre et al. 1996). More-

over, an interaction with problem size was observed in previous studies (e.g., Campbell 

& Gunter, 2002; De Brauwer et al., 2006), meaning that this effect is especially large for 

problems with large operands. We observed that the interaction with problem size had a 

stronger effect on item difficulty when open-ended items were used (school year 2008-2009). 

Previous studies, in which an interaction with problem size was found, also used open-ended 

items. So, presence of an interaction with problem size may depend on the task format. 

The inclusion of specific numbers one, two, five, and nine in a problem was found to 

affect item difficulty, consistent with previous studies (e.g., Campbell & Graham, 1985; De 

Brauwer et al., 2006; LeFevre et al., 1996; Mabbott & Bisanz, 2003). Problems including 

these numbers were easier than comparable problems not including these numbers. The 

one effect was particularly strong for forced-choice items. After the switch was made to 

open-ended items, the effect was weaker, although still substantial. An effect of including 
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the numbers two and nine was only found in a small number of studies (e.g., Campbell & 

Graham, 1985; Mabbott & Bisanz, 2003). Our analysis showed a robust effect of the inclu-

sion of the number two, as was evident from the stability of the t-values across months. The 

nine effect was also significant in almost all months. As was suggested in the Introduction, 

these effects can be the result of the use of more efficient strategies for problems including 

these numbers, which may also lead to stronger memory associations (e.g., Mabbott & 

Bisanz, 2003).  

We found no evidence in favor of an effect of the order of the operands on item difficulty, 

contrary to the study of Butterworth et al. (2003). Even when assessing the order effect for 

the specific number tables separately, no robust order effect was found. This finding seems 

to contradict with the assumption of Butterworth et al. (2003) and Verguts and Fias (2005), 

namely that only one of two mirror problems is included in the mental representation of 

multiplication tables. One of the two problems should then be more easily accessible. Our 

results suggest that either both mirror problems are included in the memory network, or 

that there is a single memory node for problems containing the same numerical elements 

regardless of order (Robert & Campbell, 2008), as is the case in the identical elements 

model of Rickard (2005).  

The final problem characteristics that were studied were parity effects. The evidence for 

parity effects was only found in some studies using verification tasks (e.g., Lochy et al., 

2000), where children have to decide whether a given answer is correct or incorrect. In this 

study, no evidence was found for an effect of the parity of the answer and its comparability 

to the parity of the answer to the corresponding addition problem. When children have to 

give the correct answer on their own or have to choose the correct answer from a selection 

of answers, parity does not seem to influence item difficulty. 

Summarized, item difficulties were affected by problem size and the inclusion of num-

bers one, two, five, and nine, and more or less by the presence of a tie in a problem. Item 

difficulties were not affected by the order or parity of the operands and the answer. It is, 

however, possible that these characteristics do affect the type of errors made by children. 

This will be addressed in further studies in the Math Garden project. 

Regarding the third aim, we tested whether an interaction of the inclusion of specific 

numbers with problem size contributed to the prediction of item difficulty in stepwise re-

gression analyses. Because an interaction of tie and problem size was found in previous re-

search, we assumed that a similar interaction effect could be present for the one, two, five, 

and nine effect. For all numbers, the interaction with problem size was indeed a significant 

predictor of item difficulty and the inclusion of these interaction effects caused a substan-

tial increase in explained variance in item difficulty. The effect of the inclusion of a specific 
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number was larger for problems with large operands than for problems with small oper-

ands. Possibly, small problems are retrieved so fast or are so easy to solve by calculation 

strategies that other characteristics, besides the size of the operands, do not substantially 

affect children’s speed and accuracy. In conclusion, this study shows that a model with a 

restricted number of problem characteristics can explain a large amount of variance in item 

difficulty (90%). Differences between the estimates of the predictors for the different test 

formats (forced-choice items versus open-ended items) were small. 

The resemblance of the present results to those of previous studies indicates that the 

implementation of the CAT technique results in a valid measure of item difficulty of mul-

tiplication problems: well-known effects could be replicated when using the item ratings 

as measure of item difficulty. Due to the CAT technique speed and accuracy data cannot be 

analyzed separately, which renders comparison of our analyses to more traditional analyses 

of either response times or accuracy impossible. The present study does show, however, 

that the analysis of the CAT difficulty estimates based on speed and accuracy, leads to sta-

ble and well interpretable results.  

There are more differences between CAT data and data from standard tests. In contrast 

to previous studies, in our CAT procedure, children receive different problem sets. The 

CAT procedure, however, has several advantages. The CAT procedure ensures that items 

administered to each child have a mean probability of .75 of being answered correctly. This 

ensures that we use only data of children for whom the items are developmentally relevant, 

i.e., suited to their particular ability level. The CAT setup also makes Math Garden attractive 

for children. Because Math Garden is experienced as fun, we were able to collect responses 

of large samples of children (2007-2008: 985 children, 2008-2009: 2198 children), from 

a broad age range (4-12 years), and with a high frequency longitudinal design. All these 

responses were used to calculate item difficulties, which reflect the whole learning process 

during primary education. Moreover, the high frequency nature of the dataset enabled us to 

assess the robustness of the problem characteristics affecting item difficulty over months. 

In future studies, we will use the high frequent observations to study children’s arithmetic 

abilities longitudinally.

The Math Garden dataset offers many other possibilities for studying multiplication and 

arithmetic in general. For example, comparisons across operations are possible as Math 

Garden also includes games for addition, subtraction, and division. Moreover, Math Gar-

den includes more complex multiplication problems, in addition to single digit multipli-

cation problems. The size of our database allows us to carry out adequate statistical tech-

niques. Finally, the use of open-ended items (from school year 2008-2009 onwards) allows 

for detailed error analysis.





4
CHAPTER

Difficulties of simple and complex  
addition and subtraction problems
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Abstract

Some addition and subtraction problems are easier than others. Factors influencing these 

difficulties have been identified in previous research, but these factors have not been inves-

tigated in synthesis, which is done in this study. We used data from a large sample of chil-

dren (2561 for addition and 2392 for subtraction, age range 4-14 years), combining mea-

sures of speed and accuracy, obtained with a computer-adaptive web-based training and 

progress-monitoring system, Math Garden. Highly similar sets of problem characteristics 

explained high percentages of variance for both simple and complex addition (both 91%) 

and subtraction (87% and 86%) problems. The need to perform a carry or borrow operation 

was the most robust characteristic affecting problem difficulty. Differences between the 

operations were also found. For example, order affected problem difficulty in subtraction 

problems but not addition problems.

Introduction

In studying mental arithmetic, multiple perspectives can be taken (Janssen, De Boeck, 

Viaene, & Vallaeys, 1999). Most studies concerning arithmetic performance adopt a per-

son perspective (e.g., Geary, Hoard, Byrd-Craven, & DeSoto, 2004; Lemaire & Lecacheur, 

2002; Passolunghi & Cornoldi, 2008). These studies address the similarities and dissim-

ilarities in arithmetic performance between groups of people, for example, between chil-

dren of different ages. There are also numerous studies that study mental arithmetic from 

the item perspective (e.g., Klein et al., 2010; Peters, De Smedt, Torbeyns, Ghesquière, & 

Verschaffel, 2010). In these studies, it is investigated why some arithmetic problems are 

more difficult than others. Characteristics of arithmetic problems that influence item diffi-

culties have been identified for all four basic arithmetic operations: addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division. A well-known example of such a problem characteristic is 

the problem size effect: problems with small operands are easier than problems with large 

operands. In this study we will address simple and complex addition and subtraction from 

an item perspective. 

Why is it useful to study mental arithmetic from the item perspective? Findings concern-

ing problem characteristics affecting item difficulty have implications for theories about 

memory processes and procedural strategies that underlie arithmetic performance (Camp-

bell, Fuchs-Lacelle, & Phenix, 2006). For example, numerous explanations have been pro-

posed to account for the problem size effect. It has been posited that search processes in 

the memory network take longer for problems with large operands than for problems with 
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small operands. Alternatively, there may be more interference in the retrieval process for 

problems with large operands than for problems with small operands (Zbrodoff & Logan, 

2005). Moreover, many studies have shown that people use a variety of strategies to solve 

arithmetic problems and that the probability that a certain strategy is used may differ from 

problem to problem (Janssen et al., 1999). 

Most studies concerning mental arithmetic have focused on simple arithmetic, i.e., prob-

lems with operands below 10, as it is assumed that adults and even most children can 

answer these problems by retrieval (Torbeyns, Verschaffel, & Ghesquière, 2002). Study-

ing arithmetic performance on simple problems can therefore provide insight into the un-

derlying memory network and memory processes. Fewer studies have investigated more 

complex, i.e., multi-digit arithmetic problems. Solving complex problems requires several 

processes. Answers to intermediate steps need to be retrieved from long-term memory and 

temporarily stored in working memory, and problem solving skills or rule-based proce-

dures come into play (Geary, Frensch, & Wiley, 1993; Imbo, De Rammelaere, & Vandier-

endonck, 2005). Because of the assumed differences in the processes of solving simple and 

complex problems it is important to study and compare both. 

In the present study, both addition and subtraction problems are analyzed in detail. Math-

ematically, these two operations are linked; subtraction is the inverse of addition. There-

fore, characteristics that may facilitate addition problems might also facilitate subtraction 

problems. Also, strategies in one domain may be applied in the other domain. For example, 

applying indirect addition can solve subtraction problems (Peters et al., 2010; Torbeyns, 

Ghesquière, & Verschaffel, 2009). It is therefore interesting to study if these conceptual 

links are reflected in the problem difficulties of addition and subtraction problems. 

We will compare item characteristics across domains and levels of complexity. The pres-

ent study presents a comprehensive analysis of the difficulties of simple and complex ad-

dition and subtraction problems. We included previously identified and some newly added 

problem characteristics: (1) the problem size effect, (2) the tie effect, (3) operand order, (4) 

carrying and borrowing, (5) the presence of a decade, (6) special numbers, and (7) number 

of digits. These are explained in the next section.

Determinants of item difficulty
The most robust known problem characteristic that affects difficulty of both addition 

and subtraction problems is problem size (e.g., Janssen et al., 1999; LeFevre, DeStefano, 

Penner-Wilger, & Daley, 2006; Seyler, Kirk, & Ashcraft, 2003). Problem size can be op-

erationalized in different ways. Some studies showed that the size of the sum/minuend is 

a good predictor of item difficulty. However, for addition problems, Groen and Parkman 
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(1972) showed that the size of the minimum of the operands is a better predictor. An ex-

planation for this effect is that both children and adults count on from the largest addend 

(e.g., min strategy). For subtraction, the minimum of subtrahend and remainder also proved 

to be a good predictor of problem difficulty (Siegler, 1989; Woods, Resnick, & Groen, 

1975). This effect is attributed to the use of the smaller count model (Woods et al., 1975). 

In this model, people count down on problems in which the subtrahend is smaller than the 

remainder (12 – 3 = 9), but they count up on problems in which the subtrahend is larger 

than the remainder (12 – 9 = 3): the indirect addition strategy (Peters et al., 2010; Torbeyns, 

Ghesquière et al., 2009). 

A second robust effect is the tie effect. Tie problems (problems with two equal operands, 

such as 4 + 4 = 8 or 8 – 4 = 4) are easier than problems with different operands. This tie ef-

fect has been found in both addition and subtraction problems (Campbell & Gunter, 2002; 

LeFevre, Shanahan, & DeStefano, 2004). 

Third, the order of the operands may also influence problem difficulty. In a limited num-

ber of studies concerning simple multiplication the order effect has received attention but 

results diverge (Butterworth, Marchesini, & Girelli, 2003; Rickard, 2005). To our knowl-

edge the effect of the order of the operands has received even less attention in studies con-

cerning addition and subtraction. Therefore, we will address the order effect in this study 

in more detail.  

A fourth item characteristic related to problem difficulty is the requirement of carrying 

for addition problems and borrowing for subtraction problems (Geary et al., 1993; Imbo, 

Vandierendonck, & Vergauwe, 2007; Klein et al., 2010). Addition problems require carry-

ing when the sum of the units of the two addends is equal to or larger than 10 (e.g., 28 + 13  

= 41). Inversely, subtraction problems require borrowing when the sum of the units of the 

subtrahend and the remainder are equal to or larger than 10, that is, when the units of the 

second addend are larger than the units of the first addend (e.g., 26 – 17 = 9).

The fifth characteristic that probably affects item difficulty is the presence of a decade. 

Problems with a minuend of 10 for subtraction problems (e.g., 10 – 4) and a solution of 10 

for addition problems (i.e., 6 + 4) have a special status, as our numerical system is a base-

ten system. From early on in the educational curriculum, children do exercises promoting 

insight into this base-ten system. As a result, solutions to problems with a minuend or solu-

tion of 10 are probably more easily retrieved (Hiebert & Wearne, 1992). We expect to find 

similar effects for the presence of decades in complex addition and subtraction problems.

A sixth explanation for variation in problem difficulty is the presence of certain num-

bers, which may facilitate problem solving. For instance, a 1 or 9 in the units of the oper-

ands may enable the use of rounding strategies: using decades as reference points in more 
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complex problems (Janssen et al., 1999). A 9 in a problem enables the ‘one less than 10’ 

strategy. For example, children may solve the problem 8 + 9 by first adding ten and then 

subtracting 1 (Torbeyns, Verschaffel, & Ghesquière, 2004). For complex addition prob-

lems, some adults were found to use strategies involving the intermediate step of rounding 

one or more operands up or down to the closest decade (Lemaire & Arnaud, 2008; Nys & 

Content, 2010). However, Torbeyns, De Smedt, Ghesquière, and Verschaffel (2009) found 

that only older (fourth graders) and high achieving children reported using this strategy. 

Blöte, Klein, and Beishuizen (2000) also found that only a small group of second grade 

children used rounding strategies on addition and subtraction problems containing a 9. 

The finding that problems containing a 1 in the units of the operands are particularly easy 

(Barouillet, Mignon, & Thevenot, 2008) may also be explained by the use of rounding 

strategies. Another explanation is that these problems may simple be solved by browsing 

the number line, + 1 and – 1 (Baroody, 1985; Barouillet et al., 2008). 

Apart from a one and nine effect, there might also be a five effect. The five effect has 

received considerable attention in studying multiplication because of the regularity of the 5 

times table (e.g., Campbell & Graham, 1985; De Brauwer, Verguts, & Fias, 2006; LeFevre, 

Bisanz et al., 1996). However, to our knowledge the five effect has not received attention 

in studies concerning addition and subtraction. Because the five, as a half-way point of 

our base ten system, might also have a special effect on problem difficulty of addition and 

subtraction problems we will include this characteristic in our study.

Finally, we added a problem characteristic that to our knowledge has not been investi-

gated before: the number of digits of the operands for addition problems and the number 

of digits of the subtrahend and remainder for subtraction problems. We assume that the 

number of digits is a valid operationalization of the complexity of the problem (i.e., the 

number of sub results that need to be calculated) and is therefore a good predictor of prob-

lem difficulty.

While the majority of these effects have been established in previous research, the rela-

tive importance of each effect is still unknown, as the effects have usually been studied in 

isolation. However, the effects may also act on each other. For instance, carrying and bor-

rowing is more often required in problems with larger operands, so part of the problem size 

effect may lie in the need for carrying and borrowing. For instance, LeFevre, DeStefano, 

Penner-Wilger, and Daley (2006) and Seyler et al. (2003) found that subtraction problems 

with a minuend of 11 or larger (e.g., 11 – s) were more difficult than problems with a minu-

end lower than 11. In their item set, all problems with a minuend of 10 and larger involved 

a borrowing operation, thereby explaining the shift in difficulty. LeFevre, Sadesky, and 

Bisanz (1996) found similar results for simple addition problems; whether or not the sum 
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was larger than 10 was a good predictor of item difficulty. Remarkably, the shift in problem 

difficulty took place at the minuend and sum of 11 and not at a minuend and sum of 10, for 

which a borrowing or carrying operation is also required. This could be explained by the 

decade effect discussed above. Addressing and comparing the influence of these charac-

teristics for both simple and complex addition and subtraction problems can give us more 

insight into the relative importance of these effects.

The aim of the present study is therefore to assess which of the above mentioned prob-

lem characteristics are the best predictors of item difficulty of simple and complex addition 

and subtraction problems. We analyzed problem difficulties that resulted from a comput-

er-adaptive web-based training and progress-monitoring system, Math Garden (Klinken-

berg, Straatemeier, & van der Maas, 2011; Chapter 2). In this computer adaptive method 

both speed and accuracy were integrated to estimate problem difficulty, resulting in one 

problem difficulty for each item. This methodology will be explained in more detail in 

the Method section. Math Garden is an educational tool used in schools, making the pres-

ence of an experimenter unnecessary. This enabled us to collect data of a large sample of 

children in their natural learning environment (2561 children for addition and 2392 for 

subtraction, age range 4-14 years). This makes the present study a valuable contribution to 

standard laboratory experiments with small sample sizes and limited age range. 

Method

Participants
In this study we used the data that were collected with the addition and subtraction 

game of Math Garden in the school year 2008-2009. The Math Garden project was an open 

research project in which schools and families could participate at any time, see Proce-

dure. During the school year a total of 2562 children played the addition game and 2393 

children played the subtraction game at least once. These children came from 23 different 

primary schools and 19 families in the Netherlands. Table 1 shows the number of children 

by grade, their age (in June 2009), sex, and the total number of addition and subtraction 

items attempted. The schools gave permission for analysis of the data and they accepted 

responsibility for informing the parents about the research and the voluntary participation.
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Table 1 Participant characteristics

Addition Subtraction

Grade N Mean age (SD) % Boys # Trials N Mean age (SD) % Boys # Trials

k 85 6.01 (0.46) 47 26,099 17 6.11 (0.45) 76 11,520

1 375 7.12 (0.38) 56 193,774 314 7.13 (0.39) 60 122,669

2 475 8.18 (0.42) 53 180,705 460 8.18 (0.42) 53 142,907

3 422 9.22 (0.45) 46 123,207 420 9.22 (0.45) 46 98,270

4 435 10.23 (0.51) 46 94,947 432 10.24 (0.51) 46 72,642

5 410 11.26 (0.78) 49 73,536 400 11.25 (0.79) 50 52,830

6 311 12.32 (0.46) 50 52,649 304 12.32 (0.46) 49 38,134

6+ 49 13.42 (0.59) 53 2,794 46 13.43 (0.57) 52 1,291

Total 2562 9.56 (1.92) 50 747,711 2393 9.72 (1.82) 51 540,263

Note. k = kindergarten

Materials

Math Garden 

Math Garden is a web environment for practicing and measuring arithmetic skills, 

among which addition and subtraction. Children maintain a garden in which they can grow 

flowerbeds by playing the arithmetic games that are linked to the flowerbeds, see Figure 1a. 

When a child first enters Math Garden the addition flowerbed is available, next to two other 

flowerbeds (counting game and number series game), which are not addressed in this study. 

Once a child has a sufficient addition ability level, the subtraction flowerbed appears. Chil-

dren are motivated to play on a weekly basis, as their flowers wither if they do not maintain 

them by playing regularly. Math Garden provides reliable ability scores, which correlate 

highly with the Dutch norm-referenced general Math ability scale of the Pupil monitoring 

system of Cito (Janssen & Engelen, 2002), used by the majority of Dutch primary schools 

(Klinkenberg et al., 2011).

The games 

In both games problems with six answer options are presented. Screenshots of these 

games are displayed in Figure 1b and 1c. The time limit for each item is 20 seconds, which 

is visualized by 20 coins at the bottom of the screen. Every second, one coin disappears. 

These coins visualize the scoring rule that is used in Math Garden. This high speed, high 

stakes scoring rule, see Figure 2, combines children’s response time and accuracy to deter-

mine the score on an item (Maris & van der Maas, 2012). When a child responds correctly, 
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the score equals the time limit (20 seconds) minus the response time, that is the remaining 

time. The child earns the remaining coins: these coins turn green and are added to a mon-

eybag. This moneybag represents the cumulative score of a game session. In case of an 

incorrect answer, the score equals the negative of the remaining time. This is visualized by 

the coins turning red and being subtracted from the cumulative score in the moneybag. The 

bag cannot contain negative points; hence, the minimum number of coins in the bag is zero. 

The earned coins can be spent in a trophy cabinet. No coins are won or lost when time ex-

pires or the child clicks on the question mark button, which children can use if they do not 

know how to calculate the correct answer. After a response or if time expired, the correct 

answer option turns green. With the coins and the trophy cabinet as an incentive, children 

are motivated to respond quickly if they know the correct answer, but, as guessing is risky, 

to use a back-up calculation strategy if they cannot retrieve the correct answer. 

Figure 1 Screenshots of Math Garden: the garden interface (a), the addition game (b), and the 

subtraction game (c).

The items 

In each game session a number of items was presented: 20 items before December 2008 

and 15 items afterwards. The addition item database (738 items) and the subtraction item 

database (723 items) consisted of items presented in everyday primary education, from 

easy (i.e., 1 + 1 and 1 – 1) to difficult (i.e., 0.0929 + 4.883 and 90.09 - 0.1034). The set of 

items was selected adaptively for each child (see the description of the computer adaptive 

method below) and was, therefore, different for each child and each session, dependent on 

the child’s ability at that moment. The simple and complex item sets that were addressed in 

this study are described in the Data analyses section.

 

a) b) c)
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Figure 2 A graphical depiction of the high speed, high stakes scoring rule.

Computer adaptive method 
The new computer adaptive method, used in Math Garden, is based on the Elo rating 

system that is used to estimate the skills of chess players (Elo, 1978). For the exact spec-

ifications of this method we refer to Klinkenberg et al. (2011; Chapter 2) and Chapter 3. 

Here, we provide a conceptual description of the method. In the computer adaptive method 

both the ability estimates of the children and the item difficulties were measured on the 

same scale. After a child had solved an item, both the ability estimate of the child (θ) and 

the item difficulty estimate (β) were updated with a procedure based on paired comparison 

models (Bradley & Terry, 1952; Luce, 1959), see Equation 1. These updates were based on 

the difference between the actual score of the child on the item (between -20 and 20, see 

scoring rule in Figure 2) and the expected score, weighted by a factor K. With these update 

functions, unexpected outcomes (large difference between score and expected score) had 

more impact on the estimates of the child’s ability and the item difficulty than expected 

outcomes. 

The expected score is a function of the difference between the child’s ability and the 

item difficulty. So, if the item difficulty of the item to be answered is much lower than the 

  
  

10  

children  play  against  multiplication  problems.  In  this  method  both  persons  (i.e.,  children)  and  items  

(i.e.,   multiplication   problems)   have   a   rating,   which   indicates   the   ability   of   the   person   and   the  

difficulty  of  the  item,  respectively.  After  a  child  has  solved  a  math  problem  both  the  ability  estimate  

of   the   person   and   the   item   difficulty   estimate   are   updated   with   a   procedure   based   on   paired  

comparison  models   (Bradley  &  Terry,  1952;  Luce,  1959).  Equation  1  shows  that   the  updates  of   the  

person's   ability   (θ)   and   the   item  difficulty   (β)   are   based  on   the   difference  between   the   score   (see  

Scoring  rule  Section)  and  the  expected  score,  weighted  by  a  factor  K.    

  

θ̂new = θ̂old +Kθ (Score−E(Score))

β̂new = β̂old +Kβ (E(Score)− Score)
                        (1)  

  

The  expected  score   is  a   function  of   the  difference  between   the  child’s  ability  and   the   item  

difficulty.  For  example,  if  the  ability  of  the  child  is  much  higher  than  the  item  difficulty,  the  expected  

score   is  high.   If  the  ability  of  the  child  and  the   item  difficulty  are  equal,  the  expected  score   is  zero.  

The   value   of   K   determines   the   sensitivity   of   the   updating   process.   The   larger   K,   the   greater   the  

impact  of  that  particular  trial  (i.e.,  answered  item)  on  the  person's  ability  and  the  item  difficulty.1  By  

updating  both  the  person's  ability  and  the  item  difficulty  after  each  answer,  both  the  item  difficulty  

estimate  and  the  ability  estimate  converge  to  their  "true"  value.  All  responses  of  all  children  playing  

the  multiplication  game  are   incorporated   in   these  values.  An  advantage  of   this   computer  adaptive  

method   is   that   item   difficulty   does   not   have   to   be   known   beforehand   (item   calibration),   but   is  

determined  on  the  fly.    

   Scoring   rule.   A   simple   scoring   rule   combines   response   time   and   accuracy   to   determine   a  

child’s   score   on   an   item   (Maris   &   van   der  Maas,   2012).   This   high   speed,   high   stakes   scoring   rule,  

depicted   in   Figure   2,   has   attractive   psychometric   properties.   In   Math   Garden,   the   time   limit   for  

solving  a  multiplication  item  is  20  seconds.  When  a  child  gives  the  correct  answer,  the  score  equals  

the   time   limit  minus   the   response   time,  which   is   the   remaining   time.   If   a   child   gives   an   incorrect  

answer,  the  score  equals  the  negative  of  remaining  time.  For  example,  a  child  that  gives  an  answer  

after  5  seconds,  obtains  a  score  of  15  (20  -‐  5)  if  the  answer  is  correct,  and  a  score  of  -‐15  if  the  answer  

is  incorrect.    

This  scoring  rule  is  depicted  in  the  game,  which  makes  it  easy  for  children  to  understand.  At  

the  start  of  a  trial,  20  coins  are  visible  at   the  bottom  of  the  screen  (see  Figure  1b).  Every  second  a  

coin   disappears.   In   case   of   a   correct   answer,   the   remaining   coins   turn   green   and   are   added   to   a  

moneybag.  This  moneybag  represents  the  cumulative  score  of  a  game  session.  In  case  of  an  incorrect  

answer,  the  remaining  coins  turn  red  and  are  subtracted  from  the  cumulative  score  depicted  on  the  

moneybag,  with  the  restriction  that  the  moneybag  cannot  contain  a  negative  number  of  coins  (i.e.,  

the   minimum   is   zero).   If   time   expires,   no   coins   are   won   or   lost.   With   this   scoring   rule,   and   the  

                                                                                                                          
1   Separate   K-‐factors   are   calculated   for   updating   the   person's   ability   estimate   and   for   updating   the   item  

difficulty   estimate.   The   optimal   formula   for   calculating   these   K’s   is   based   on   pilot   data   and   is   explained   in  
Klinkenberg  et  al.  (2011).  
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child’s ability, the expected score is high. The expected score is zero when the child’s ability 

equals the item difficulty. The value of K determines the sensitivity of the update process. It 

depends on playing frequency (of either the person or the item) and time elapsed since the 

last trial (Klinkenberg et al., 2011; Chapter 2). The updating process takes place every time 

each child has answered an item and this leads to convergence to the “true” values of both 

children’s ability estimates and item difficulty estimates. Thus, with this computer adaptive 

method item difficulties do not have to be known beforehand (item calibration), these are 

determined on the fly based on the responses of all participants. 

In standard computer adaptive tests items are selected such that the test taker has a 

probability of 50% of answering correctly, which may discourage test takers, especially 

children. Using the extra information of response times allows the administration of easier 

items. In Math Garden items are selected which the child can answer correctly with a mean 

probability of 75% (Klinkenberg et al., 2011; Chapter 2).

Procedure
Teachers and, in case of a family registration, parents received a written instruction on 

how to use Math Garden and were encouraged to let their pupils/children play on a weekly 

basis. Explicit instruction to the children was limited, because the garden interface and the 

game rules were quite intuitive. An instruction page was available for children who need-

ed extra instruction. Children were allowed to play both at school and at home but were 

instructed to play by themselves. To understand the procedure, the reader is encouraged to 

create a demo account at www.rekentuin.nl or www.mathsgarden.com.1

Data analyses
For the purpose of the present study, we selected two subsets of problems within both 

domains: a simple and a complex subset. We refer to addition problems as r + s = m and 

subtraction problems as m – s = r. In the simple subsets both r and s ranged from 1 to 9. 

Hence, items ranged from 1 + 1 to 9 + 9 and from 2 – 1 to 18 – 9. The complex subsets 

contained these simple problems and more complex problems with higher values of r and 

s, but we limited the problem range by keeping m below 100 and by excluding problems 

with decimal numbers. Standardized item ratings were used for all analyses. 

The problem characteristics described in the Introduction were tested for their influence 

on problem difficulty: (1) problem size, (2) the tie effect, (3) operand order, (4) carrying or 

borrowing, (5) the presence of a decade, (6) the presence of a 1, 5 or 9, and (7) number of 

1 Math Garden has changed and was expanded since the school year 2008-2009. But the overall playing experience is 
the same.
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digits. A description of the operationalization of these characteristics, including example 

items, can be found in the Appendix of this chapter, but a brief description is presented here.

The effect of problem size (1) was tested with both the size of m and the minimum of r and 

s. The order of r and s was included as a three-level factor, which operationalized the tie effect 

(2), where r and s were equal, and the operand order effect (3), where r was greater than s, 

or vice versa. For complex problems, separate ties for the units and decades were considered 

as well. Problems such as 84 - 7 = 17 and 22 + 52 = 74 were marked with the label tie units 

and problems such as 41 + 46 = 87 and 49 – 24 = 25 were marked with the label tie decades. 

Problems in which both units or both decades equaled zero were not classified as ties. Prob-

lems that required either a carry or borrow operation (4), and thus crossing a decade, received 

the cross10 label. We also included problems where m is a decade in this category (i.e., 15 

+ 5 and 70 – 7). The effect of decades (5) concerned problems in which either m or r and s 

equaled a decade. For r and s this could only be the case in the complex item set. Inclusion of 

special numbers was considered (6). For the simple items, we considered the influence of r 

or s equaling 1, 5, or 9. For the complex items, we studied the influence of the units of r and 

s equaling these numbers. We refer to these variables as rs1, rs5, and rs9. For both the simple 

and complex item set, we also tested the influence of the units in m equaling these numbers. 

Finally, in the analysis with complex problems the total number of digits present in r and s 

was included as a problem characteristic (7). For problems like 5 + 6 = 11 and 11 – 6 = 5 the 

number of digits is two, as both r and s are single digit numbers. Problems like 15 + 6 = 21 

and 21 – 6 = 15 include three digits. Finally, in problems like 15 + 16 = 31 and 31 – 16 = 15 

the total number of digits in r and s equals four.

Results

Simple addition and subtraction
Figure 3a and 3b display the item difficulties of simple addition problems (r + s = m) 

and simple subtraction problems (m – s = r). Some of the effects mentioned in the Introduc-

tion can already be identified by visual inspection of the graphs. Both simple addition and 

simple subtraction problems containing a 1 seem particularly easy, as can be deduced from 

the low lines of item difficulty for these problems. The drop in item difficulty for problems 

in which r and s are equal indicates a tie effect. This effect seems most pronounced for 

addition problems. A size effect can be deduced from the increasing item difficulties with 

increasing s. Also, lines indicating a high r are generally above lines with a low r. For sub-

traction problems a nine effect appears to be present, as indicated by the relatively low line 

of item difficulty for problems in which r is 9.
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Figure 3 The empirical item difficulty of (a) simple addition problems: r + s = m, and (b) simple 

subtraction problems: m – s = r. The digits on the lines indicate r.

To test these (and other) effects statistically, we performed two stepwise regression anal-

yses: one to explain the item difficulties of the simple addition problems and one to explain 

the item difficulties of the simple subtraction problems. All predictors discussed in the 

Method section were included. A stepwise backward method was used: in the initial model 

all predictors discussed in the Method section were included. Predictors were removed 

from the model one by one if removal led to a lower Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; 

Akaike, 1974). This procedure was repeated until the lowest optimal AIC was obtained.

The resulting regression model for the simple addition problems explained 91% of the 

variance in item difficulty and the resulting subtraction model explained 87% of the vari-

ance in item difficulty. The estimates of the regression coefficients of these models are re-

ported in Table 2. One of the first salient findings was that the size of m was not retained as 

a predictor in the final subtraction model and was not significant, although it was included 

in the final addition model. This seems surprising, as the size effect has been reported in 

many studies. This could, however, be explained by the high correlations between the size 

of m and two other predictors: the size of the minimum of r and s (r = .86) and crossing a 

decade (r = .82). The minimum of r and s and crossing a decade also correlated consider-

ably (r = .67). 

In the starting models in which all predictors were included, the variance inflation factor 

(VIF) for m exceeded 10 (14.34) and was near 10 for min (9.21) and cross10 (9.05). Ac-

cording to Myers (1990) a VIF above 10 poses a concern for the reliability of the estimates 
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of the regression coefficients. The results should therefore be interpreted with care. Howev-

er, performing the same stepwise regression analysis without size of m led to similar results 

for both addition and subtraction. The starting models for the stepwise regression analyses 

without m had acceptable VIF’s for both addition and subtraction.2

Table 2 Results from stepwise regression analyses for simple addition and subtraction.

Addition (r + s = m) Subtraction (m – s = r)

Predictor Operationalization B SE t-value B SE t-value

Intercept -0.86 0.18 -4.73*** -0.43 0.12 -3.48***

Problem size m 0.04 0.03 1.41 ni ni ni

Minimum of r and s 0.15 0.05 3.43** 0.10 0.03 2.91**

Tie Order: r = s -1.32 0.13 -10.05*** -0.98 0.14 -6.82***

Order Order: r > s -0.10 0.07 -1.38 -0.63 0.08 -7.60***

Carrying/borrowing Cross10 0.86 0.17 5.06*** 1.33 0.15 8.76***

Decade m10 (m = 10) -0.87 0.15 -5.74*** -1.22 0.16 -7.82***

Special numbers rs1 (r = 1 or s = 1) -0.58 0.11 -5.29*** -0.47 0.12 -3.78***

rs5 (r= 5 or s = 5) -0.19 0.09 -2.22* ni ni ni

rs9 (r = 9 or s = 9) -0.30 0.11 -2.79** -0.29 0.11 -2.56*

m1 (units of m = 1) -0.58 0.14 -4.03*** ni ni ni

m5 (units of m = 5) ni ni ni ni ni ni

m9 (units of m = 9) ni ni ni 0.27 0.15 1.87

*** p <.001. ** p < .01. * p < .05.  ni = not inluded.

Figure 4 shows the mean item difficulty, plotted against the size of m (Figure 4a), the 

minimum of r and s (Figure 4b), and crossing a decade (Figure 4c) for addition and sub-

traction problems. Note that these graphs show the effect of the predictors when other pre-

dictors are not accounted for. Figure 4a shows the mean item difficulty for problems that 

included an m ranging from 2 to 17.3 The graph shows a steep increase in item difficulty 

once m becomes greater than 10 for both addition and subtraction. Note that the increase 

starts at m = 11 and not at m = 10, although problems in which m = 10 also require car-

rying/borrowing. The facilitating effect of the result (addition problems) or the minuend 

(subtraction problems) being a decade was also evidenced by the significant negative beta 

2 There were differences between the final addition models when m was or was not included. The size of m was re-
tained in the final addition model when it was entered in the stepwise regression analysis. This lead to small differenc-
es in the regression estimates, but the overall conclusions did not change. The final subtraction model resulting from 
this stepwise regression analysis was similar to the one when m was included in the starting model.
3 M equals 18 was not included as this is only the solution to the addition problem 9 + 9 = 18 and is only included in 
the subtraction problem 18 – 9 = 9.
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estimate for m10 (see Table 2). Although Figure 4a shows that there is an effect of the size 

of m on item difficulty, the variable was not included in the final regression models as this 

effect could be accounted for by including both the minimum of r and s and the require-

ment of carrying and borrowing. This is illustrated by Figures 4b and 4c. Figure 4b shows 

that the larger the minimum of r and s4, the higher the item difficulty. Figure 4c shows that 

both addition and subtraction problems that require carrying or borrowing are more diffi-

cult than problems that do not require crossing a decade. 

Figure 4 The effect of m (a), the minimum of r and s (b), crossing the decade (c), and the order of r 

and s (r < s, r = s, r > s) (d) on item difficulty for simple addition and subtraction problems.

The order of r and s and the tie effect were combined in a factor with three levels: r < s, 

r = s, and r > s. Both for addition and subtraction an effect of r = s was found, which is the 

tie effect. Figure 4d also shows that for both addition and subtraction tie problems were 

4 A minimum of 8 and 9 were not included, as these apply respectively to only three (8 + 8, 8 + 9, 9 + 8 or 16-8, 17-9, 
17-8) or one problem (9 + 9 or 18 - 9), among which a tie problem. This tie effect distorts the minimum effect.
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easier than problems in which r and s were unequal. For the subtraction problems also a  

significant effect of r < s was found. Problems in which r is smaller than s are more difficult 

than problems in which r is larger than s. For addition no such order effect was found. We 

will take a closer look at this order effect in the next section.

Special numbers (1, 5, and 9) significantly facilitated the item difficulty of both addition 

and subtraction problems. A distinction was made between r or s equaling these special 

numbers and m equaling the special numbers. We will first discuss the effects for r and 

s equaling special numbers. Problems in which either r or s equaled 1 were easier than 

problems not including a 1. A nine effect was also found for addition and subtraction, with 

problems with either r or s equaling 9 being easier than problems not containing a 9. A five 

effect was only found for addition problems, not for subtraction problems. Addition prob-

lems containing a 5 were easier than problems not containing a 5. Several special number 

effects were also found for m. A one effect was found for addition problems. For simple 

problems this only applied to problems in which m = 11, which were easier than other 

comparable problems. For subtraction a nine effect was found, which applied to simple 

problems in which m = 9. When m equaled 9, item difficulty increased. 

The seventh problem characteristic, number of digits, only applies to complex addition 

and subtraction problems. It is included in the regression analyses discussed in the section 

Complex addition and subtraction below. 

Order effect
 In this section we take a closer look at the order effect that was found for subtraction 

but not for addition problems. Figures 5a and b show item difficulties of mirror problems (r 

and s are mirrored) for addition and subtraction. Figure 5a shows that the item difficulties 

of the addition problems were evenly spread across the regression line. If we look at Figure 

5b we see that overall subtraction problems in which the subtrahend (s) is smaller than the 

remainder (r) are easier than problems in which the subtrahend is larger than the remainder. 

This seems especially true for problems in which the remainder is 9 or the subtrahend is 1 

or 2. This confirms the results of the order effect of the regression analyses. 

Next, we tested the possibility that the order effect might only be present for certain 

numbers by performing t-tests for each s separately. Because of the high frequency mea-

surements in the Math Garden dataset we were able to do these analyses for each month 

separately, which enabled us to assess the robustness of these effects. Figure 5c shows the 

t-values of these tests for all numbers by month. For problems containing a 1, 2, or 9 a 

significant effect of order was found across months. This effect is negative for 1 and 2, as 

indicated by the negative t-values across months for these numbers. So for problems m – s 
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= r, problems with s equal to 1 or 2 were easier than problems in which r equals 1 and 2. 

A positive effect on item rating was found for s = 9, which means that problems in which  

s = 9 had a higher item difficulty than problems in which r = 9. Subtraction problems with 

a remainder of 9 were easier than subtraction problems in which the subtrahend was 9.  

Figure 5 Item difficulty of simple addition r + s = m versus s + r = m, r = .93 (a) and subtraction 

problems m – s = r versus m – r = s, r = .85 (b), in June 2009. (c) T-values of t-tests comparing 

item difficulties of simple subtraction problems m – s = r to item difficulties of mirror problems m – r 

= s, by month, for each m. Dotted lines represent borderlines for significant effects (t = -1.96 and t 

=1.96). (d) Item difficulty of simple subtraction problems m – s = r versus corresponding addition 

problems (mean of item difficulty s + r and r + s) in June 2009 (r = .85).
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Addition versus subtraction 
The next interesting step is to compare the ratings of the subtraction and addition prob-

lems. In Figure 5d the standardized item ratings of each subtraction problem are plotted 

against the mean of the two corresponding addition problems. So, the rating of the problem 

14 – 8 is plotted against the mean rating of problems 6 + 8 and 8 + 6. We have chosen for 

the mean of the two addition problems because previous analyses showed no significant 

order effect for addition. The correlation between the item difficulties of the addition and 

subtraction problems is r = .85. For problems with m above 10 subtraction problems with 

a large subtrahend and a smaller remainder (i.e., 12 – 9 = 3) seemed to be relatively more 

difficult than their additive counterparts (3 + 9 and 9 + 3), whereas the item difficulty of 

subtraction problems with small subtrahends (i.e., 12 – 3 = 9) were relatively equally diffi-

cult as their additive counterparts. 

Complex addition and subtraction
Can we generalize the previous models to more complex addition and subtraction prob-

lems?  In Figure 6 the item difficulties are plotted against m for all complex addition (a) and 

subtraction (b) problems that were included in Math Garden, with m < 100. 

A few adjustments were made for the analysis of the complex problems, in comparison 

to the simple problems. First, a log linear relation seemed to describe the overall relation 

between m and item difficulty better than a linear relation for both complex addition and 

complex subtraction. Second, we included several predictors: complexity of the problem 

(i.e., the number of digits of r and s), separate tie effects for the units and tens in the prob-

lem, and a dummy variable that coded whether r or s was a decade. 

Figure 6 The empirical item difficulty of complex addition problems r + s = m (a) and complex 

subtraction problems m – s = r (b).
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The stepwise regression analyses resulted in a complex addition model that explained 

91% of the variance in item difficulty and a complex subtraction model that explained 86% 

of the variance in item difficulty. The regression coefficients of these models are reported 

in Table 3. Multicollinearity was again a problem in these analyses. For both the addition 

problems and the subtraction problems log(m) and m correlated highly, that is .95. This 

may confound the proportion of explained variance that is attributed to either m or log(m). 

It is, therefore, important to check for different results when either of these predictors is 

excluded from the analyses. This problem is also evident from VIF’s above 10 for log(m) 

and m. For the other predictors, VIF’s were below 10 for both addition and subtraction and 

are therefore acceptable (Myers, 1990).

Table 3 Results from stepwise regression analyses for complex addition and subtraction

Addition (r + s = m) Subtraction (m – s = r)

Predictor Operationalization B SE t-value B SE t-value

Intercept -2.69 0.11 -24.72*** -2.55 0.13 -19.00 ***

Problem size m ni ni ni ni ni ni

log(m) 0.23 0.04 6.25*** ni ni ni

Minimum of r and s 0.02 0.003 6.85*** 0.02 0.004 5.42***

Tie Tie units -0.33 0.09 -3.71*** -0.27 0.09 -3.03**

Tie decades ni ni ni ni ni ni

Order: r = s -0.57 0.09 -6.39*** -0.60 0.13 -4.56***

Order Order: r > s -0.003 0.04 -0.07 -0.35 0.05 -7.66***

Carrying/borrowing Cross10 1.01 0.06 15.61*** 1.18 0.07 16.77***

Decade m10 (m is a decade) -0.96 0.06 -16.26*** -0.75 0.07 -11.13***

rs10 (r or s is a decade) -0.72 0.06 -11.98*** -0.66 0.07 -9.51***

Special numbers rs1 (r = 1 or s = 1) -0.29 0.06 -5.20*** -0.33 0.07 -5.05***

rs5 (r= 5 or s = 5) -0.14 0.05 -2.89** ni ni ni

rs9 (r = 9 or s = 9) -0.12 0.06 -2.06* -0.16 0.07 -2.39*

m1 (units of m = 1) -0.49 0.08 -6.51*** ni ni ni

m5 (units of m = 5) ni ni ni ni ni ni

m9 (units of m = 9) ni ni ni 0.16 0.08 1.93

Number of digits Digits 0.60 0.06 10.56*** 0.79 0.05 16.33***

*** p <.001. ** p < .01. * p < .05.  ni = not included.

For both addition and subtraction m was not included in the final regression model, 

which supports our assumption that other predictors better predict item difficulties of com-

plex problems. The log of m was included and was significant in the addition model. The 
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log of m had a positive effect on item difficulty, that is, the larger the log of m the more 

difficult the problem.

The final models resemble the models of simple addition and subtraction. Again, an 

increasing minimum of r and s and whether crossing a decade is required significantly 

increased item difficulty, although the effect of the minimum of r and s is less strong than 

for simple problems.

For both complex addition and subtraction tie problems were easier than non-tie prob-

lems, as was found for simple problems. In addition, a tie effect was found for the units of 

the problems. Addition and subtraction problems in which the units of the problem were 

a tie were easier than non-tie problems. No decade tie effect was found for both complex 

addition and subtraction problems. Again, only for subtraction an order effect was found. 

Problems in which the remainder (r) is larger than the subtrahend (s) were easier than their 

reverse problems. 

Carrying/borrowing made complex problems more difficult. This effect resembled the 

effects found in simple addition/subtraction. In complex addition and subtraction we found 

two types of decade effects. One is that problems in which either r or s equaled a decade 

were easier then problems where this was not the case. The second decade effect was that 

problems in which m was a decade were relatively easy. This latter effect was also found in 

both simple addition and simple subtraction. Of course the decade effects for r and s could 

not be found for the simple problems as r and s ranged from 1 – 9 for these problems. 

A one effect and a nine effect for the units in r and s were found for both complex ad-

dition and subtraction, which resembled the effects in simple addition and subtraction. A 

five effect for the units in r and s was found for complex addition but not subtraction. This 

also parallels the findings for simple addition and subtraction. If we look at the unit effects 

for m, we see that for addition problems only a one effect was found. Addition problems in 

which the units in m equaled one were relatively easy. In the final subtraction model a nine 

effect for the units of m, increasing problem difficulty, was included, although this effect 

was not significant. 

The number of digits present in the problem appeared to be a good predictor for the 

difficulty of both complex addition and subtraction problems. Problems with more digits 

were more difficult than problems with fewer digits. This predictor incorporated part of the 

explained variance that would otherwise be explained by the log of m. When we excluded 

the number of digits from the models, the log of m was also included and significant in the 

subtraction model and had a stronger effect on item difficulty in the addition model.
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Stability of effects 
The high correlations between several of the predictors in the regression analyses may 

have biased the estimates of the regression coefficients. Multicollineairity may lead to un-

stable estimates of the regression coefficients. To study whether the predictors, included 

in the models above, robustly and substantially affected item difficulties we looked at the 

stability of the estimates of the predictors across months. We used the complex item set 

with all problems with m below 100 for this analysis. Predictors that robustly affect the item 

difficulty of addition and subtraction problems should significantly contribute to the item 

difficulty across months. 

First, we performed multiple stepwise regression analyses with the item difficulties of 

each month as dependent variable and all predictors included in the analyses above as pre-

dictors. Next, we fitted a regression model on the item difficulties of each month in which 

we included only the predictors that were included as significant predictors in the resulting 

stepwise models for at least one month. The development of the t-values of these predictors 

across months is shown in Figure 7 for both addition (a) and subtraction (b).

Three predictors had a strong consistent positive (increasing) effect on item difficulty for 

both addition and subtraction problems across months. This can be deduced from the consis-

tent high lines in Figure 7, indicating high t-values across months. Whether a carry or borrow 

was required led to an increase in item difficulty across all months. The size of the minimum 

of r and s and the number of digits in the problem (complexity) also had a positive (increas-

ing) effect on item difficulty. The fourth predictor that had a positive effect on item difficulty 

of complex addition and subtraction problems is the log of m: the larger log(m), the higher 

the item difficulty. But this effect was stronger and more consistent across months for addi-

tion than for subtraction problems. 

Whether r, s, or m equaled a decade had a strong and consistent negative effect on item dif-

ficulty, making both complex addition and subtraction problems easier. This can be deduced 

from the consistent low t-values across months for these predictors. For complex subtraction 

the order of r and s also had a strong negative effect on item difficulty. Subtraction problems 

where the subtrahend was smaller than the remainder were significantly easier across months.

For both complex addition and subtraction problems a consistent significant one effect 

was found for the units of r and s, as the lines for these effects are consistently below a  

t-value of –1.96. The inclusion of a 1 in the units of r or s lead to a decrease in item difficulty. 

Whether the units in m equaled one had a consistent significant decreasing effect on item dif-

ficulty for addition problems only. For subtraction problems this predictor was not included, 

meaning that it had not been significant in any of the final stepwise regression models that 

determined which predictors were included in the comparison across months. 
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A nine effect for the units of r and s was more pronounced for subtraction than addition 

problems. For complex subtraction problems the t-values for this predictor were consistently 

below -1.96. For complex addition problems this effect was non-significant in most months. 

For complex subtraction problems an effect for the units of m equaling nine was also found. 

This was a consistent significant predictor across months. However, in contrast to the unit 

effect this was a positive effect, increasing item difficulty of complex subtraction problems. 

This predictor was not included for the addition problems, indicating that it had not been 

significant in any of the stepwise regression analyses.

Figure 7 Development of t-values of predictors of item difficulty of complex addition (a) and complex 

subtraction (b) problems. Dotted lines represent borderlines for significant effects (t = -1.96 and t = 1.96).
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A five effect for the units in r and s was found for complex addition, but not subtraction 

problems. This effect was significant in most months and had a decreasing effect on item 

difficulty. Whether the units in m equaled five was not included in any of the stepwise re-

gression analyses for both addition and subtraction problems and, therefore, not included 

in the comparison across months.

For both addition and subtraction problems a consistent tie effect was found across 

months, with tie problems being easier than non-tie problems, although this effect was 

nearly non-significant in some months for addition problems. A separate tie effect for the 

units and decades was also tested. For both addition and subtraction problems the t-val-

ues of the decade tie effect fluctuated across the borderline of significance. Whether the 

decades form a tie did not seem to robustly affect item difficulty. The unit tie effect was 

found consistently for complex addition problems. Addition problems with a unit tie were 

significantly easier across months. For complex subtraction problems this effect was less 

robust, being just significant in six of the nine months.

Discussion

The goal of this study was to investigate which problem characteristics affect the item 

difficulty of simple and complex addition (r + s = m) and subtraction (m – s = r) problems. 

We used a statistical approach, performing multiple regression analyses to assess which set 

of problem characteristics explains most variance in item difficulty. Below, we report our 

conclusions concerning a) the problem size effect; b) differences and similarities between 

addition and subtraction problems; and c) differences and similarities between simple and 

complex problems.

Problem size and alternative explanations
Problem size (m) is the most studied characteristic of all item characteristics affecting 

item difficulty. It has been robustly found that an increasing size of m makes both addition 

and subtraction problems more difficult (Janssen et al., 1999; LeFevre et al., 2006). How-

ever, problem size can be operationalized in various ways (e.g., the minimum of r and s) 

and relates to many other problem characteristics (e.g., crossing a decade). The influence 

of m disappeared for simple subtraction and almost completely for simple addition, when 

the minimum of r and s and crossing the decade were taken into consideration. Crossing 

a decade, which requires carrying or borrowing, was the best predictor of item difficulty 

in all models, which matches findings of previous studies (Geary et al., 1993; Imbo et al. 

2007; Klein et al., 2010). However, for simple problems the size of m and the requirement 
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of carrying or borrowing are confounded as all problems with m larger than 10 require 

carrying or borrowing. To disentangle the effects of these two characteristics it is necessary 

to study complex problems.

For complex addition and subtraction problems two additional predictors related to 

problem size were included: the logarithm of m and the complexity of the problem, defined 

by the number of digits present in the problem. Including these four predictors (logarithm 

of m, number of digits, minimum of r and s, and crossing a decade) led to the conclusion 

that the size of m also did not uniquely contribute to item difficulty of complex problems 

when other effects are accounted for. 

In conclusion, this study shows that problem size itself, as defined by size of the out-

come for addition problems and the minuend for subtraction problems, is not an important 

predictor of problem difficulty when other effects are accounted for. Other operationaliza-

tions of problem size seem better predictors. These findings have theoretical implications. 

First, the finding that the minimum of r and s is a good predictor of problem difficulty of 

both addition and subtraction problems supports the assumption that children use counting 

strategies (counting up and down). Either they still use these strategies or use of these strat-

egies in the past has contributed to building a retrieval network. Second, the finding that 

requirement of a carry or borrow leads to an increase in problem difficulty suggests that 

carrying and borrowing are effortful tasks. 

For complex problems the number of digits present in the problem was a strong predic-

tor of item difficulty. The number of digits is an indicator of the number of sub results that 

need to be calculated to solve a problem, suggesting that participants use mainly calcula-

tion strategies to solve complex problems instead of retrieval.

Addition versus subtraction
Our results suggest that addition and subtraction are strongly related. A very similar 

set of predictors explained a large amount of variance of both simple and complex addi-

tion problem difficulty (both 91%) and simple (87%) and complex subtraction problem 

difficulty (86%). Possibly, general processes affect both domains. Taking knowledge of 

the base-10 system helps, evidenced by problems containing decades being significantly 

easier. Possibly, children quickly recognize the decade reference point and use this in cal-

culation strategies. Also, nine effects were found for r and s for both addition and subtrac-

tion, suggesting that children in primary school use rounding strategies. However, the nine 

effect was less robust for addition, as it was not present in all complex models by month. 

Also, problems with r or s or both equaling one were easier. This is in accordance with the 

claims of Baroody (1985) that children use well-known counting strategies to solve these 
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problems. A tie effect was found for both addition and subtraction problems, although 

stronger for simple than for complex problems. A separate tie effect was found for the units 

of complex problems. Possibly the tie effect is only present for single digit problems, either 

in simple problems or as sub problems of more complex problems. 

Differences between domains were also found. Order affected problem difficulty in sub-

traction but not in addition problems. An explanation for this difference can be sought in 

the Identical Elements model of Rickard (2005). According to this model there is a single 

long-term memory node for problems consisting of the same numerical elements. This is 

the case in which inverse problems contain the same operands, as for addition 6 + 8 and 

8 + 6. Inverse subtraction problems do not contain the same elements (15 – 6 and 15 – 9) 

and are therefore presented by different nodes. Campbell et al. (2006) tested hypotheses 

from the Identical Elements Model and found that learning transfer for mirror problems 

is stronger for addition problems than subtraction problems, supporting the assumption 

that addition problems occupy the same memory node and subtraction problems do not. 

However, the model does not give any clues about which of two mirror problems should 

be more easily retrieved. Moreover, the organization of the memory network might not be 

the only cause for the order effect, as an order effect was also present for more complex 

subtraction problems. 

If a large number of children had used indirect addition (i.e., counting up) very often, 

mirror problems with the same subtrahends and remainders but reversed (12 – 9 = 3 versus 

12 – 3 = 9) would be equally difficult. However, we found that problems with a larger sub-

trahend than remainder were more difficult than problems with a smaller remainder, sug-

gesting that most children count down on both problems. Moreover, this order effect was 

found on items for which the indirect addition strategy was most advantageous, namely 

problems in which the subtrahend was nine or the remainder was one or two. The finding 

that simple problems with m above 10 with a large subtrahend and a smaller remainder 

(i.e., 12 – 9 = 3) seem to be relatively more difficult than their additive counterparts (3 + 9 

and 9 + 3), also suggests that most children count down on these subtraction problems. The 

presence of an order effect is in accordance with previous findings that children do not use 

the indirect addition strategy very often (Torbeyns, De Smedt et al., 2009). An alternative 

explanation is that children do use indirect addition but the need to re-represent the prob-

lem (i.e., 12 – 9 = ?) to an addition problem (9 + ? = 12) makes the solving process more 

straining. Moreover, we also found a significant contribution of the minimum of the re-

mainder and the subtrahend (the larger the minimum, the more difficult the problem). This 

suggests that children do take the relative size of the subtrahend and the remainder into 

account when choosing a solution strategy. This is in accordance with the study of Peters 
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et al. (2010) who showed that the relative size of the subtrahend has a positive influence on 

the use of the indirect addition strategy by adults. Hence, these findings are not conclusive 

and the use of the indirect addition strategy by children should be addressed further.

Other differences between domains were also found. The logarithm of m contributed ro-

bustly to item difficulty of complex addition problems. For complex subtraction problems 

the logarithm of m had a less strong effect and was only significant in some of the months. 

The different effect of the logarithm of m has already been discussed above. A five effect 

was only found for the operands of addition problems, with problems containing a five 

being easier than problems not containing a five. Evidence that the five is used as a refer-

ence point, just like ten, is therefore weak. Only for addition a one effect was found for the 

units in m equaling one. Possibly, children quickly recognize that for these problems, the 

outcome should be one more than ten. A nine effect for the units in m was only found for 

subtraction, although only nearly significant in the simple model and in some of the months 

for the complex model. Surprisingly, this was a positive effect leading to an increase in 

item difficulty. These findings should be replicated in future studies. 

Simple versus complex problems
Interestingly, the amount of explained variance is comparable for simple and complex 

problems. It is assumed that participants use more retrieval on simple problems and revert 

more to calculation strategies on more complex problems (Lemaire & Arnoud, 2008). In our 

models, the parameters of the regression models were very similar for simple and complex 

problems. There are several explanations for this finding. The first explanation is, that contrary 

to what we expected, most children used non-retrieval strategies to solve the simple prob-

lems. LeFevre, Sadesky et al. (1996) have shown that even adults use non-retrieval strategies 

on 29% of simple addition trials. Similar results were found for simple subtraction problems 

(LeFevre et al., 2006; Seyler et al., 2003), which make it likely that the children in our sample 

(4 to 12 year olds) solved a considerable amount of both simple and complex problems with 

calculation strategies. Moreover, the computer adaptive method of Math Garden ensured that 

all children received items that were developmentally relevant for them: mean probability of 

answering the items correctly was .75. Probably, most items children received were too diffi-

cult for them to be solved with retrieval. Siegler’s distributions of associations model (Siegler, 

1988) offers an alternative explanation for the resemblance between the models for simple 

and complex arithmetic. According to this model the use of non-retrieval strategies during de-

velopment leads to different strengths of associations in the memory network. These non-re-

trieval strategies depend on problem characteristics; therefore, similar item characteristics 

affect both types of strategies and the strength of associations in the memory network.
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Final conclusions
The Math Garden dataset has both advantages and disadvantages. A disadvantage of 

data from a computer adaptive method is that it is difficult to study individual differences, 

as all children have their own unique problem set that is adapted to their ability level. This 

makes a comparison between age groups difficult. On the other hand the computer adaptive 

method ensures that only data is used from children for whom the items were developmen-

tally relevant, i.e., tailored to their particular ability level. Therefore we have large amounts 

of data from children who are in the middle of learning these particular problems, regard-

less of their chronological age. This is likely the time when problem characteristic effects 

are largest, as there are no floor or ceiling effects.

In most previous studies error rates and response times were used as indicators of item 

difficulty. In this study we used the item difficulties that resulted from integrating speed and 

accuracy by using an explicit scoring rule. Responses of a large sample of children were 

used to estimate these item difficulties. An advantage of using this measure above using 

response times and error rates separately is that error rates and response times suffer from a 

speed-accuracy trade-off. The individual strategies children use when answering arithmetic 

problems, some valuing speed more highly than accuracy or vice versa, affect these mea-

sures. Moreover, these strategies may be influenced by the specific instructions used in the 

studies. In Math Garden, the scoring rule used to weigh speed and accuracy was integrated 

into the game, allowing participants to adopt the optimal speed-accuracy trade-off.

In conclusion, in this study we compared item difficulties of addition and subtraction 

problems and tested if similar item characteristics affected item difficulty of both simple 

and complex addition and subtraction problems. To our knowledge this is the first study 

that directly compared such a large set of possibly item characteristics affecting item dif-

ficulty of different item sets in simple and complex problems and in multiple operations. 
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Appendix

List of problem characteristics tested for their influence on problem difficulty

Characteristic Definition Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

Addition Subtraction 7 + 5 = 12

12 – 5 = 7

19 + 1 = 20

20 – 19 = 1

19 + 29 = 48

48 – 29 = 19

Problem size

Size of m Size of the outcome Size of the minuend 12 20 46

log(m) natural logarithm 
of m

natural logarithm of m Log(12) Log(20) Log(46)

Minimum of r and s Minimum of the 
addends

Minimum of subtrahend 
and remainder

5 1 19

Digits Sum of the number 
of digits of both 
operands

Sum of the number of 
digits of subtrahend and 
remainder

2 3 4

Tie effect

r = s Equal operands Equal subtrahend and 
remainder

0 0 0

Tie units Units in the 
operands are equal

Units of subtrahend and 
remainder are equal

0 0 1

Tie decades Decades of the 
operands are equal

Decades of the subtrahend 
and remainder are equal

0 0 0

Order effect

Order: r > s First operand larger 
than second operand

Remainder larger than 
subtrahend

1 1 0

Carrying/ 
Borrowing

Cross10 Carrying is required Borrowing is required 1 1 1

Decade

m10 Outcome is a decade Minuend is a decade 0 1 0

rs10 One or both of the 
operands is a decade

The subtrahend, the 
remainder or both are 
decades

0 0 0

Special numbers

rs1 (units of r or s = 1) Units of one or both 
operands equal 1

Units of the subtrahend, 
the remainder or both 
equal 1

0 1 0

rs5 (units of r or s = 5) Units of one or both 
operands equal 5

Units of the subtrahend, 
the remainder or both 
equal 5

1 0 0

rs9 (units of r or s = 9) Units of one or both 
operands equal 9

Units of the subtrahend, 
the remainder or both 
equal 9

0 1 1

m1 (units of m = 1) Units of the outcome 
equal 1

Units of the minuend 
equal 1

0 0 0

m5 (units of m = 5) Units of the outcome 
equal 5

Units of the minuend 
equal 5

0 0 0

m9 (units of m = 9) Units of the outcome 
equal 9

Units of the minuend 
equal 9

0 0 0
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Abstract

Children’s errors provide a rich source of information on children’s mathematical abil-

ity, especially concerning the possible erroneous strategies they use. The classification of 

children’s errors is, however, not straightforward: the number of possible different errors is 

large, different erroneous strategies may lead to the same incorrect answer, and the results 

are dependent on the selection of items that is used in the classification process. In this 

study we compared two literature based classification methods and four data based ap-

proaches for classifying children’s multiplication errors. A dataset of 425,907 errors on 564 

different items were used from a training and progress-monitoring system for math (Math 

Garden). We conclude that the weighted frequency rule outperformed the other error clas-

sification methods. With the weighted frequency rule classification order is based on the 

frequency of error categories in the reference dataset, corrected for the number of possible 

manifestations of an error category for each item. Using this rule we found that children 

make many different kinds of errors, which tend to be overlooked with other classification 

methods. The proportion of unclassified errors was lowest using the weighted frequency 

rule. The most common multiplication errors were multiplication related errors, that is, 

children state the answer to another multiplication problem. From these errors operand 

related errors were the most frequent.

Introduction

Children’s errors on multiplication problems may reflect the mental processes used 

when solving multiplication problems, such as searching the memory network that is as-

sumed to underlie the retrieval of simple multiplication facts (for a review see Verguts and 

Fias, 2005). For example, the high frequency of operand related errors (e.g., Butterworth, 

Marchesini, & Girelli, 2003; LeFevre et al., 1996; Lemaire & Siegler, 1995), where the 

error (e.g., 18) to the original problem (e.g., 2 x 6) is the correct answer to a problem with 

one corresponding operand (e.g., 3 x 6), suggests that similar nodes in the network (cor-

responding to similar problems) are activated when a multiplication problem is presented. 

Children’s errors can also be an indication of erroneous strategies. For example, the answer 

11 to the problem 7 x 4 reflects the use of addition instead of multiplication. Knowledge 

about the organization of the memory network and children’s erroneous strategies may 

have a beneficial effect on education. 

Teachers, however, have only little time to correct each individual child’s math work and 

often do not use information on errors to formulate their instructions. One promising fea-
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ture of computer-assisted math practice is the possibility to automatically detect errors and 

to compare them to a database of possible errors. Knowledge about erroneous strategies 

associated with these errors can be reported to both child and teacher. In order to provide 

such an error database, the first step is to construct a method for classifying children’s er-

rors. Development of such a classification method, for errors on both simple and complex 

multiplication problems is the goal of this chapter. We used data from a Dutch web based 

training and monitoring system: Math Garden (www.rekentuin.nl or www.mathsgarden.

com). Thousands of children use this website to train their multiplication skills, enabling us 

to analyze a large set of multiplication errors (425,907 errors on 564 different items), made 

by users of a large age range.

In the 80s of the last century the classification of arithmetical errors was studied by 

Brown and Van Lehn (1980). In their repair theory children’s systematic errors are the 

result of attempts to overcome an impasse when a procedure does not work, for example, 

because of incomplete procedural knowledge. Children will then attempt a repair, that is, 

adjust the chosen procedure to solve the impasse. The adjustment may either lead to the 

correct answer or an error, called a bug. Brown and Van Lehn developed their theory in the 

domain of subtraction, which resulted in a list of possible bugs for multi-digit subtraction 

problems. Around the same time similar lists were constructed for multi-digit multiplica-

tion errors on written tasks (Attisha & Yazdani, 1984). Recent studies addressing children’s 

multi-digit multiplication errors are however scarce. Most studies focus on single digit 

multiplication problems only (e.g., Butterworth et al., 2003; LeFevre et al., 1996; Lemaire 

& Siegler, 1995). Moreover, all these studies, both old and new, have not lead to a generally 

accepted classification method for children’s multiplication errors.

Classification of errors is complicated by a number of factors. First, error classifications 

depend on the selection of the multiplication items administered. As was said above, many 

studies limit the item pool to simple multiplication, which makes it hard to generalize 

the results to more complex problems. Second, errors are often classified into predefined 

categories, based on results from previous research or on theories on children’s strategies 

and/or memory network (e.g., Butterworth et al., 2003; LeFevre et al., 1996; Lemaire & 

Siegler, 1995). Predefinition of categories has important disadvantages. Errors cannot be 

classified into unforeseen categories and studies often differ in the number and exact for-

mulation of error categories. For example, operation errors (selecting a different operation 

than multiplication) are included in most studies (e.g., LeFevre et al., 1996; Lemaire & 

Siegler, 1995), but not in all (Butterworth et al, 2003). Other errors, such as close miss 

errors (Butterworth et al., 2003), are only included in a few studies. The use of different 

classification methods obviously leads to diverging results. For example, Butterworth et al. 
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(2003) found that a significant proportion of children’s multiplication errors are close miss 

errors (between .10 and .25 of children’s errors), which were of course absent in studies in 

which the category was not included in the classification scheme (e.g., LeFevre et al., 1996; 

Lemaire & Siegler, 1995). 

A third complication in setting up an error classification method is that different types 

of erroneous strategies may lead to the same error. The error 18 on the problem 9 x 9 might 

result from knowing the correct answer and reversing the digits, but might just as well be an 

operation error (adding instead of multiplying the operands) or an operand related error as 

it matches the answer to the problem 2 x 9. Unfortunately, there are dozens of hypothetical 

error categories and they overlap greatly. Most studies either do not explicitly state how 

they classify answers that fit multiple categories (e.g., LeFevre et al., 1996; Lemaire & 

Siegler, 1995), or they define a hierarchical order in which to address the categories (But-

terworth et al., 2003; Campbell, 1994). Such orders are often not firmly based in theory. 

Of course, the chosen order does affect frequency of the error categories. Operand related 

errors are assumed to be the most frequently occurring multiplication errors, but their high 

frequency may also be the result of the high rank in the hierarchical order. For instance, 

using the classification orders used in previous studies (LeFevre et al., 1996; Lemaire & 

Siegler, 1995) the error 18 on the problem 9 x 9 would be classified as an operand related 

error, which does not seem most plausible.

Asking children to verbalize their multiplication strategy may help in classifying errors. 

However, asking children to verbalize their strategy may change the strategy itself (Siegal, 

1999). Moreover, the interpretation of children’s answers may be difficult and subject to 

the interpretation of the researcher (Punch, 2002). Finally, classifying children’s thinking 

aloud protocols is a very time-consuming task. This may be possible within a laboratory 

setting, but is not feasible for error analyses in computerized educational programs.  

In this chapter we attempt to develop an objective error classification method for multi-

plication. We deal with the three problems discussed above in the following ways. First, the 

item set has little constraints and contains both simple and complex problems. Moreover, 

the effect of using different item sets is investigated by comparing the results of classifica-

tion methods that use different item sets. The second problem, i.e., errors only being clas-

sified into predefined categories, is solved by using an extensive list of possible errors. The 

list consists of error categories reported in the literature and plausible alternatives. Table 1 

shows a description of each category and example errors for three illustrative problems (a 

single digit multiplication problem, a problem that contains one operand with multiple dig-

its, and a problem that contains two operands with large round numbers). The final column 

of Table 1 (Correction) is explained in the Method section. 
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Table 1 Error categories used in this study. Each error category is accompanied by a description and 

example errors for three example problems. 

Error Description Example problems Correction1

9 x 6 15 x 6 25 x 12 3000 x 
500

Operator 
relevant 

Answer is correct for another multipli-
cation problem with an answer below 
100

58 34 75 33 74*

Ten table Answer is correct for a problem from 
the multiplication tables 2 to 10 (except 
the original problem)

64 
(8 x 8)

30 50 50 36**

Operand 
related

Close operand related error (answer to a 
problem with one matching operand and 
one operand that is either 1 or 2 units 
smaller/larger than the original operand)

48 
(8 x 6)

75  
(15 x 5)

275 1499500 
(2999 x 
500)

8

Double-half 2 times or .5 times the correct answer 112 45 150 750000 1.5

Same decade Answer is correct for a single digit mul-
tiplication problem and shares a decade 
with the correct answer

56 n.a. n.a. n.a. 2

Ten table > 
100

Answer is correct for a single digit mul-
tiplication problem (except the original 
problem), with zero’s

n.a. n.a. n.a. 1200000 36**

Miss 1 1 above or below the correct answer 53 89 299 1499999 2

Miss 10 10 above or below the correct answer 64 80 290 1500010 2

Miss 100 100 above or below the correct answer 154 190 400 1500100 2

Miss 10^ Answer is the correct answer multiplied 
or divided by power of 10

540 9 3000 150000 2

m/n Answer is equal to division of the op-
erands

1.5 2.5 2.083333 6 1

m - n Answer is equal to subtraction of the 
operands

3 9 13 2500 1

m + n Answer is equal to adding the operands 15 21 37 3500 1

m + n0 The non-zero digits of the operands are 
added

n.a. n.a. n.a. 800000 1

Typo Repetition or omission of a digit 544 990 30 11500000 1

Reverse Digits in answer are reversed, either 
with or without zero’s 

45 09 003 5100000 1

Naming error One or both multiplicands are stated as 
the answer

9 156 12 53000 4

Intrusion Intrusion of operand in correct answer 94 150 250 3500000 2

Pastesub Place value has note been considered 
when calculating sub results and sub 
results are pasted together instead of 
added

n.a. 630 210 n.a. 1

Addsub Place value has not been considered 
when calculating sub results and sub 
results are added

n.a. 36 
(6x1+5x6)

12 
(2x1+5x2)

n.a. 1

Zero Zero is stated as answer 0 0 0 0 1

Residual Unclassified answers - - - - 1

* Number of non prime numbers below 100

** Unique answers of the multiplication table 2 to 10 minus one for the correct answer

1 These corrections reflect the number of possible candidate answers per error category. For most categories the choice 
for the correction was straightforward. For example, miss 1 (1 above or below the correct answer) has two possible 
candidate answers and the correction used was, therefore, 2. For other error categories decisions about the correction 
were more ambiguous. For example, we used a correction of 2 for miss 10^ errors, while, strictly formulated, many 
more candidate answers were possible.
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Not all error categories are applicable to all problems (e.g., categories pastesub and 

addsub only apply to multi-digit multiplication problems) and some error categories seem 

less relevant for some problems (e.g, an operand related error, such as 299 x 600, does not 

seem plausible on the problem 300 x 600). However, inclusion of all thinkable categories 

guarantees that all error categories are checked for each item. We aim to solve the third 

problem, double classifications, by using the observed frequencies of error categories over 

sets of problems to determine the order of classifying errors. We will illustrate this with our 

example error 9 x 9 = 18. The answer matches the addition error (m+n), the reverse error 

and the operand related error. Yet, in other problems the answers related to these errors 

differ (e.g., in 7 x 4). The idea is that if m+n errors are more frequent than reverse errors on 

problems where they do not imply the same answer, the m+n error is also the most likely 

category for the answer 18 to the problem 9 x 9. 

In sum, the first aim of this study is to develop an error classification method for mul-

tiplication. To achieve this we will compare six different error classification methods and 

evaluate how well they handle the problems described above. Two methods are based on 

previous research and use a fixed order for classifying children’s errors. The other four 

methods use a more data based approach in which classification order is based on the 

observed frequencies of error categories within a reference data set. The effect of using 

different reference data sets on the classification results is examined. The second aim of 

this study is to apply all six methods in classifying children’s errors on simple and complex 

multiplication problems, collected in a large-scale study. Our third aim involves compari-

son of classifications across grades.

Method

Participants
Data were collected with the multiplication game from Math Garden (Klinkenberg, Straate-

meier, & Van der Maas, 2011; Chapter 2) in the time period August 1 2010 till August 1 2011. 

Math Garden is a web based adaptive practice and monitoring system for math, consisting 

of educational games for arithmetic abilities such as counting, addition, and multiplication. 

Schools and parents can buy subscriptions. On subscribing they are asked for permission for use 

of the data for scientific research. Schools are told that they are responsible for informing the 

parents of their students about the use of the anonymous data of their children. A total of 16,887 

participants (51.5% male) played the multiplication game during the time period concerned. 

Figure 1 shows the age distribution of the participants. A small percentage of ages was not reg-

istered or were unexpectedly high or low. These ages are, therefore, not included in the graph.
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Figure 1 Distribution of age of participants.

Materials
Math Garden consists of a garden like game environment. The flowerbeds in the garden 

are linked to arithmetic games. When a child improves his or her arithmetic skill by play-

ing a game, the flowers will grow correspondingly. In these games items (such as 12 x 5) 

are presented, which have to be answered correctly as fast as possible, see Figure 2. The 

faster a user answers an item correctly, the more game coins he or she earns. At the start 

of the presentation of an item 20 coins are displayed on the screen, which visualize the 20 

seconds time limit. Every second one of the coins disappears from the screen. When a user 

responds correctly, the remaining coins turn green and are added to a moneybag. When a 

user answers incorrectly the coins turn red and are subtracted from the moneybag, with the 

restriction that the coin count in the moneybag cannot drop below zero. Hence, both speed 

and accuracy are rewarded (Maris & van der Maas, 2012). In case the user does not give an 

answer within the time limit or when the user clicks on the question mark button, no coins 

are won or lost. After every trial the correct answer is shown. Users respond by clicking on 

the buttons of a number pad that is displayed on the screen.  
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Figure 2 Screenshot of the multiplication game in Math Garden.

Selection of items is tailored to each child’s ability level, because Math Garden uses an 

adaptive algorithm (Klinkenberg et al., 2011). Items are selected for which the child has a 

mean probability of answering correctly of .75, based on the ability estimate of the child 

and the diffi culty estimates of the items. About 25% of the answers of each child therefore 

consist of errors. The item bank of the multiplication game contained 659 items, varying in 

diffi culty from 1 x 1 to items such as 2.36 x 0.99. In Table 2 a random sample of items from 

the item bank is displayed. In this chapter we will focus on items without decimal numbers, 

resulting in an item set of 564 multiplication items. 

Table 2 Items, correct answers, item diffi culty, and number of collected responses for ten randomly 

selected items. Item diffi culty parameters have an arbitrary scale and vary in this game between -20 

and 12.

Item Correct answer Item diffi culty Number of responses

2 x 2 4 -19.63 5851

1 x 19 19 -18.74 8543

2 x 50 100 -17.33 11570

8 x 9 72 -13.60 8175

9 x 700 6300 -10.04 5764

64 x 20 1280   -6.77 7480

20 x 64 1280   -4.47 3946

5 x 324 1620   -2.20 1900

50 x 33 1650    4.00 456

2.50 x 2.10 5.25  11.02 12
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Data
During the school year 2010-2011, 2,578,324 responses on the selected items were col-

lected. The number of items answered in this time period differed across children. Schools 

and families could start using Math Garden at any time point during the school year and 

children differed in how often they played the game. Figure 3 shows the distribution of 

the number of items answered per child. The x-axis is cut at 1000. A total of 130 children 

played more than 1000 items. Of all responses 425,907 (16.52%) were incorrect responses, 

other than “don’t know” or “too late”. Table 3 displays the distribution of answers and er-

rors over grades. These incorrect responses are the focus of this chapter. As was expected, 

the adaptive algorithm ensured approximately equal error rates across grades (last column 

of Table 3).

Figure 3 Distribution of playing frequency of participants.

Procedure
Children log in on the website www.rekentuin.nl (Dutch url of Math Garden, www.

mathsgarden.com) with username and password. They start with the garden page where 

they can choose between several games. One multiplication game session consists of 15 

items, but children are allowed to quit earlier and they can complete as many game sessions 

as they want. Children use Math Garden mainly at school but, since it is a web based sys-

tem, many responses are collected outside school hours. The conditions of the data collec-

tion are therefore not strictly controlled and the data will be noisy. We might expect some 

erroneous responses that make no sense at all (3 x 9 = 12345678, for instance). 
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Table 3 Distribution of number of attempted problems and errors over grades. 

Responses

Answers Errors*

Grade Frequency Proportion of 
total number of 
answers

Frequency Proportion of 
total number of 
errors

% of errors with-
in age group

K1** 8,462 .003 1,315 .003 15.54 %

K2** 18,957 .007 2,902 .007 15.31 %

1 218,334 .085 33,178 .078 15.20 %

2 552,738 .214 80,390 .189 14.54 %

3 634,670 .246 104,392 .245 16.45 %

4 456,807 .177 79,458 .187 17.39 %

5 339,211 .132 57,847 .136 17.05 %

6 190,749 .074 34,847 .082 18.27 %

6+ 158,396 .061 31,578 .074 19.94 %

All 2,578,324 1 425,907 1 16.52 %

* Errors include all erroneous answers with the exception of “don’t know” and “too late” responses 

** K1 = first year of kindergarten (4-5 year), K2 = second year of kindergarten (5-6 year) 

Data analytic approach
As mentioned in the Introduction the classification of errors meets with several prob-

lems. The data of Math Garden consists of hundreds of thousands erroneous answers of 

thousands of children of different ages to hundreds of multiplication items. The only prac-

tical route seems to be to pose certain error categories and to check how often these errors 

actually occur. This would work reasonably well when error categories lead to unique er-

rors. We could classify errors and find out which erroneous answers are still unclassified. If 

we can explain certain remaining popular errors with a new error category we can add the 

category to the list until no high frequent errors are left. However, there are many double 

classifications and earlier choices of error categories might mask other, better categories. 

In previous studies it was either not clear how this problem of double classifications was 

solved or a sequential order rule was chosen. However, the end result will highly depend 

on the selected order. In this chapter we use a more data based approach. 

This approach is displayed in Figure 4. Data collection (Step 1) and an inventory of 

predefined error categories found in previous studies (Step 2) were performed in advance. 

Step 3, classifying errors into categories, is a simple computational step. Note that errors 

can be classified into multiple categories in Step 3. Step 4 is less straightforward as it in-

volves a decision about the necessity to add error categories. For example, we found that 

2 or .5 times the correct answer occurred frequently among the remaining errors and we, 

therefore, decided to add the error category double half. Hence, Step 5a is a process of 
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searching for similarities between unclassified errors across problems and defining error 

categories that fit the errors. We had no preset criterion to stop this process. Several inter-

mediate versions of Table 1 were constructed during the loop 3-4-5a, resulting in the final 

version of Table 1 in Step 5b.

In Step 6 the reference subject sample and reference item set are selected for the error 

classification. Because we use a data based approach this selection will affect the final re-

sults. We discuss this after explaining Step 7 and 8 in which the problem of double error 

classifications is addressed. In Step 7 the choice between two competing error categories is 

based on the frequencies of these error categories across all items, and is therefore called 

the frequency rule. With the frequency rule, we use the classification of errors into all pos-

sible categories of Step 3. We then sum occurrences of error categories over items to assess 

the importance of each error category and use these to create a preferred order of error 

categories. This preferred order is used for the decision between error categories in case 

of double classifications. If, for example, error category m+n is much more frequent than 

error category reverse, then we will also prefer the m+n error category above the reverse 

error category for items for which the two error categories include the same erroneous an-

swer (i.e., 9 x 9 = 18). The number of occurrences of error categories is, of course, affected 

by the reference subject sample and item set selected in Step 6.

Unfortunately, there is a complication, which is solved in Step 8. Take for example, 8 x 6 

= 49. This answer can be classified as a ten table error but also as a miss 1 error. However, 

there are many more possible answers that can be classified as ten table errors (36 answers) 

than miss 1 errors (2 answers). The ten table category will therefore be more frequent than 

the miss 1 category. It seems reasonable to improve the frequency rule with a correction 

for the number of possible answers that comply with an error category. We call this the 

weighted frequency rule.

The results of the weighted frequency rule are influenced by the definitions of the error 

categories, as the number of candidate answers of the error category determines the correc-

tion factor. Definition of error categories is, however, not straightforward. The category of 

multiplication related errors might contain the answers to multiplications of all sets of two 

positive integers. This would include for instance 44, which is not in the ten times tables, 

but is the answer to 4 x 11 and 2 x 22. The category could also be restricted by including ten 

table answers only. A further restriction is to include only table errors in the neighborhood 

of the correct answer (same decade error). Fortunately, we can just allow for all these error 

categories and see which one is selected by the weighted frequency rule. Table 1 shows the 

correction factors that were used for each error category.
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Figure 4 Data analytic approach to error classification

As was said above, the reference subject sample and item set selected in Step 6 affect 

the results in Step 7 and 8. We could, and often will, use all data of all subjects to create an 

order of preferred error categories. However, to classify errors of typical table facts, such 

as 6 x 7, we might restrict the item set to items belonging to the ten times tables. We also 

might want to restrict the data to that of just one person. In general it might be the case that 

addition errors occur more often than reversal errors but for some children reversal errors 

might be much more frequent in which case a reversal classification is better. We distin-

guish between nine different reference sets for the (weighted) frequency rule (see Table 4). 

The actual choice should depend on practical (computational) considerations, amount of 

data, efficiency, and purpose. For instance, in classifying errors of an individual child the 

“1 x all” reference might be best, providing that we have enough data (errors) for this child.

Table 4 Reference data sets in using the (weighted) frequency rule for classification of errors. 

Item set

1 item Item set All items

Reference group

1 subject 1 x 1 1 x set 1 x all

subject group group x 1 group x set group x all

All subjects all x 1 all x set all x all

2:	  Define	  error	  categories	  based	  on	  
previous	  studies	  (ini6al	  Table	  1)	  

3:	  Match	  observed	  errors	  to	  error	  categories	  

4:	  Observed	  errors	  le@?	  

5a:	  Define	  new	  error	  categories	  
for	  high-‐frequent	  errors	  

7:	  Base	  hierarchy	  of	  error	  
categories	  on	  frequency	  of	  
categories	  across	  items	  

8:	  Correct	  hierarchy	  for	  number	  
of	  possible	  errors	  in	  a	  category	  

9:	  Final	  error	  classifica6on	  

N
O

Y
E
S	  

Frequency	  rule	  

Weighted	  frequency	  rule	  

1:	  Data	  collec6on	  

5b:	  Final	  classifica6on	  table	  
(See	  Table	  1)	  

6.	  Choose	  reference	  subject	  
sample	  and	  item	  set	  
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Comparison of classification methods
We compare six different classification methods: two methods with a fixed classification 

order based on previous research and four data based approaches. 

The first classification method was based on the studies of Lemaire and Siegler (1995) 

and LeFevre et al. (1996). In these studies five error categories were reported: operand 

related, operand unrelated, operation errors, naming errors, and non-table errors (i.e., re-

sidual errors). The first four are equal to the error categories operand related, ten table, 

m+n, m-n, and m/n, and naming error in our classification (see Table 1). The classification 

order that was used was, however, not clearly described. We used the order in which the 

error categories were introduced in these studies. All unclassified errors were classified 

into the residual category. The method used in the present study differed slightly from 

the method reported by Lemaire and Siegler (1995) and LeFevre et al. (1996), as we split 

the three operation errors into three separate error categories. Moreover, we included only 

close operand related errors (error is the correct answer to the problem with operands that 

are only 1 or 2 units above or below the operands of the target problem) into the operand 

related error category as opposed to all operand related errors. We believe that a more strict 

definition of this category provides a clearer difference between this category and ten table 

errors. We refer to this method as the fixed-7-class method as the errors are classified into 

seven error categories in a fixed order. 

The second classification method included the error categories reported by Butterworth 

et al. (2003): operand related errors, close miss errors (10% miss), table errors, and non-ta-

ble errors (i.e., residual errors). Errors that fit multiple categories were classified into only 

one category using the above order. The method used in the present study differed slightly 

from that of Butterworth et al. (2003). Only close operand related errors were included in 

the category operand related errors; and errors that differed only 1 unit from the correct an-

swer were classified as a miss error (miss1). The definition of ten table errors in the present 

study (see Table 1) matches that of Butterworth et al (2003). Classification took place in 

this order and the method was, therefore, referred to as the fixed-4-class method. 

The first data based approach was based on the frequency rule. The reference subject 

sample and item set used for this rule consisted of all subjects and all items (the bottom 

right cell of Table 4). The order of classification was, therefore, based on the frequency 

with which specific errors occurred over all participants and over all items. 

In the second data based approach we used the same subject sample and item set, but 

used the weighted frequency rule to classify the errors. With this rule the frequencies of the 

error categories calculated across all subjects and all items were corrected for the number 

of possible errors belonging to these categories. See Table 1 for the correction used. 
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In the third data based approach we also applied the weighted frequency rule, but used 

the item (bottom left cell in Table 4) as reference data set to determine the order in which 

errors should be classified. Hence, the order of the error categories was determined per 

item: this was done by calculating the frequencies of all error categories for that specific 

item, which were corrected by the number of possible manifestations of that error category. 

In the final method, the child (top right cell in Table 1) was used as reference data set. 

Here, the order of error categories was determined per user, defined by the frequencies of 

each error category for that user, corrected for the number of possible manifestations of 

that error.

Results

Overlap in error categories
We first assessed how severe the problem of overlapping error categories was. Table 

5 shows the proportion of errors that overlapped for all pairwise combinations of error 

categories. For example, the second cell in the first row shows that .61 of the answers that 

could be classified as an operator relevant error could also be classified as a ten table error 

(that is, 2 x 2 till 10 x 10). Vice versa all answers classified as ten table errors could also be 

classified as an operator relevant error (first cell second row), showing that this table is not 

symmetrical. This is even more clearly demonstrated by the finding that .77 of all paste-

sub errors could also be classified as miss 10^ errors, while only .06 of all miss 10^ errors 

could be classified as pastesub errors. It becomes clear that some error categories strongly 

overlapped with many other categories. Not surprisingly, many categories overlapped with 

the broadly defined category operator relevant errors. The same was true for the categories 

ten table and operand related. These findings highlight the problems that arise when using 

a predefined classification order. Error categories may be overlooked as many errors could 

also be classified otherwise. 

Comparison of six classification methods
Figure 5 shows the proportions of error categories on all multiplication problems, based 

on the data of all participants, classified with the six error classification methods, described 

in the Method section (the results of Step 9 in Figure 4). Chi-squared tests per error catego-

ry revealed that for all error categories there was a significant effect (all with p < .001) of 

classification method on the proportion of errors belonging to that specific error category. 

In other words, the proportions of errors belonging to each error category differed across 

classification methods. Note that our sample of erroneous answers was very large; conse-
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quently the power for these analyses was also very high. 

Figure 5 shows that the distributions of error categories that resulted from the two fixed 

order methods did not differ much in their overall error pattern. The proportions of operand 

related errors were equal because this error category had the highest rank in the fixed clas-

sification order of both methods. Differences between the error categories stem from pres-

ence or absence of predefined categories: naming errors and m + n errors were not defined 

in the fixed-4-class method and miss 1 errors were not defined in the fixed-7-class method. 

These results show that the choice of classification categories beforehand leaves no room 

for alternative categories. In addition, the two fixed order classification methods tended to 

overestimate the presence of error categories that were considered first in the fixed order 

of the classification methods; the proportions of ten table and operand related errors were 
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Operator relevant .61 .32 .03 .15 0 .03 .05 .01 .10 .01 .03 .07 .01 .15 .03 .10 .06 .03 .03 .23

Ten table 1 .44 .05 .25 0 .03 .05 .01 .13 .02 .04 .11 .01 .11 .03 .15 .08 .05 .05 0

Operand related .68 .57 .06 .23 .14 .04 .06 .02 0 0 .07 .19 .01 .01 .02 .20 .12 0 .01 .07

Double-half .33 .33 .30 .03 .25 .04 .03 .03 0 0 .01 .05 .06 0 0 .40 .09 0 0 0

Same decade 1 1 .73 .02 0 .12 0 0 0 0 .05 .15 0 0 0 .11 .14 0 0 0

Ten table > 100 0 0 .16 .05 0 0 .01 .03 .29 0 .02 .05 .08 .26 .01 .09 .03 0 .02 0

Miss 1 .46 .30 .27 .05 .27 0 0 0 0 0 .03 .25 0 0 0 .13 .15 0 0 .01

Miss 10 .66 .44 .39 .03 0 .06 0 0 0 0 .11 .10 .03 .06 0 .15 .12 0 0 .03

Miss 100 .18 .09 .19 .08 0 .36 0 0 0 0 .02 0 .06 .18 0 .03 .02 0 .04 .08

Miss 10^ .11 .09 0 0 0 .13 0 0 0 .01 0 0 0 .86 0 .06 .05 .06 .04 0

m/n .56 .56 0 0 0 .01 0 0 0 .25 .01 0 .08 .07 0 .02 .01 0 .10 0

m – n .69 .49 .74 .02 .16 .23 .05 .18 .02 .02 0 .68 0 .05 0 .73 0 0 .01 .19

m + n .47 .44 .56 .03 .15 .12 .11 .05 0 .03 0 .19 0 .03 .01 .46 .31 .03 0 0

M + n10 .15 .15 .11 .09 0 .56 0 .04 .04 0 .03 0 0 .01 .01 .08 .01 0 0 0

Typo .16 .07 .01 0 0 .12 0 0 .01 .86 0 0 0 0 0 .06 .05 .05 .02 .06

Reverse .57 .40 .16 0 0 .13 0 0 0 0 0 0 .03 .01 0 0 0 0 0 0

Naming error .29 .27 .28 .11 .05 .11 .03 .03 0 .18 0 .10 .22 .02 .18 0 .18 .05 .03 0

Intrusion .37 .30 .36 .05 .13 .06 .06 .05 .01 .30 0 0 .30 .01 .26 0 .35 0 0 0

Pastesub .41 .41 0 0 0 .01 0 0 0 .77 0 0 .06 0 .69 0 .23 0 .02 0

Addsub .56 .54 .09 0 0 .14 0 0 .03 .59 .03 .01 0 0 .35 0 .16 .01 .02 0

Zero 1 0 .15 0 0 0 0 .01 .01 0 0 .04 0 0 .24 0 0 0 0 0

Table 5 Overlap between error categories. The cells contain the proportion of errors in the category 

displayed in the row that were also classified in the category displayed in the column.
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much larger with these methods than with the (weighted) frequency rules (p < .001). Final-

ly, the high proportions of the residual category when using fixed order methods (.66 and 

.73) indicated that these classification methods tended to overlook error categories. Using 

the frequency rules led to a large drop in the proportion of the residual category. However, 

the fixed order methods were defined for single digit multiplication problems and many of 

the errors that could not be classified were made on other multiplication problems. It is, 

therefore, interesting to perform these same analyses on simple multiplication problems 

only (see next section). 

As was to be expected, broadly defined categories were most often selected when using 

the frequency rule because these categories were not corrected for the number of possible 

answers in these categories. The operator relevant category, the miss 10^ category and the 

ten table > 100 category were much larger according to the frequency rule than according 

to other classification methods (p < .001). Subcategories of the operator relevant category 

(e.g., ten table errors) were empty because all of these errors were classified into the parent 

category: operator relevant. But also categories with a considerable overlap with the oper-

ator relevant category (e.g., m+n errors), suffered from this broadly defined category. Us-

ing the frequency rule, these categories contained a smaller proportion of errors than when 

a variant of the weighted frequency rule was used (p < .001), which involved a correction 

for the number of possible errors in an error category. 

Overall the three weighted frequency rules did not seem to differ much from each other. 

However, chi squared tests comparing only the three weighted frequency rules did reveal a 

significant effect (p < .005) of type of weighted frequency rule on the error proportions for 

all but two error categories (the residual category and the addsub category). To assess the 

importance of these differences we determined the overall overlap in classification between 

the weighted frequency rules. Using each item individually as reference set, compared to 

using all items as reference set, led to identical error classifications in .94 of the errors.  

Using each individual user as reference set, compared to using all users as reference set, led 

to identical error classifications for .96 of the errors. Based on these results, we conclude 

that the choice between these three weighted frequency rules did not affect the overall 

results much. The choice between these three methods should, therefore, be based on the 

purpose or research question under consideration. We will get back to this issue in the 

Conclusion.
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Figure 5 Proportion of answers that belonged to defined error categories according to six classifica-

tion methods. * signals significant effect (p < .001) of classification method on proportions for that 

error category. 

Note that the residual category was still substantial (.18), even when the (weighted) 

frequency rules were used. We could have continued our classification method to attempt 

to classify remaining errors (loop 5a in Figure 4.). We will discuss this further in the Dis-

cussion. Based on the present results, we prefer the three weighted frequency rules for the 

classification of children’s multiplication errors. The two fixed order methods based on 
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previous research led to a very large residual category and the frequency rule led to overes-

timation of broad error categories. With the three weighted frequency rules decisions about 

error classification were data-driven and they best handled the overlap of error categories. 

The results of all classification methods showed that a considerable amount of errors 

were correct answers to other multiplication problems. These answers could be more (i.e., 

operand related, double half, same decade) or less related (operator relevant, ten table) to 

the correct answer. With the weighted frequency rules the errors were quite evenly distrib-

uted across the categories double half, same decade, ten table > 100, and operator relevant. 

Figure 5 also shows that miss errors (i.e., miss 1, miss 10, miss 100, and miss 10^) were 

common, although they occurred less often than the multiplication related errors, discussed 

above. The only exception was the miss 10^ category, which contained answers that differed 

a power of 10 from the correct answer (one or multiple zero’s too many or too few). Ac-

cording to the frequency rule this category was very large, but even with the three weighted 

frequency rules this error category was still substantial. These miss error categories were 

underrepresented in the two literature methods, as only the miss 1 category was present in the 

fixed-4-class method. 

Addition errors were much more common than other operation errors. The proportions of 

addition errors were much larger when the three weighted frequency rules were used than 

when other methods were used (p < .001). This category was absent in the fixed-4-class 

method. With the fixed-7-class method many of the possible addition errors were classified 

into the ten table and operand related categories. This is not surprising, as these categories 

supersede m+n errors in the fixed-7-class classification order. For example, 4 x 6 = 10 and 9 x 

9 = 18 seem to be addition errors but are also answers to other ten table problems. Interesting-

ly, a significant proportion (p < .001) of answers belonged to the m+n0 error category (e.g., 

adding the non-zero digits of the operands) when the weighted frequency rules were used. So, 

addition errors were not only made on single digit multiplication problems but also on larger 

problems with zeros involved; the non-zero digits in the number were added.

The typo and reverse error categories consisted of answers for which it was hypothesized 

that the participant knew the correct answer but entered the number incorrectly. Reverse re-

fers to answers in which the child had reversed the numbers of the correct answer (4 x 8 = 

23). Typo refers to repetition of one of the digits in the correct answer (3 x 4 = 112). The typo 

category was very large when the three weighted frequency rules were applied. We might, 

therefore, be concerned whether these rules may have incorrectly classified errors as typos. 

However, .92 of the classified typos by the weighted frequency rules were classified as re-

sidual errors according to the fixed-4-class method. For the fixed-7-class method, .87-.88 of 

the errors were classified as residual error, while being classified as typos according to the 
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weighted frequency rules. This suggests that typo is a valid extra error category.

The next five categories in the graph (i.e., naming error, intrusion, pastesub, addsub, and 

zero) all contained answers that were hypothesized to be the result of invalid multiplication 

strategies. From these categories naming errors were most common: children restated one 

or both of the operands as answer to the multiplication problem. The proportion of zero er-

rors was considerably higher when the weighted frequency rules were used. These high 

proportions were probably an artifact of the multiplication game in Math Garden, as the 0 

was displayed in the number pad at the start of a trial. When children clicked the submit 

button immediately without clicking any numbers first, they either consciously (when they 

believed 0 was the correct answer) or unconsciously submitted zero as answer. 

In the analyses above we were interested in errors across all items and used the en-

tire item set for the overall weighted frequency rule. However, the fixed order methods 

were defined for the subset of simple multiplication problems. Moreover, previous research 

mostly focused on this subset of items. Hence, in the next section, simple problems were 

used as reference set, allowing us to compare our findings with those of previous research. 

Simple multiplication results
 Figure 6 shows the distribution of error categories for errors on simple multiplication 

problems 2 x 2 till 9 x 9 using all six classification methods. Not all error categories are 

included in the figure as not all apply to simple multiplication problems (e.g., ten table > 

100). Chi-squared tests per error category revealed that for all error categories there was 

a significant effect (all with p < .001) of classification method on the proportion of errors 

belonging to that specific error category.

For simple multiplication problems, the finding that most errors were correct answers 

to other multiplication problems is even more pronounced. This is evident from the large 

proportions of errors in the categories operator relevant, ten table, operand related, double 

half, and same decade. This effect was found with all classification methods, although the 

distribution of errors across the error categories did differ between methods. With simple 

problems, the need for using a correction with the frequency rule is even more evident. Al-

most all error categories were overshadowed by the large category operator relevant when 

using the frequency rule; .84 of all answers were classified as an operator relevant error.
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Figure 6 Proportion of answers to single digit multiplication problems that belong to defined error 

categories according to six classification methods. * signals significant effect (p < .001) of classifica-

tion method on error proportions for that error category.

Interestingly, the proportion of same decade answers was very large for simple problems 

when the weighted frequency rules were used. This error category is a subcategory of the 

ten table category. All answers that were classified as same decade errors according to the 

weighted frequency rules were classified as ten table or operand related errors with the 
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fixed-7-class method. With the fixed-4-class method .13 of the same decade answers were 

classified as miss 1 error. The other same decade errors were classified as ten table or oper-

and related errors. The ten table and operand related errors categories were again, by far, 

the largest error categories according to the two fixed order methods, with the exception of 

the residual category. These error categories were considerably smaller with the (weighted) 

frequency rules, as a large proportion of these answers were classified into other smaller 

error categories. These were either subcategories of the ten table and operand related cat-

egories or other categories such as typos or m+n.

Many of the error categories contained only a small proportion of errors. An expla-

nation for this is that these errors were not plausible for single digit multiplication prob-

lems.21 Some were even empty, as these errors required a multi-digit problem (pastesub and 

addsub). On simple multiplication problems much less typos were made than on the item 

set including all problems, probably because less digits have to be entered to answer simple 

problems. 

Considerable proportions of reverse, intrusion, and naming errors were found. The 

addition errors were again the most common type of operation errors according to the 

(weighted) frequency rules (p < .001).32From the miss error categories, the miss 1 and miss 

10 categories were most common, as would be expected on simple problems. 

Although the fixed order methods were defined for simple problems, still a much larg-

er proportion of errors were classified as residual errors with the fixed-4-class (.31) and 

fixed-7-class (.32) methods than with the frequency rules (p < .001). For both fixed order 

methods residual errors was the second largest error category.

The differences between the error distributions found for different reference sets of 

items probably depended on item characteristics of the item sets. Some errors seem more 

plausible or even only possible when solving multi-digit multiplication problems. An alter-

native explanation lies in the setup of Math Garden. Each child received items within the 

multiplication game that were adjusted to his or her ability level because Math Garden is 

an adaptive program. Most simple multiplication problems, especially the easy problems, 

were probably solved by young children or children with a low ability level. The high oc-

2 Interestingly, some errors (although very few) were classified as ten table > 100 or m+n0 errors, which do not seem 
to apply to single digit multiplication problems. For example, the answer 350 to the single digit multiplication prob-
lem 6 x 5 was classified as ten table > 100 error. The risk of misclassification is associated with Step 5a, see Figure 
3, of our classification process: the definition of new categories. The computional definition of error categories is not 
always straightforward as it should work for all multiplication problems and be efficient in classifying large datasets 
of errors. This is a real challenge when constructing a classification method for errors. 
3 Surprisingly, subtraction errors were just as common as addition errors with the fixed-7-class method. Inspecting 
these subtraction errors revealed that .8 of the errors that were classified as subtraction errors according to the fixed-
7-class method were classified as zero errors (answering a problem with 0) according to the (weighted) frequency 
rules. This error category was absent in the fixed-7-class method. This underlines the advantage of using the weight-
ed frequency rule.
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currence of reverse errors and intrusion errors in simple multiplication items could thus 

also be a sample characteristic instead of an item characteristic. Our next analyses will, 

therefore, address the differences in error distributions between age groups (i.e., grades).

Errors across grades
We used the weighted frequency rule with all items and all subjects as reference set to 

study distributions of error categories across grades. We included only data from children 

in grade 1 to 6. The data from children from kindergarten were excluded, because most 

children in kindergarten did not play the multiplication game in Math Garden. The children 

that did play the game were probably very advanced in math and not representative of their 

peers.

Figure 7 shows the proportions of the error categories within a grade. Chi-squared tests 

per error category revealed that for all error categories there was a significant relation be-

tween grade and error category (p < .001 for all error categories, except m-n: p = .003). 

We will first inspect the error categories for which the errors are correct answers to 

other multiplication problems. The operator relevant errors were more common in the 

lower grades (1 and 2) than in grade 3 and higher (p < .001). They were also significantly 

more common in grade 3 than in the grades 4, 5, and 6 (p < .001). The proportion of errors 

belonging to the ten table and same decade error categories decreased with grade. On the 

other hand the proportion of ten table > 100 errors increased with age, with the exception 

of grade 6. The proportion of double half errors decreased slightly across grades. Based 

on Figure 6 the proportion of operand related errors seems to have remained stable across 

grades. The proportion of operand related errors did not differ significantly between the 

grades 1, 3, 4 and 6. However, in grade 2 significantly more operand related errors were 

made than in the other grades (p < .001 for comparison with grade 1, 3, 4 and 6; p = .027 

for comparison with grade 5). In grade 5 significantly more operand related errors were 

made than in grade 1 and 3 (p < .05). 

The miss 1 error category was more common in grades 1 and 2 than in the higher grades 

(p < .001), possibly because the younger children used more initial counting strategies. The 

other miss error categories increased with age. Looking at the operation errors we found 

that the proportion of addition errors decreased considerably with age. In grade 1 .14 of all 

errors were classified as m+n errors, decreasing to .006 in grade 6. The proportion of errors 

belonging to m+n0 was the highest for grade 4, followed by grade 3 and 5. These results 

suggest that operation confusion is stronger for younger children. Children in higher grades 

still make this error on larger problems containing zero’s, but this proportion also decreases 

with age. The proportion of m/n and m-n errors was small for all grades. 
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Figure 7 Proportion of errors for children belonging to grade 1 till 6. * signals significant effect (p < 

.005) of grade on error proportions for that error category.

Typos were the most common errors in all grades (p < .001). The proportion of typos sig-

nificantly increased (p < .001) with grade except for grade 6. In grade 6 children made few-

er typos than in grade 4 and 5 (p < .001). The proportion of naming errors decreased with 

grade (p < .001). The initial strategy of restating one or both of the numbers of the problem 
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as answer seemed less common for older children. The same applies to the intrusion of op-

erands of the problem into the answer, which also occurred more often among the younger 

children (p < .001). The proportion of reverse errors was highest in grade 2 (p < .001 when 

compared with other grades) and lowest in grade 6 (p < .001 when compared with other 

grades). The two error categories (pastesub and addsub) that apply especially to multi-dig-

it problems were significantly higher in the higher grades than in the smaller grades (p < 

.001), although the proportions were low in all grades. There was a considerable amount 

of zero answers across grades. Finally, in all grades there was still a substantial amount of 

answers that belonged to the residual category and this proportion increased with grade (p 

< .01 for all grade comparisons). A possible explanation is that the older children solved 

more difficult problems and, therefore, the range of possible errors increased.

Discussion

The first aim of this study was to develop a new data based approach for classifying chil-

dren’s errors in the domain of multiplication. Four variants of this approach and two fixed 

order classification methods based on previous studies were compared, thereby addressing 

three important issues in the classification of errors: a) the definition of error categories, 

b) the classification of errors that fall into multiple categories, and c) the choice for a ref-

erence subject sample and item set for classification method construction. The second aim 

was to use this new data based approach to analyze children’s multiplication errors on a 

large variety of multiplication problems. In addition, a separate analysis was performed to 

assess children’s errors on simple multiplication problems in particular. Finally, the devel-

opment of children’s errors was examined, by assessing children’s errors across grades.

In the fixed class methods definition of error categories is based on the definitions of 

error categories in the studies of Lemaire and Siegler (1995), and LeFevre et al. (1996) for 

the fixed-7-class method and the study of Butterworth et al. (2003) for the fixed-4-class 

method. These categories were also the starting point for the four data based approaches. 

However, several classification loops were run iteratively to add new error categories. If, 

after a classification round, there were still many similar errors unclassified a new error cat-

egory was defined and included. After this, classification was done again. So, whereas the 

fixed class methods only allowed error categories that were proposed in previous research, 

the data based approach allowed for the detection of new categories.

The results show that there was a large overlap between error categories, especially for 

very broad categories, such as operator relevant errors. This brings us to our second issue, 

namely how to classify errors that could belong to multiple error categories. In the fixed-7-
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class and fixed-4-class methods using a predefined order of classification solved this prob-

lem. This led, however, to an overestimation of categories high in the classification order. 

The frequency rule was presented as a solution to this problem. With this rule the classifi-

cation order was not predefined but data-defined. The classification order was based on the 

frequency of error categories. With this strategy, however, error categories that contained a 

lot of possible answers tended to be overestimated. Small error categories, especially sub 

categories of larger error categories, were overlooked or underestimated. We, therefore, 

introduced the weighted frequency rule in which the frequencies were corrected for the 

number of possible errors in an error category. 

The third issue of classifying children’s multiplication errors is that, when using the 

weighted frequency rules, the results depend on the reference data set (items and subjects) 

that was used to compute the frequencies. To assess the effect of using different reference 

data sets we compared error distributions that resulted from using three different reference 

sets: using all items and all subjects, classification per item, and classification per subject. 

Looking at the results, overall the three rules did not seem to differ much. However, for a 

single item or for a single user very different results may arise. 

Choice for a reference set depends on practical considerations, efficiency, and purpose. 

A researcher specifically interested in errors on simple multiplication problems should 

only use those problems for constructing a classification scheme. For a teacher who wants 

to educate a specific child it is probably best to classify his or her errors based on an analy-

sis of the child’s answers alone. Of course, a sufficient number of errors made by the child 

is necessary in order to conduct a reliable error classification. Moreover, classification on 

the individual level is a computational demanding task. 

When using a single item as reference set, decisive conclusions are impossible for some 

errors. For example, the answer 18 to the problem 9 x 9 can be classified both as a reverse 

and an addition error. Because both error categories have only one possible candidate an-

swer, the weighted frequency rule cannot decide between these categories. The weighted 

frequency rule using all items and subjects as reference set also takes frequency of these 

error categories on other items into account and should, therefore, be preferred for most 

purposes. An extension of the weighted frequency rule could be a mixed reference set 

classification rule. For example, using a single item as reference set when possible and 

switching to using all items as reference set when no conclusive decision can be made on 

the item level.

The stop criterion used to determine if another classification loop should be performed 

was chosen subjectively. We could have continued our classification loop extending our set 

of error categories. If we inspect the 25 most frequent errors found in our residual category, 
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we still detect systematic patterns in errors. For example, seven of the 25 most frequent 

errors occurred on problems in which one of the operands was the number 10. The answer 

given by the child then consisted of the other operand with the 1 pasted in front of that op-

erand: 10 x 50 = 150, 80 x 10 = 180, 10 x 33 = 133, 10 x 19 = 119, 10 x 500 = 1500, 10 x 

15 = 115, and 47 x 10 = 147. Four of the 25 most frequent errors were made on problems 

that included the number 11 and a decade, and the units in the answer resembled the decade 

instead of zero: 50 x 11 = 555, 20 x 11 = 222, 11 x 20 = 222, and 11 x 80 = 888. We could 

have added these error types as new categories. Perhaps, we could have continued this clas-

sification method until no residual errors were left. This would, however, have led to a very 

large list of error categories making interpretation of results much more difficult. The in-

clusion of a new error category is always a decision between parsimony and completeness.

The weighted frequency rule is a descriptive method and could be considered a variant 

of the rule assessment methodology of Siegler (1976, 1981). The term “descriptive” refers 

to the fact that no fit measures are calculated. In previous papers we argued that categorical 

latent structure models such as latent class analysis (LCA) should be used for classification 

purposes (Jansen & van der Maas, 1997, 2002; Van der Maas & Straatemeier, 2008). With 

LCA we can classify subjects into qualitatively different classes based on their error pat-

terns. An advantage of such a model based approach is that new unexpected error patterns 

can be detected, hypothesized errors can be falsified, and goodness of fit can be evaluated. 

However, we do not see a way to apply categorical latent structure models to error analysis 

in multiplication, because a large variety of multiplication errors was found. But we expect 

that progress is possible in this respect. The weighted frequency rule is a good starting 

point for developing model based approaches for error classification.

All six methods show that the most common errors children make on multiplication prob-

lems are correct answers to related multiplication problems. This effect was even stronger 

when only simple multiplication problems were considered. The most frequent errors are 

operand related errors. In contrast to previous studies (Butterworth et al., 2003; Campbell 

& Graham, 1985), the proportion of operand related errors remained stable across grades. 

The proportion of ten table errors did decrease with age, as was also found in those studies. 

We can explain the different results concerning operand related errors with the adaptive 

administration of items in Math Garden. Our item set also included items on which op-

erand related errors seem less plausible. Take, for example, the problem 300 x 600. One 

would not expect children to make an error because they calculated 299 x 600 or 300 x 601 

instead of 300 x 600. Children did however make a considerable amount of ten table > 100 

errors, responding, for example, 240000 (= 400 x 600). With increasing age children made 

more ten table > 100 errors, probably because they received more items on which these 
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errors are plausible. This does not make the result less relevant. Younger children will not 

make this type of error since they cannot solve this type of multiplication problem. 

The large number of multiplication related answers suggests that multiplication facts are 

indeed organized in an associative network. This network does, however, not only play a 

role when solving simple multiplication problems but also when multi-digit multiplication 

problems are solved, indicated by the increasing ten table > 100 errors. There are probably 

a considerable number of more complex problems that are solved by retrieval by adults 

and older children. Take, for example, the problem 4 x 25. Is this problem represented by 

its own node in a memory network or by separate nodes for 4 x 2 and 4 x 5? Most studies 

concerning the associative network of multiplication facts focus only on single digit mul-

tiplication. Based on these results, it does not seem plausible that a memory network only 

includes problems up until 9 x 9. The network should also account for retrieval of more 

complex problems. 

The results also show that a substantial amount of same decade errors are made. The an-

swer that was given was the correct answer to another multiplication problem with the same 

decade in its answer. For simple multiplication problems this was the largest error category, 

together with operand related errors. This finding is consistent with the results of Domah, 

Delazer, and Nuerk (2006). They reanalyzed the data of Campbell (1997) and found that a 

majority of the operand related errors were decade consistent. According to Domah et al. 

(2006) decade consistent errors are explained both by the Interacting Neighbours model of 

Verguts and Fias (2005) and the Network Interference Theory of Campbell (1995); these 

models assume that decades and units are separately activated by the target problem and 

by answers to related problems that are activated because of the association with the target 

problem. Decade consistent errors are, therefore, more plausible than decade inconsistent 

errors. The proportion of same decade answers decreased with age. For older children the 

associative connection with the correct answer was probably strong enough to answer these 

items correctly.  

A substantial amount of errors was close to the correct answer. With the exception of the 

miss 1 category, the proportion of miss errors increased with age. These findings contrast 

with the findings of Butterworth et al. (2003) that close miss errors remained stable from 

grade 3 till 5. However, Butterworth et al. (2003) classified answers as close miss errors 

when they differed less than 10% of the correct answer. This definition best resembles our 

miss 1 category, which also remained stable from grade 2 till grade 6. The increase of other 

miss errors with age suggests that older children use more calculation strategies instead of 

retrieval. This seems plausible as children received problems that matched their ability lev-

el in Math Garden and therefore more complex problems were presented to these children 
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than to children of comparable ages in the study of Butterworth et al. (2003).

Of all operation error categories the addition error category was by far the most com-

mon. Overall, the amount of operation errors decreased with age. The newly introduced 

category m + n0 increased with age up until grade 4. This was probably caused by the fact 

that children in the lower grades were presented with less problems on which the m + n0 

errors could be made. After grade 4 the proportion of this error category also decreased. 

These findings are in accordance with the study of Lemaire and Siegler (1995) who found 

that second graders who were tested three times during a school year tended to make less 

addition errors at the end of the school year.

These findings suggest an increasing differentiation of multiplication from addition, 

while others find increasing integration of the addition and multiplication memory net-

works (Hamann & Ashcraft, 1985; Koshmider & Ashcraft, 1991; Lemaire, Barrett, Fay-

ol, & Abdi, 1994; Lemaire, Fayol, & Abdi, 1991; Miller & Paredes, 1990). Lemaire and 

Siegler (1995) argue that it might be true that the associative networks for multiplication 

and addition become more integrated, but that control processes can effectively differ-

entiate between multiplication and addition when there is sufficient time. These control 

processes become more effective with age. Lemaire and Siegler (1995) came to this con-

clusion, because evidence of more integration of multiplication and addition with age was 

found with tasks in which subjects were encouraged to answer quickly. Possibly, the results 

are game dependent. 

The results show a large proportion of typos. The incentive to win game coins may have 

caused children to be less accurate than they would be on a paper-and-pencil or oral test. 

Surprisingly, the number of typos was especially large for older children. Possibly, the 

combination of the task format with the higher complexity of the items for older children 

led to more typos. This combination could also be the cause of a larger variety of errone-

ous strategies, as indicated by the increase in residual errors. Surprisingly, the number of 

reverse errors, although slightly decreasing with age, was still substantial in higher grades. 

This might also be a result of the task format. Perhaps children were more likely to enter 

numbers in an incorrect order because of the time pressure in the games. Another expla-

nation is that these errors are made more often by Dutch speaking children compared to 

English speaking children in other studies. In the Dutch language units are pronounced 

before decades (i.e., 32: “tweeëndertig”, two-and-thirty). Finally, the working of the mul-

tiplication game might also explain the large proportion of zero answers, as these answers 

were registered when no numbers were entered.

We found a significant proportion of naming and operand intrusion errors and their pro-

portions decreased with age. Restating one of the operands (naming error) seems an initial 
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strategy, which was probably mainly used by children who didn’t know how to calculate 

the answer to a multiplication problem. According to Campbell (1997) operand intrusion 

errors occur when the number reading of the operands of a problem interferes with the re-

trieval of the correct answer. They are assumed to involve a shared representational system. 

These errors are, therefore, assumed to occur when a retrieval strategy is used. In this light, 

a decrease of these errors with age is surprising, as one would expect that older children 

would use more retrieval. Again, the computer adaptive module of Math Garden might be 

the explaining factor. The older children were, the less simple multiplication problems they 

received, and probably less retrieval was used for solving complex multiplication problems.

The proportions of pastesub and addsub errors were small. These two error categories 

both represent errors resulting from incorrect algorithmic multiplication strategies: correct-

ly calculating (part of) the sub results of a multi-digit problem, but incorrectly combining 

these results by pasting them together or adding them without consideration of place value. 

Not surprisingly, the proportion of errors resulting from these invalid strategies decreased 

with age.

It seems difficult to disentangle age and item effects in the dataset from Math Garden. 

Because Math Garden uses an adaptive system for item selection, each child receives items 

that are adjusted to his or her ability level. This selection of items probably affects the types 

of errors made by children in a certain age group. For example, some errors cannot be made 

on simple multiplication problems (i.e., m + n0), others are very unlikely (i.e., ten table > 

100). However, we argue that this makes the dataset particularly suited to study the devel-

opment of children’s errors. Children have to solve items for which they are in the learning 

process of mastering these items. The results therefore generalize better to a classroom 

setting. For teachers it is most relevant to know which errors children make in this learning 

process. By using an adaptive method each child was probably presented with items they 

would also normally solve in a classroom setting. 

Conclusion
With this chapter we set some guidelines for constructing error classification methods 

either for research purposes or for use in an educational setting. We believe that research-

ers but also developers of educational programs should always strive for a classification 

scheme that is as objectively constructed as possible. The weighted frequency rules pre-

sented in this chapter present a good start for the challenging task of classifying children’s 

large variety of multiplication errors. With the weighted frequency rule it is possible to 

construct a list in which each answer to a certain item is classified into the most plausible 

error category.
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We used this rule to classify the errors of a large sample of participants (16,887) with a 

large age range (4-21 year old) on both simple and complex multiplication problems. The 

challenge now lies in the theoretical explanations for these results. Good theories and mod-

els concerning children’s arithmetic ability and development should be able to explain and 

even replicate these results by simulation.

Finally, this chapter meets an educational aim. The classification of errors can be used in 

educational computer programs, such as Math Garden, to give teachers and students feed-

back about the specific errors children make. When either the program or the teacher bases 

instruction for individual children on their most frequent errors, a powerful educational 

tool can be realized.
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Abstract

In the field of children’s knowledge of the earth, much debate has concerned the ques-

tion of whether children’s naive knowledge – that is, their knowledge before they acquire 

the standard scientific theory – is coherent (i.e., theory-like; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992) 

or fragmented (Nobes et al., 2003). We conducted two studies with large samples (N = 328 

and N = 381) using a new paper-and-pencil test, denoted the EARTH (EArth Representa-

tion Test for cHildren), to discriminate between these two alternatives. We performed latent 

class analyses on the responses to the EARTH to test mental models associated with these 

alternatives. The naïve mental models as formulated by Vosniadou and Brewer (1992) were 

not supported by the results. The results indicated that children’s knowledge of the earth 

becomes more consistent as children grow older. These findings support the view that chil-

dren’s naive knowledge is fragmented. 

Introduction

By late childhood, most children, at least in industrialized countries, know that the earth 

is a sphere that orbits the sun even though it appears to be flat and motionless. But how 

do they acquire this counterintuitive theory of the earth? Theoretical perspectives on this 

question differ greatly, and the answer remains unclear. It is, at least, unlikely that children 

adopt this theory without direct instruction or otherwise culturally transmitted information 

(Nobes, Martin, & Panagiotaki, 2005). However, children’s own observations and intu-

itions may also play a role. 

The issue of children’s knowledge of the earth boils down to the question of whether 

children’s naive knowledge – that is, their knowledge before they acquire the standard 

scientific theory – is coherent (i.e., theory-like) or fragmented. This question of coher-

ence versus fragmentation may be raised more generally in relation to conceptual develop-

ment. The coherence side of this debate is occupied by the theory theorists who claim that 

children’s understanding is organized into coherent and consistent theories that structure 

everyday thinking and are resistant to fluctuations (Wellman & Gelman, 1998). The frag-

mentation side is occupied by the adherents of the knowledge-in-pieces view who maintain 

that children’s naive ideas are fragmented. DiSessa (1988) stated that “intuitive physics is 

a fragmented collection of ideas, loosely connected and reinforcing, having none of the 

commitment systematicity that one attributes to theories” (p.50). These fragments (i.e., 

phenomenological primitives: “p-prims”) are small, self-explanatory knowledge structures 

that are abstracted from experience: they “simply happen.” Both sides continue to pro-
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duce empirical support for their respective views (for a review see diSessa, 2006; diSessa, 

Gillespie, & Esterly, 2004). 

Our current aim is to advance this debate in the field of children’s knowledge of the 

earth by identifying relevant methodological and statistical limitations of previous stud-

ies of children’s knowledge of the earth. We demonstrate solutions to these limitations in 

two new experiments. We first discuss the two competing views of children’s knowledge 

of the earth. Subsequently, we identify and discuss several methodological and statistical 

limitations of the current empirical studies in this area. We then present two experiments 

with a new paper-and-pencil test that we call the EARTH (EArth Representation Test for 

cHildren). 

Mental models versus fragmented knowledge
Vosniadou and colleagues are theory theorists in that they hypothesize that children’s 

naive knowledge of the earth is theory-like, that is, coherent and internally consistent (e.g., 

Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992). They argued that children construct coherent mental models 

of the earth; we refer to their view as the mental model account. There are several views 

concerning mental models in the psychological literature (e.g., Goodwin & Johnson-Laird, 

2005; Halford, 1993; Halford & Busby, 2007; Held, Knauff, & Vosgerau, 2006; Holland, 

Holyoak, Nisbett, & Thagard, 1986; Johnson-Laird, 1983, 2004; Vosniadou, 2002). A men-

tal model is defined as a mental representation that is analogous to the state of affairs the 

model represents (Johnson-Laird, 1983). The concept of mental models is often used in ref-

erence to people’s reasoning (Johnson-Laird, 2004), such as conditional reasoning (Marko-

vits & Barouillet, 2002). It is assumed that people construct one or several mental models 

when asked to produce deductive inferences. Vosniadou and colleagues (e.g., Vosniadou, 

Skopeliti, & Ikospentaki, 2004) also argued that mental models are dynamic situation-spe-

cific representations formed on the spot for the purpose of answering questions. However, 

children are assumed to have only one model at a given moment. This model is assumed 

to have predictive and explanatory power and may mediate in the interpretation of infor-

mation and in theory revision. Vosniadou (2002) claimed that these mental models play an 

important role in conceptual development and change. Children’s construction of a mental 

model is based on their observations and everyday cultural influences. Such observations 

and cultural influences are, however, subject to the constraints of the underlying conceptual 

structures (Vosniadou, 2002). In this study, we specifically tested the conceptualization of 

mental models as proposed by Vosniadou and colleagues. Given their account, children 

should construct one coherent model on the spot (e.g., during a test) in order to answer the 

questions consistently. The consistency of responses across a range of questions is then a 
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measure of the coherence of children’s knowledge. 

Vosniadou and colleagues (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992; Vosniadou et al., 2004) found 

that 80 to 85% of the children form either initial, synthetic, or scientific mental models of 

the earth. According to Vosniadou (1994) both the initial and synthetic models are embed-

ded in a naive theory of physics, with the initial models being most strongly influenced by 

certain “entrenched presuppositions” that apply to physical objects in general. These pre-

suppositions are that the earth is flat (i.e., flatness constraint) and that unsupported objects 

fall down (i.e., support constraint). The initial models are the rectangular earth model and 

the disk earth model, in which the earth is a flat object, supported by ground, shaped like 

a rectangle or a disk. When children are increasingly exposed to culturally accepted infor-

mation about the scientific view of the earth, they try to assimilate this information into 

their own naive theoretical framework and, thus, form synthetic models (Samarapungavan, 

Vosniadou, & Brewer, 1996). The synthetic models are subdivided into three classes: the 

hollow sphere model, in which the earth is a hollow sphere with people living inside on a 

flat surface; the dual earth model, in which there are two earths: a spherical earth up in the 

sky, and a flat earth upon which people live; and the flattened sphere model, in which the 

earth is round on the sides but flat on the top and bottom, which is where people live. At 

some point in their development, children adopt the scientific model of a spherical earth 

with people living all around the world. According to Vosniadou (1994), the acquisition 

of the scientific model involves a major conceptual reorganization that proceeds through 

the revision and rejection of children’s presuppositions. The initial and synthetic models 

discussed above are the most prevalent mental models found in studies with children from 

Western countries. Although the flatness and support constraints are assumed to be univer-

sal, significant cultural variations were found in the manifestation of these presuppositions. 

For example, Indian children were found to have a model of a flat earth that floats on water, 

which is consistent with aspects of lay culture (Samarapungavan et al., 1996).

In contrast, Nobes and colleagues claimed that children have no strong presuppositions 

of flatness and support. Rather, children are initially theoretically neutral (Nobes et al., 

2003). According to this view, the development of children’s understanding of the earth 

comes about through the gradual accumulation of fragments of cultural information about 

the earth. These fragments come piece by piece and may be mutually inconsistent. Nobes 

and colleagues claimed that children’s knowledge is fragmented and unsystematic until 

they acquire the coherent cultural scientific theory of the earth. We refer to this view as the 

fragmentation account, which resembles the view of diSessa (1988) in that children’s naive 

knowledge is thought to be fragmented. However, whereas diSessa claimed that fragment-

ed knowledge is phenomenological, Nobes and colleagues emphasized the influence of 
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culture on children’s knowledge. Children can acquire the correct scientific view relatively 

early if the cultural information is provided. 

Several studies (Nobes et al., 2003, 2005; Siegal, Butterworth, & Newcombe, 2004) 

produced little evidence for strongly entrenched presuppositions or for the presence of 

initial and synthetic models given that even the youngest children seemed to possess some 

scientific knowledge. Rather, these studies supported the idea that children have fragment-

ed and incoherent knowledge of the earth. In addition, the studies showed the importance 

of culture in children’s knowledge acquisition. For example, Siegal and colleagues (2004) 

found that Australian children, who are given early instruction in cosmological concepts, 

have considerably more scientifically correct knowledge than do English children. 

Methodological issues
Why are the studies inconsistent, with some results supporting the mental model account 

(e.g., Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992; Vosniadou et al., 2004) and other results supporting the 

fragmentation account (e.g., Nobes et al., 2003; Nobes et al., 2005; Siegal et al., 2004)? 

Below we review the research methods that are used to assess children’s knowledge of the 

earth. Characteristics of these research methods might explain the various outcomes of the 

different studies. Based on this review, we argue that the preferred method for investigating 

children’s knowledge of the earth is a paper-and-pencil test with forced-choice items in 

which all mental models found in industrialized (Western) cultures are represented.

Generative methods 
Vosniadou and colleagues (2004) argued that the best way to investigate children’s 

knowledge of the earth is to use methods that require children to make productive use of the 

information to which they have been exposed. For this reason, Vosniadou and colleagues 

prefer interviews with open-ended and so-called generative questions. They noted that fac-

tual questions can be answered by simply repeating culturally transmitted knowledge. In 

addition, children were asked to produce a drawing or a clay model of the earth. Vosniadou 

and colleagues (2004) argued that generative questions and the tasks of drawing or making 

clay models encourage children to make generative use of the scientific information that 

they have at their disposal, and encourage the on the spot formation of mental models. 

Nobes and colleagues (2003, 2005) and Siegal and colleagues (2004) have criticized the 

drawing method of Vosniadou and colleagues. Children may draw an incorrect picture of 

the earth simply because they are unable to draw a sphere (Blades & Spencer, 1994; Ingram 

& Butterworth, 1989) or because they have a bias toward orienting drawings of figures to 

a vertical or horizontal baseline (Pemberton, 1990). Asking children to make a clay model 
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of the earth (Samarapungavan et al., 1996; Vosniadou et al., 2004) is open to similar crit-

icism and may also be difficult for children (Siegal et al., 2004). Moreover, pictures and 

clay models, as well as interview responses, are difficult to score objectively. Although 

interrater reliability within a research group may be very high (Samarapungavan et al., 

1996; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992), the between-research groups reliability might be low – 

a well-known phenomenon in the scoring of conservation classifications (Brainerd, 1973). 

The interview method used by Vosniadou and colleagues (e.g., Vosniadou & Brewer, 

1992; Vosniadou et al., 2004) may also be problematic. During the interview, similar ques-

tions (i.e., questions addressing the same issue) were asked to clarify children’s answers 

and to arrive at a full understanding of the underlying conceptual structures (Vosniadou & 

Brewer, 1992). This results in a prolonged method of repeated questioning. The everyday 

conventions concerning conversation do not apply in such situations, and this may confuse 

young children (Siegal, 1997, 1999; Siegal & Surian, 2004). Another potential problem of 

the interview method is that children might not be familiar with the words that are used 

(Siegal, 1997). Both research concerning verbal conservation tasks (Bijstra, van Geert, 

& Jackson, 1989; Donaldson, 1978; Elbers, 1989; McGarrigle & Donaldson, 1975; Rose 

& Blank, 1974; Siegal, Waters, & Dinwiddy, 1988) and research concerning eyewitness 

testimonies of young children (Ceci & Bruck, 1993, 1998; Poole & White, 1991) showed 

that the above-mentioned problems are a considerable source of error. Both under- and 

overestimation of children’s knowledge and the consistency of this knowledge may occur. 

In summary, although the open-ended interview method can be useful during an explorato-

ry phase of the study into children’s knowledge of the earth and the different models they 

construe, a judgment-only (i.e., forced-choice) test is preferred for further research. 

Forced-choice interviews 
Adherents of the fragmentation account (Nobes et al., 2003; Siegal et al., 2004) have 

used mainly interviews with forced-choice questions that require children to choose be-

tween a “scientific” and an “intuitive” alternative. In addition, children needed to choose 

the correct shape of the earth from several three-dimensional models. The forced-choice 

questionnaires elicited more scientific responses than did the open-ended interview meth-

od of Vosniadou and Brewer (1992). The forced-choice interviews have the advantages of 

structure and objective scoring, but the complex social interaction may still confound the 

results.

Vosniadou and colleagues (2004) raised three points of criticism against the forced-

choice questionnaires. First, they argued that responses to the forced-choice questionnaires 

may be biased toward the scientific view because the choice between a scientific answer 
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and an intuitive one is limited and because of the lack of justifications of answers. How-

ever, empirical evidence with respect to conservation of volume (Kingma, 1984; van der 

Maas & Molenaar, 1996), the class inclusion task (Chapman & McBride, 1992; Hodkin, 

1987; Thomas, 1995; Thomas & Horton, 1997), and the balance scale task (Jansen & van 

der Maas, 1997, 2002; Siegler, 1981) has demonstrated that, if the construction of the test 

is based on extensive research on possible alternative strategies, it is possible to design a 

forced-choice task that does not overestimate children’s knowledge and allows for the de-

tection of alternative strategies. 

The second point of critique by Vosniadou and colleagues (2004) is that forced-choice 

methods inhibit the generation of mental models other than the scientific model because 

these methods encourage children to reason on the basis of the scientific model. A test that 

contains all mental models found in previous research carried out in industrialized (West-

ern) countries may overcome this problem. Moreover, as demonstrated below, the hypoth-

esis that open-ended interviews and drawing pictures encourage the formation of mental 

models can be tested by assessing whether children show more consistent knowledge after 

being tested with either a drawing task or an open-ended interview.

A final point of criticism of Vosniadou and colleagues (2004) is that children perform 

better on the forced-choice questionnaires because they only need to recognize scientifi-

cally correct information instead of retrieving or constructing this knowledge on their own. 

The advantage of recall tasks (e.g., open-ended interviews) is the assessment of sponta-

neous thinking, whereas recognition tasks (e.g., forced-choice tests) have the advantages 

of a more standardized assessment procedure and objective scoring method. Nonetheless, 

both responses to a forced-choice task and explanations (answers to open-ended questions) 

are indirect measurements of the knowledge of interest, and there is no reason to assume 

that explanations are a better reflection of knowledge than responses to a forced-choice 

task. Moreover, if mental models exist and play an important role in the development of 

children’s knowledge of the earth, we should be able to detect them with both recognition 

and recall tasks. 

Non-verbal test 
Nobes and colleagues (2005) attempted to develop a research method that was more 

standardized than an open-ended interview and contained a wider choice of mental models 

than was represented in the forced-choice questionnaires. Children and adults needed to 

rank 16 pictures according to how well each picture represented the earth. Each picture 

was a combination of three properties of the earth: shape (sphere, flattened sphere, hollow, 

or disk), location of people (around or on top), and location of the sky (around or on top). 
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Using this mainly nonverbal test, Nobes and colleagues (2005) did not find any support for 

the existence of mental models or presuppositions of flatness and support.

Although the test of Nobes and colleagues (2005) is a promising new approach, it does 

have several limitations. First, the ranking test must be administered in a time-consuming, 

one-to-one study situation in which aspects of social-interaction and linguistic ability come 

into play. Second, the ranking test is complex, especially for young children. The pictures 

of the ranking task vary along three dimensions. Research has shown that young chil-

dren have trouble with seriation problems, especially when various dimensions come into 

play (Siegler, 1998). Therefore, the ranking test of Nobes and colleagues assesses not only 

knowledge of the earth but also the ability to create correct orderings. Third, children may 

experience problems ranking pictures that are inconsistent with their mental model and, 

therefore, are incorrect. For example, if children think that the earth is flat, it is possible 

that they judge all pictures of differently shaped earths as equally bad representations of 

the earth. Hence, using the ranking of these pictures as information concerning children’s 

knowledge is questionable. The final problem concerns the analysis of the responses given 

that few suitable methods of statistical analysis are available for this new nonstandard test 

format (i.e., a ranking of 16 cards). 

New test: EARTH 
We suggest using a structured nonverbal forced-choice test that can be administered 

without one-to-one supervision, so that more children can be tested at the same time and 

the social interaction is minimal. The training of experimenters and the use of complex 

coding systems are not required. We constructed a paper-and-pencil test (EARTH) in which 

the most prevalent models found in earlier studies with samples from Western countries 

(Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992; Vosniadou et al., 2004) are represented given that these mod-

els are relevant for children in The Netherlands. Therefore, children have a rather wide 

choice of answers, and this should enable us to detect the synthetic models found in previ-

ous research. In this way we address the points of criticism by Vosniadou and colleagues 

(2004) and solve the problems of the open-ended interview, the forced-choice interview, 

and the ranking test.

Statistical Issues
Statistical issues also provide explanations for the various results of the different stud-

ies. Below we describe and discuss the data-analytic techniques used in previous research. 

Subsequently, we introduce a technique, latent class analysis (LCA), that has several im-

portant advantages compared with these methods. 
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Several researchers (Samarapungavan et al., 1996; Vosniadou, 1994; Vosniadou & Brew-

er, 1992, 1994; Vosniadou et al., 2004) used a methodology that resembles Siegler’s rule 

assessment methodology (Siegler, 1976, 1981). For each mental model, an expected pat-

tern of responses was formulated, and the degree of correspondence between the expected 

and obtained response patterns was determined. Vosniadou and Brewer (1992) based these 

expected response patterns on previous research (e.g., Mali & Howe, 1979; Nussbaum, 

1979; Nussbaum & Novak, 1976; Sneider & Polus, 1983). In some of the early studies 

(e.g., Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992), revisions of the expected response patterns were made 

after examination of the data, and some deviations of the expected response patterns were 

tolerated. In later research (Vosniadou et al., 2004) no deviations were allowed. Using this 

method, many children (80-85%) were classified as having a mental model of the earth. 

There are several problems with the rule assessment methodology (Jansen & van der 

Maas, 1997, 2002; van der Maas & Straatemeier, 2008). First, the assignment of response 

patterns to mental models takes place on the basis of an arbitrary criterion of a minimum 

percentage of correspondence between observed and expected responses. Moreover, this 

criterion can be more or less stringent depending on the number of items used in the test, 

resulting in different classifications (Van der Maas & Straatemeier, 2008). A second prob-

lem is that only models that are formulated beforehand can be detected. Hence, the detec-

tion of alternative models is not feasible. Third, the rule assessment methodology does not 

provide statistical information regarding the goodness of fit of the models (i.e., a quantifi-

cation of how well the model actually accounts for the data). 

Latent class analysis (LCA) solves these problems. Because there are many introduc-

tions to LCA (e.g., Clogg, 1995; McCutcheon, 1987; Rindskopf, 1987), we provide only 

a brief explanation here. LCA belongs to the family of latent structure models. Latent 

structure models make a distinction between manifest variables (observed responses) and 

latent variables (the underlying or unobserved variables). Latent structure models differ in 

the measurement level of the variables. In the case of LCA, the measurement level of both 

the latent variables and the manifest variables is categorical. LCA divides a sample of re-

sponse patterns into a limited number of groups, the so-called latent classes (McCutcheon, 

1987). LCA can be used when people are assumed to differ qualitatively from each other. 

The latent classes may represent qualitatively different styles, personalities, attachment 

patterns, developmental stages, strategies, and so on. Children’s responses to the EARTH 

items can be classified by means of LCA to find possible underlying mental models. For 

every latent class, the technique gives a probability of being in that class (unconditional 

probabilities). Furthermore, every class (or mental model) is characterized by a pattern of 

conditional probabilities. A conditional probability indicates the probability of giving a 
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particular response to an item given membership of that class. If the mental model account 

is correct, we should find a limited number of latent classes with conditional probabilities 

consistent with the mental models, as formulated by Vosniadou and Brewer (1992). For 

example, children with a flat earth model should have high probabilities of responding that 

the earth is shaped like a rectangle or disk, and that people can live only on top of the earth.

An important advantage of LCA is that it offers statistical fit measures that indicate how 

well a given latent class model accounts for the data. The criterion used to classify children, 

therefore, is not arbitrary but is amenable to statistical testing. Thus, LCA may falsify a 

given theoretical account. For example, in the case of children’s knowledge of the earth, if 

a one-class model fits the data, it seems more plausible that children cannot be categorized 

into qualitatively different mental models of the earth. A single-class model would suggest 

that children show only quantitative differences in their knowledge. A second advantage 

is that the technique can be used to model error processes. Although a child may have a 

coherent mental model, he or she may still produce answers to items that differ from the 

answers of other children with the same mental model. One cause of such response varia-

tion is response errors. Deviations from the expected response pattern can be modeled in a 

latent class model because the conditional probabilities for a given answer need not equal 

0 or 1. Moreover, LCA can detect clusters of unexpected response patterns: therefore, the 

mental models do not need to be known beforehand. These unexpected response patterns 

may suggest unanticipated alternative models. LCA has proven its value in a variety of 

developmental studies (e.g., Boom, Hoijtink, & Kunnen, 2001; Jansen & van der Maas, 

1997, 2001, 2002; Raijmakers, Jansen, & van der Maas, 2004; Rindskopf, 1987; van der 

Maas, 1998).1

In what follows, we present two experiments – a pilot and a main experiment – in which 

we studied children’s knowledge of the earth. With these experiments, we aim to address 

the coherence versus fragmentation debate in the field of children’s knowledge of the earth. 

As argued, we use a structured paper-and-pencil test (i.e., EARTH) in which the most 

prevalent mental models found in previous research are represented, and we apply LCA to 

detect possible underlying mental models.

1 Nobes et al. (2005) applied cluster analysis to the responses to the ranking test so as to detect mental models. An 
advantage of the use of cluster analysis, in comparison with the rule assessment methodology, is that it uses a less 
arbitrary criterion to assign children to mental models and does not formulate mental models beforehand. However, 
cluster analysis does not provide goodness-of-fit statistics like LCA does. Moreover, different clustering methods 
can generate different solutions (Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984).
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Pilot experiment

In the pilot experiment, 328 children (4-11 years of age) from two different primary 

schools in The Netherlands completed the first version of the paper-and-pencil test, the 

EARTH-1, followed or preceded by a drawing task in which children needed to produce a 

drawing of the earth with people, trees, the sky, the sun, and the moon. More details about 

the scoring of the EARTH-1 and the assessment procedure can be found in the Method 

section of the main experiment.

Below we discuss the main findings of the pilot experiment. We elaborate on several of 

these results in the discussion of the main experiment. (A full description of the pilot exper-

iment can be found at http://hvandermaas.socsci.uva.nl/Homepage_Han_van_der_Maas/

EArth.html.) The results challenge the claim of Vosniadou and colleagues (e.g., Vosniadou 

& Brewer, 1992, 1994) that young children have strong entrenched presuppositions that the 

earth is flat and that unsupported objects fall down. Although younger children did some-

times choose pictures of a flat earth or pictures where trees and people were placed only 

on top of the earth, the distribution of children’s scores on the EARTH-1 showed that the 

children preferred the scientific answer on other items, given that only a small percentage 

of children had an overall low score (see Figure 2a below). Furthermore, both the amount 

of scientifically correct knowledge and the consistency of children’s responses increased 

with age (see Figure 2c). In addition, a high correlation was found between the amount of 

children’s scientifically correct knowledge and the consistency of their responses, r
s
 = .86, 

p < .001. 

Children’s responses to the EARTH were classified into one of the mental models found in 

industrialized (or Western) cultures. Only a small percentage of the response patterns could 

be classified as corresponding to a mental model even when deviations were allowed (see 

Figure 3a). In addition, the LCA did not detect any of the nonscientific mental models as 

formulated by Vosniadou and Brewer (1992). Vosniadou and colleagues (2004) assumed that 

the formation of mental models is encouraged by drawing a picture of the earth. However, no 

differences in consistency score were found between the experimental conditions. The final 

issue that was addressed is the issue of recognition versus recall. Children scored significant-

ly higher on the EARTH-1 (a recognition task) than on the drawings (a recall task). 

Although the EARTH-1 has several advantages, it also has some shortcomings. First, a few 

items require revision because spontaneous remarks of the children revealed possible mis-

interpretations of these items. A second shortcoming of the EARTH-1 is that not all mental 

models were represented in all items. These shortcomings of the EARTH-1 were addressed 

in a new test version – the EARTH-2. 
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Main experiment

A new test version, the EARTH-2, was constructed for the main experiment. The items 

of the EARTH-1 that posed problems in the pilot experiment were revised or removed, and 

new items were added. Moreover, we used three-dimensional pictures in the EARTH-2. 

Care was taken to ensure that the mental models of Vosniadou and Brewer (1992) were 

used consistently throughout the test. We used an open-ended interview, instead of a draw-

ing, as a generative task. Some children in our sample were interviewed either a half-hour 

before or a half-hour after completing the EARTH-2. 

Method

Participants
We tested 196 boys and 185 girls from three different primary schools in The Nether-

lands with mainly White students. The parents were asked for written permission for their 

children’s participation. Children in four different age groups, corresponding to kindergar-

ten and the first three grades, were recruited. The reason for this was that the pilot study 

showed that children in Grade 4 or above had a considerable amount of scientific knowl-

edge of the earth. Participants were 145 children from kindergarten (4-6 years of age, M 

= 5.25, SD = 0.61); 71 children from Grade 1 (6 or 7 years of age, M = 6.86, SD = 0.35); 

80 children from Grade 2 (7 or 8 years of age, M = 7.80, SD = 0.46); and 85 children from 

Grade 3 (8 or 9 years of age, M = 8.92, SD = 0.53). 

Materials

EARTH-2 

The EARTH-2 was developed for children 4 years of age or older. The EARTH-2 was pre-

sented in a booklet that consisted of 10 pages – 1 page for each item. A sample item was pro-

vided first to familiarize the children with the item format and the method for answering. The 

sample item was followed by 9 test items. Every item consisted of a question about the earth 

with five or six three-dimensional pictures printed below the question. The pictures represented 

the models that were found in studies with samples from industrialized (Western) countries: 

disk earth, hollow earth, dual earth, flattened sphere, no gravity sphere, and the scientific model. 

The dual earth model was represented in only 2 items, namely, those concerning the shape of 

the earth. Children were expected to show a mixed preference for flat and spherical pictures 

on the other items. The other models were represented consistently throughout the test. Some 
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items included two pictures corresponding to the flat earth model. These pictures were included 

to distinguish between children who were influenced by the flatness constraint but not by the 

support constraint. The items of the EARTH-2 concerned the shape of the earth, gravity, and the 

day/night cycle. An example of a test item (Item 7) is displayed in Figure 1. The questions of 

the items are shown in Table 1. (The complete EARTH-2 can be viewed at hvandermaas.socsci.

uva.nl/Homepage_Han_van_der_Maas/EArth.html.) As in EARTH-1, only the word “earth” 

(aarde in Dutch) was used. The study of Siegal and colleagues (2004) showed that using the 

word “earth” leads to the same results as using the word “world” (wereld in Dutch).

Figure 1 Item 7 of the EARTH-2: What happens when you walk along a straight line for a very 

long time?

For every question, one or two parallel questions addressing the same topic were includ-

ed. For our data analyses, we used both the original nominal responses to the EARTH-2 

and an ordinal scoring of the responses. For this ordinal score, participants received 1 point 

for choosing the disk model, 2 points for choosing the hollow or dual earth, 3 points for 

choosing the flattened or no gravity sphere and 4 points for choosing the scientific earth. 

The average score on the EARTH-2 was calculated, resulting in a minimum score of 1 and 

a maximum of 4. A 3-point score (0 points for the flat earth; 1 point for the hollow, dual, 

flattened, and no gravity earth; and 2 points for the scientific model) was also used in this 

experiment to compare the results of the EARTH-2 with the results of the interview. The 

correlation between these two scoring methods of the EARTH-2 was high, r
s
 = .99 (p < 

.001), indicating that the results are robust to different methods for scoring the EARTH-2 

responses.
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For each model included in the test, a consistency score was calculated as the number 

of times a model was chosen divided by the number of times the model was represented in 

the test. This resulted in six consistency scores ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 means a child 

never chose that model and 1 means a child’s answers were completely consistent with that 

model. Children were assigned to the model for which they had the highest consistency 

score. This method resembles the rule assessment methodology of Siegler (1976, 1981). 

Interview 
From every class, 2 boys and 2 girls were randomly selected for the interview, resulting 

in a total of 68 children. The sample consisted of 28 4- to 6-year-olds (kindergarten), 12 6- 

or 7-year-olds (Grade 1), 14 7- or 8-year-olds (Grade 2), and 14 8- or 9-year-olds (Grade 3). 

(The nine interview questions and the aids used during the interview can be viewed at http://

hvandermaas.socsci.uva.nl/Homepage_Han_van_der_Maas/EArth.html.) All questions had 

an open-ended format, except for the second question, in which children needed to choose 

an earth model from five three-dimensional polystyrene foam models. The questions of 

the interview were based both on the items of the EARTH-2 and on the questions used by 

Vosniadou and colleagues (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992, 1994; Vosniadou et al., 2004). The 

interviewers could resort to standardized follow-up questions if they judged the children’s 

answer to be incomplete or unclear. 

Children received 0 points for an initial answer, 1 point for a synthetic answer, and 2 

points for a scientific answer, and the average score on the questions was calculated. For 

the flat earth, hollow earth, flattened earth, and scientific models, we calculated consistency 

scores based on the original responses of the children. A consistency score was the number 

of times an answer consistent with a model was given divided by the maximum number of 

possible answers consistent with that model. No consistency score for the dual earth model 

was calculated. Children with a dual earth model should be characterized by a dual earth 

answer to Question 2 and a mixed pattern of flat and spherical responses to the other ques-

tions. However, none of the children combined the flat and spherical model in response to 

Question 2. Children were assigned to the model with respect to which they had the highest 

consistency score. 

Five raters, who were also the interviewers, scored the answers of all 68 children. The 

correlations (Spearman’s rho) between the scores of the different raters ranged from .92 to 

.98, all significant with p < .001. Fleiss’s kappa (Fleiss, 1971) for the model classifications 

was .76, p < .05. For the final score of each child, only the judgment of the rater who inter-

viewed that particular child was used. 
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Procedure
In the case of the older children (6-9 years of age) the EARTH-2 was administered in a 

classroom setting. Five experimenters were present during the test session to help the chil-

dren. After handing out the booklets, one of the experimenters stood in front of the classroom 

and told the children that she was going to ask some questions about the earth. First, the 

sample item was used to explain the procedure of marking the answers. The experimenter 

showed an enlarged version of the sample item and read the question out loud. After this, the 

children were asked to mark their answers. The same procedure was followed with the other 

questions. The whole procedure took approximately 10 min. Children in kindergarten (4-6 

years of age) were tested outside the classroom in small groups of one or two children per 

experimenter. This procedure was similar to the classroom procedure described above.

The interview was administered individually. Detailed notes were taken during the inter-

view, and all interviews were audiorecorded. Prior to the actual interview, the children were 

told that some questions about the earth would be asked. The entire interview procedure 

lasted approximately 10 min. Of the interviewed children, 65 also completed the EARTH-2. 

These children were interviewed either a half-hour before (n = 25) or a half-hour after (n = 

40) completing the EARTH-2.

Results

EARTH-2
The internal consistency of the EARTH-2, expressed by Cronbach’s α, was .79. The re-

sponses of the children to the items of the EARTH-2 are shown in Table 1. On most items, the 

children preferred the scientific answer. This was most evident for Items 1 and 8, which con-

cern the shape of the earth. In addition to the scientific answer, the children often chose the 

no gravity answer. Children who chose this answer acknowledged that the earth is a sphere 

but did not completely understand the concept of gravity. Surprisingly, high percentages of 

children chose pictures of a flat earth on Items 6 and 9, which concern the day/night cycle. 

This suggests that children who have a scientific model of the earth do not necessarily fully 

understand the day/night cycle. Except for Items 6 and 9, there was no clear preference for 

pictures of a flat earth in the young age groups. Children in the younger age groups preferred 

the no gravity sphere on most items.

For every child, the mean score on the EARTH-2 was calculated. Figure 2b displays the 

distribution of these mean scores. Only one child consistently chose pictures of a flat earth, 

corresponding with a score of 1, and only 8.0% of the children had a score of 2 or less. Thus, 

even most of the youngest children chose scientific or nearly scientific answers (flattened 
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earth or no gravity sphere) on at least one item. These results are comparable to the findings 

of the pilot experiment (see Figure 2a). 

To assess the influence of age, school, gender, and condition on the mean score on the 

EARTH-2, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed with age as covariate. All 

findings below were also analyzed and confirmed with nonparametric tests. Age was a sig-

nificant predictor of the score on the EARTH-2, F(1, 369) = 178.78, p < .001, η² = .33. The 

solid line in Figure 2d shows that the older children were, the more scientifically correct 

knowledge they had of the earth. Figure 2c depicts similar results for the pilot experiment. 

There were no significant differences between the schools and experimental conditions in 

mean scores on the EARTH-2, so we pooled the data in these groups. However, there was a 

significant effect of gender: F(1, 371) = 15.18, p < .001, η² = .04. This effect is discussed later. 

Figure 2 (a) Distribution of the EARTH-1 scores in Experiment 1. (b) Distribution of the 

EARTH-2 scores in the main experiment. (c) Mean score and consistency score on the EARTH-1 

in the pilot experiment by age group. (d) Mean score and consistency score on the EARTH-2 in the 

main experiment by age group. (e) Mean score and consistency score on the interview in the main 

experiment by age group.
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Mental models
Every child was assigned to the mental model with respect to which he or she had the 

highest consistency score on the EARTH-2. The response patterns of only 7.2% of the 

children were completely consistent with one of the mental models, and the response pat-

terns of only three children (0.8%) were completely consistent with a nonscientific model. 

Figure 3b shows that the percentage of children with a mental model, as established using 

the EARTH-2, slowly increased when less strict cutoff scores for consistency were used. 

When a cutoff score of .8 was used – that is, a single deviation in the answers of the chil-

dren was allowed – only 18.4% of the children were classified as having one of the mental 

models. However, most of these children had a scientific model of the earth. Only 1.9% of 

all children had a nonscientific model when a cutoff score of .8 was used. With a more le-

nient cutoff consistency score of .6, 44.7% of the children were classified as having one of 

the mental models and only 9.8 % of the children were classified as having a nonscientific 

model. The same pattern was also found for the consistency scores on the EARTH-1 in the 

pilot experiment (see Figure 3a).

Figure 3 (a) Percentages of children with a mental model based on the EARTH-1 in the pilot ex-

periment by cutoff score for consistency. (b) Percentages of children with a mental model based on 

the EARTH-2 and the interview in the main experiment by cutoff score for consistency. The dashed 

lines represent the cutoff scores that were used in the experiments.

An ANCOVA was performed to assess the influence of school, gender, condition, and 

age on the consistency of children’s answers. These results were again checked using non-

parametric tests. The effect of age on the consistency of children’s answers was significant: 
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the mean score on the EARTH-2 and the consistency score, r
s
 = .67 (p < .001). The more 

knowledge children had, the more consistent were their answers. The ANCOVA revealed 

no significant differences in consistency between the schools.

 

Mental models created on the spot? 

If the formation of mental models was encouraged by answering open-ended questions 

about the earth (Vosniadou et al., 2004), the response patterns of children who completed 

the EARTH-2 after being interviewed should show greater consistency with one of the 

mental models than should those of children who completed the EARTH-2 first. However, 

the ANCOVA showed no significant differences between the experimental conditions: F(2, 

369) = 1.42, p = .24. 

Gender differences
 The ANCOVA showed no significant difference in consistency between the boys and girls, 

F(1, 369) = 2.74, p = .10. However, a nonparametric test did show a significant difference, 

Mann-Whitney U = 15,500.50, p < .05. Recall that a gender difference was also found for the 

mean score on the EARTH-2. The boys (M = 3.09, SD = 0.63, n = 192) scored significantly 

higher on the EARTH-2 than did the girls (M = 2.83, SD = 0.67, n = 184), and the boys (M 

= 0.64, SD = 0.20) had a significantly higher consistency score than did the girls (M = 0.60, 

SD = 0.18). These differences cannot be attributed to a difference in age because the boys and 

girls did not differ significantly in mean age, Mann-Whitney U = 17,352.00, p = .47.

Latent class analysis
Children’s responses to the EARTH-2 were analyzed using LCA. Table 2 shows the fit 

measures of the latent class models of the responses to the EARTH-2. The fit of a latent 

class model can be assessed by the log likelihood ratio statistics (LR), which quantifies 

the discrepancy between the observed and expected frequencies. When the responses to 

all questions were included in the analysis, none of the latent class models fit the data 

adequately. In all of the models, the expected frequencies deviated significantly (p < .05)  

from the observed frequencies.2 The two-class model also had the lowest Bayesian Infor-

2 If the data are sparse (many cells in the frequency table have a low frequency), the fit measures do no follow the 
theoretical chi-square distribution and, therefore, the fit measures cannot be tested by using the theoretical chi-square 
distribution. The parametric bootstrap method can be used to obtain an empirical distribution of fit measures (Lange-
heine, Pannekoek, & Van de Pol, 1995; Van der Heijden, ‘t Hart, & Dessens, 1997). By resampling data generated 
using the estimated parameters of the model, bootstrapped fit measures are obtained. Counting the number of boot-
strapped fit measures that are larger than the original fit measure results in a bootstrapped p value. Because our data 
set is relatively small in comparison to the number of possible response patterns, the bootstrapped p value, instead of 
the p value derived from the theoretical distribution, is reported in this chapter.
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mation Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978), which considers the LR in relation to the number 

of participants and the number of parameters, LR + ln(N)*parameters). A relatively low 

BIC indicates a relatively parsimonious, well-fitting model. More support for the two-class 

model came from the BIC weights. Wagenmakers and Farrell (2004) showed that the rela-

tive fit of latent class models can be interpreted more readily when using the BIC weights, 

w
i
(BIC), instead of the raw BIC values. A BIC weight can be interpreted as the probability 

that a certain latent class model is the best model given the data and the set of candidate 

models. The BIC weights showed that the two-class model had a far better fit than the other 

candidate models. The latent classes of this two-class model were comparable to the latent 

class model found in the pilot experiment. Children in the first class had very mixed re-

sponse patterns and children in the second latent class had a strong preference for scientific 

answers, except that the children showed mixed responses to Item 9 in both classes. 

Because previous analyses showed that Items 6 and 9 (see Table 1) were difficult for 

the majority of children, these items probably do not distinguish well between the latent 

classes. Therefore an LCA was also performed without these items. Again most latent class 

models fit the data poorly. Only the three-class model fit the data (p = .05). We describe this 

latent class model in more detail below.

Table 2 Fit measures of latent class models of the EARTH-2

# classes df LR pª (LR) BIC w
i
(BIC)

All items

1 2,812,461 4446.58 .00 8699.31 .0000

2 2,812,422 3641.86 .04 8072.48 .9999

3 2,812,383 3504.93 .04 8131.23 .0000

4 2,812,344 3370.55 .04 8097.65 .0000

5 2,812,305 3271.29 .02 8152.56 .0000

6 2,812,266 3180.32 .01 8209.83 .0000

Without Items 6 and 9

1 112,469 2665.02 .00 6496.13 .0000

2 112,438 2074.85 .02 6036.41 .7037

3 112,407 1946.12 .05 6038.14 .2963

4 112,376 1845.60 .02 6103.65 .0000

5 112,345 1782.26 .01 6129.25 .0000

6 112,314 1717.61 .00 6200.98 .0000

Note. df = degrees of freedom, LR = log likelihood ratio, BIC =  Bayesian Information Criterion, w
i
(BIC) 

= rounded BIC weights, N = 376

ª bootstrapped p-value
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In Figure 4 the conditional probabilities of the three latent classes are displayed. These 

conditional probabilities indicate the probability that children chose a particular picture on 

an item given membership of Class 1, 2, or 3. The first class (33%) was characterized by 

high conditional probabilities of choosing scientific pictures on all questions. The children 

in the second class (40%) switched between the no gravity sphere and scientific pictures. 

The children in the third class (26%) had a mixed response pattern. 

Figure 4 Conditional probabilities for Classes 1, 2, and 3, and the proportion of children per latent 

class by age group (unconditional probabilities).
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Figure 4 shows the proportion of children per latent class per age group. The proportion 

of children belonging to Class 1 was very small among the 4- to 6-year-olds (6%). This 

proportion increased with age. Of the 8- or 9-year-olds, 75% belonged to Class 1. The pro-

portion of children in Class 2, the scientific/no gravity class, was the highest for the 6- or 

7-year-olds (42%) and then decreased with age. The majority of 4- to 6-year-olds (70%) 

belonged to Class 3 (mixed). The proportion of children belonging to this latent class de-

creased with age. Only 16% of the 8- or 9-year-olds belonged to this class. None of the 

response patterns of the latent classes corresponded to the initial or synthetic models that 

were formulated by Vosniadou and Brewer (1992). Latent class models with more classes 

also did not contain classes associated with these mental models. LCA was also performed 

with other questions excluded and with the 4-point scale for the items, but no classes cor-

responding to the initial and synthetic models were found.3

Interview
The internal consistency of the questionnaire used in the interview, as expressed by Cron-

bach’s α, was .79. The responses of the children to the interview questions, the response cod-

ing, and the expected patterns of responses used for calculating the consistency score for each 

mental model can be viewed at hvandermaas.socsci.uva.nl/Homepage_Han_van_der_Maas/

EArth.html. Many children gave scientific responses to the majority of questions, and many 

children gave initial and synthetic responses to Questions 6, 8, and 9. The low percentages 

of scientific answers to Questions 8 and 9, concerning the day/night cycle, are comparable 

to the answers to the day/night questions of the EARTH-2. An ANCOVA was performed to 

assess the influence of age, school, gender, and condition on the mean score on the interview. 

Nonparametric tests were performed to confirm the results. The effect of age on the score on 

the interview was significant: F(1, 62) = 38.71, p < .001, η² = .38. The solid line in Figure 2e 

shows that the scores on the interview increased with age. Although this figure shows that the 

7- or 8-year-olds had a higher mean score on the interview than did the 8- or 9-year-olds, this 

difference was not significant (Mann-Whitney U = 88.00, p = .64). There were no significant 

differences in terms of mean score on the interview between the schools, experimental con-

ditions, and gender. 

Each child was assigned to a mental model based on his or her highest consistency score 

on the interview. This classification was more subjective than the classification based on the 

3 An alternative LCA (excluding Questions 6 and 9) was performed, where we regarded only the aspect of a mental 
model that was referred to in a question (shape of the earth, gravity, edge). We combined the response alternatives 
that contained the same manifestation of this aspect, ignoring other aspects of the mental model. Only a consistent 
scientific model was found in the resulting latent class model. No classes corresponding to the initial and synthetic 
models were detected.
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EARTH-2.4 Decisions concerning which answers were in concordance with which mental 

models needed to be made afterward because no complete list of possible responses could 

be formulated beforehand. Figure 3b depicts the percentage of children with a mental model 

based on the interview against cutoff scores for the highest consistency score. The results are 

comparable to those of the EARTH-2. The response patterns of only 4.4% of the children 

were completely consistent with a mental model, which was the scientific model for all cases. 

When the cutoff score was set at .8, 11.8% of the children were classified as having a mental 

model, with only 2.9% of all children having a nonscientific model (i.e., flat earth model). 

With a lenient cutoff score of .6, 51.5% of the children could be classified, with only 11.7% of 

all children having a nonscientific model (i.e., 8.8% flat earth model and 2.9% flattened earth 

model). These percentages are much lower than those reported by Vosniadou and colleagues 

in their studies (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992; Vosniadou et al., 2004).

An ANCOVA was performed with the consistency score on the interview as dependent 

variable, age as covariate, and school, condition, and gender as independent variables. The 

effect of age on the consistency score on the interview was significant: F(1, 62) = 20.25, 

p < .001, η² = .25. Figure 2e depicts the highest consistency score by age group. The con-

sistency score displayed the same age trend as did the mean score. The older the children 

were, the more consistent were their answers. Figure 2e shows that the 7- or 8-year-olds 

had a higher consistency score on the interview than did the 8- or 9-year-olds. However, 

this difference was not significant, Mann-Whitney U = 86.50, p = .60). There were no 

significant differences between the schools, experimental conditions, and gender in their 

consistency scores. 

EARTH versus interview; Recognition versus recall
The correlation between the scores on the EARTH-2 and the interview, which can be 

seen as a measure of validity, was .55 (Spearman’s rho, p < .001). Only 20 children (30.8%) 

were classified as having a mental model based on both methods. All but 2 of these children 

were classified into the scientific model based on both methods. All of the other children 

(69.2%) were classified as nonclassifiable with at least one method. 

To further compare the scores on the two research methods, a parametric test (t test) 

and a non-parametric test (Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test) for two paired samples were per-

formed. A 3-point score (initial = 0, synthetic = 1, and scientific = 2) for the EARTH-2 

was used to produce comparable scores between the two methods. There was no sig-

nificant difference in mean score between the research methods, t(64) = -1.63, p = .11,  

4 To test the robustness of our classification method, we also compared it with two other more liberal methods. These 
classification methods led to very similar results.
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Wilcoxon Z = -1.42, p = .16. Similarly, there was no significant difference in the con-

sistency score of the two test methods, t(64) = 0.43, p = .67, Wilcoxon Z = -0.03, p = .98. 

So, the children scored just as high and consistently on a recall task (the interview) as on a 

recognition task (the EARTH-2). 

Discussion

The aim of this chapter was to shed some light on the nature and development of chil-

dren’s knowledge of the earth. Specifically, we wanted to test the coherence and frag-

mentation view of this knowledge. A new nonverbal paper-and-pencil test, the EARTH, 

was developed to investigate children’s knowledge of the earth. The problems that may 

characterize an interview situation, relating to the complex social interaction between ex-

perimenter and child, do not apply to the EARTH. Care was taken to address the criticism 

of forced-choice questionnaires by Vosniadou and colleagues (2004). The most important 

mental models, as found by Vosniadou and Brewer (1992), were represented in the test, 

thereby giving the children a wide range of choice. Moreover, the EARTH made it possible 

to test a large sample of children, allowing us to analyze the data with the statistically more 

advanced method of LCA. With LCA, we showed that, except for the scientific model, no 

mental models were evident in the data.

The results of both the pilot experiment and our main experiment do not favor the mental 

model account. First, no support was found for the existence of strong entrenched presup-

positions of flatness and support. Both experiments showed that some children, particularly 

in the young age groups, chose pictures that represented flat or synthetic mental mod-

els, but the percentages of children who chose these answers varied considerably between 

questions. The main experiment showed that the 4- to 6-year-olds often chose pictures 

that represented the no gravity sphere, which was used more consistently throughout the 

EARTH-2 than in the EARTH-1. The mean scores on the EARTH-1 and EARTH-2 (with 1 

representing the consistent choice for pictures representing a flat earth and 4 representing 

the consistent choice for pictures representing the scientifically correct earth) showed that 

only small percentages of children had a score of 2 or less. Thus, the percentages of chil-

dren with presuppositions of flatness and support were very small. Moreover, the responses 

of these children were often not completely consistent with the presuppositions. These re-

sults indicate that some children may entertain the assumption that the earth is flat and that 

unsupported objects fall down, but these presuppositions are not as universal or as strong 

as Vosniadou and Brewer (1992) claimed. At any rate, the presuppositions are not strong 

enough to constrain children’s naive knowledge in such a way that children construct ini-
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tial or synthetic models. It seems more likely that these presuppositions are fragments of 

knowledge that coexist with fragments of scientific knowledge.

Second, our results are inconsistent with the claim of the mental model account that 

children form coherent mental models of the earth. Using the rule assessment methodolo-

gy, only a minority of the responses to the EARTH-2 and the interview were classified into 

one of the mental models even when a lenient cutoff score was used. Classifications per 

age group showed that even with a lenient cutoff score of .6, many 4- to 6-year-olds were 

not classified and the percentage of unclassifiable children decreased with age. The same 

results were found with the EARTH-1 in the pilot experiment. The percentages of classified 

responses are much lower than the 80 to 85% that Vosniadou and colleagues found (e.g., 

Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992; Vosniadou et al., 2004). However, they are similar to the 35.8% 

reported by Nobes and colleagues (2005).

Why are the percentages of children who were classified into a mental model based on 

either our interview or both the EARTH-1 and EARTH-2 much lower than the percent-

age of classified children in the study by Vosniadou and colleagues (2004)? A possible 

explanation is that Vosniadou and colleagues based the classification on four questions, 

whereas eight questions (EARTH-1) or nine questions (EARTH-2 and interview) were 

used in the current experiments. Our classification criterion, therefore, was more stringent. 

With respect to the responses to the EARTH-1 and EARTH-2, therefore, the same issue 

was also investigated with the statistically more advanced LCA, which allows for errors 

by permitting the conditional probabilities to deviate from 1 and 0. In spite of fitting sev-

eral latent class models, varying the item sets, and using different scoring methods for the 

items, we found no clear-cut fitting model for our data. Moreover, the response patterns of 

the latent classes of the latent class models that did fit the data did not correspond to the 

initial and synthetic models of Vosniadou and Brewer (1992). Only the scientific model 

could be identified in the pattern of conditional probabilities in one of the classes. In the 

main experiment, a latent class was found, with children alternating between the scientific 

and no gravity responses. Alternating between questions seems more in accordance with 

the fragmentation account given that it is plausible that these children have both scientific 

and nonscientific fragments, which are not completely consistent, because the concept of 

gravity is not completely understood.

Although Vosniadou and colleagues (2004) claimed that children’s mental models do 

not need to be stable and permanent, children are expected to answer questions consistent-

ly during a test administration. The reason for this is that mental models are also assumed 

to have predictive and explanatory power and are assumed to play an important role in 

conceptual development and change (Vosniadou, 2002). Not only did we fail to find high 
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consistencies in children’s responses, we also failed to find support for the dynamic nature 

of the models. Children did not have more consistent response patterns on the EARTH after 

producing a drawing (pilot experiment) or answering open-ended questions (main experi-

ment) compared with children who completed the EARTH first.

The results of both experiments also indicated that the consistency of children’s knowl-

edge of the earth increases with age. Furthermore, a strong positive association was found 

between the amount of scientifically correct knowledge children have and the consistency 

of this knowledge. Hence, children’s knowledge of the earth comes in fragments. Gradu-

ally, scientifically correct fragments may replace naive fragments. The remaining question 

concerns the nature and content of the fragments of knowledge. 

Our findings do not provide direct evidence for the correctness of the fragmentation 

account. Accepting the absence of mental models in support for the fragmentation account 

is tantamount to accepting the null hypothesis. To obtain proper support for the fragmen-

tation account, positive predictions should also be formulated and confirmed. Examples 

of such predictions concern the content of the possible fragments of knowledge and the 

order in which the fragments are acquired. It may be possible to bridge the gap between 

the two approaches by adopting a different conceptualization of the mental model account. 

In both approaches, the end state is the scientific view, which clearly fits the definition of a 

mental model. Our results cast serious doubt on the mental model account, which assumes 

that children develop this scientific model by first adopting a series of initial and synthetic 

theory-like models. But other accounts of mental models (e.g., Halford & Busby, 2007; 

Markovits & Barrouillet, 2002) may provide a better account of the fragmented knowledge 

of children who have yet to acquire the scientific view.

In the main experiment, the EARTH-2 data were compared with the interview data, 

which consisted mainly of answers to open-ended generative questions. No differences 

were found between the two research methods in the level of observed knowledge of the 

earth. Vosniadou and colleagues (2004) asserted that a forced-choice method may inhibit 

the generation of internal models. However, there was no difference in consistency scores 

found between the two test methods, and for both methods the percentage of children who 

were classified into one of the mental models was low, as was described above. The com-

parable results of the EARTH-2 and the interview suggest that a forced-choice test can be 

just as informative as an interview with open-ended questions. They also suggest that the 

claim that a forced-choice task is easier and generates false positive errors (because it is a 

recognition task) does not apply to the EARTH. This is probably the result of the format of 

the EARTH, in which each item offers the children an extensive choice of responses. 

However, in the pilot experiment, different results were found for the drawing task and 
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the EARTH-1, with children scoring lower on the drawing task than on the EARTH-1. 

That is why we take a closer look at our drawing data here. Table 3 shows the percentages 

of mental models found with the drawing task. These percentages are comparable to the 

results found in the studies by Vosniadou and colleagues (e.g., Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992) 

given that large proportions of children drew a picture of a flat or synthetic earth. Most 

4- or 5-year-olds (80.0%) and 5- or 6-year-olds (50.0%) drew a picture of a flat earth. The 

percentages of flat earth drawings decreased with age, whereas the percentages of drawings 

of a no gravity earth and a scientific earth increased with age, χ²(30) = 107.10, p < .001. 

However, the percentages of older children with a correct scientific picture of the earth 

were relatively low. 

Table 3 Percentages of mental models based on the drawing task

Age group 
(years)

Initial Flat Hollow Dual Flattened No gravity Scientific

4-5 year 10.0 80.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0

5-6 year 11.0 50.0 5.6 16.7 0.0 11.1 5.6

6-7 year 0.0 34.2 7.9 21.1 0.0 7.9 28.9

7-8 year 0.0 16.2 5.4 40.5 0.0 13.5 24.3

8-9 year 5.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 20.0 45.0

9-10 year 0.0 7.8 2.0 25.5 0.0 19.6 45.1

10-11 year 0.0 2.0 6.1 18.4 0.0 42.9 30.6

Total 1.8 18.4 4.5 24.2 0.0 20.2 30.9

Note. The “initial” category contains drawings with nondistinguishable elements.  

Drawings in which the required elements were drawn separately instead of drawn in one coherent picture 

were excluded. N = 223 

The question then arises whether the EARTH-1 is biased toward scientific responses or 

whether the drawing task is biased toward nonscientific responses. Nobes and Panagiotaki 

(2007) carried out a study in which adults were asked to draw a picture of the earth. They 

found that fewer than half of the drawings could be classified as the scientifically correct 

picture of the earth. In addition, 15% of the drawings were comparable to children’s naive 

drawings (i.e., flat earth, hollow earth, or dual earth) as observed by Vosniadou and col-

leagues. A follow-up interview revealed that the adults found the drawing task to be am-

biguous and difficult. Therefore, we conclude that children scored higher on the EARTH-1 

not because the EARTH-1 triggers the scientific model but rather because the drawing task 

poses problems for the children. The comparable results of the EARTH-2 and the interview 

in the main experiment again confirmed the notion that the low scores on the drawing task 

may be attributed to the inability of children to draw a correct picture, or to a lack of under-
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standing of the drawing task, rather than to a lack of knowledge of the earth. 

A question that remains is why our interview method resulted in findings different from 

those of the interview method of Vosniadou and colleagues (e.g., Vosniadou and Brewer, 

1992; Vosniadou et al., 2004). With our method, we found that even young children had a 

considerable amount of scientifically correct knowledge and that only a small percentage of 

children had a consistent nonscientific model. In contrast, Vosniadou and colleagues found 

that most young children had a flat or synthetic mental model. One plausible explanation 

lies in the methodological differences between the two interview methods. In our interview 

method, children were asked to choose a three-dimensional model, whereas in Vosniadou 

and colleagues’ interview method, children needed to draw a picture or make a clay model 

of the earth. Another possible explanation is that different cultural or educational influenc-

es led to different performances of the Dutch children in these experiments compared with 

the American and Greek children in the studies by Vosniadou and colleagues. This explana-

tion seems less plausible given that the data from the drawing task in the pilot experiment 

showed results comparable to those in the studies with the drawing task of Vosniadou and 

colleagues (e.g., Vosniadou and Brewer, 1992). 

However, the influence of culture received only limited attention in our experiments 

because our main focus was on addressing the statistical and methodological limitations 

of previous research. In the pilot experiment, children from a mainly White school and 

from a multicultural school participated in the experiments. Although no differences were 

found between the two schools, no analyses on the individual level were performed. In the 

main experiment, data concerning children’s specific cultural background were gathered 

but only a very small sample had a non-Dutch background. The influence of culture, there-

fore, should be addressed in more detail in future research. As has already been done with 

interviews (e.g., Diakidoy, Vosniadou, & Hawks, 1997; Nobes et al., 2003; Samarapunga-

van et al., 1996; Siegal et al., 2004), it would be interesting to conduct a cross-national or 

cross-cultural study using the EARTH. 

In future work, researchers are also advised to investigate children’s knowledge of the 

day/night cycle in more detail because the EARTH included only two items relating to this 

issue. Many interview studies (e.g., Diakidoy et al., 1997; Siegal et al., 2004; Vosniadou 

& Brewer, 1994; Vosniadou et al., 2004) have investigated children’s understanding of the 

day/night cycle. The findings of these studies may be used to develop structured forced-

choice tests.

To conclude, we believe that our methodological and statistical approach constitutes an 

improvement over existing methods in the empirical comparison of the coherence versus 

fragmentation view. We do not assert that interviews and drawings should not be used. 
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These methods are valuable in exploratory studies to collect possible responses and to form 

initial hypotheses on the kinds of knowledge structures that children use. For follow-up 

research, however, we believe that the EARTH’s practical and methodological advantages 

make it preferable to other research methods. Our approach can also be applied to advance 

the coherence versus fragmentation debate in other domains of conceptual development 

such as children’s knowledge of the concepts of force, heat, and speciation (e.g., diSessa, 

et al., 2004; Ioannides & Vosniadou, 2002; Samarapungavan & Wiers, 1997; Vosniadou, 

1994).  





7
CHAPTER

Summary and general discussion
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The aim of this thesis was to study the development of mathematical ability. Early in the 

research project we concluded that it was necessary to construct a new measurement tool 

in order to study our questions concerning the dynamics of development of mathematical 

knowledge and abilities. The main focus of this thesis therefore shifted to the construc-

tion of a new measurement device: Math Garden. We aimed to establish the working and 

value of Math Garden as a measurement tool, which is a prerequisite for further research 

using Math Garden. This thesis is, therefore, only the starting point of the research that 

can be performed with Math Garden. In this final chapter we will answer the question 

whether Math Garden is indeed a valuable measurement instrument. We will summarize 

the findings of this thesis, obtained with Math Garden, but also the challenges and poten-

tial problems faced when using this method. We especially pay attention to the value of 

response times for the assessment of math abilities. The integration of response times and 

accuracy is often considered to be problematic in psychological assessment and therefore 

deserves further discussion. We consider whether Math Garden meets the goals set out in 

the Introduction and discuss further possibilities for extensions of the system. Finally, we 

list ongoing research projects and scientific challenges for the future.

Summary of main findings and future challenges
  

Computer adaptive measurement of development
In Chapter 1 we argued that a microgenetic design (i.e., high frequent measurements) 

is necessary to study the complex dynamics of mathematical learning and development. 

We decided to construct a measurement tool, Math Garden, that both children and teach-

ers were motivated to use in a high frequent manner. We concluded that one of the main 

requirements of Math Garden was that it should utilize the technique of computer adaptive 

testing (CAT) to measure children’s mathematical ability. With CAT a person’s ability is 

measured dynamically: item administration depends on the person’s previous responses, 

thereby tailoring the test to the person’s ability. CAT, therefore, enables precise measure-

ment of abilities of a wider range and with fewer items than standard fixed tests (van der 

Linden & Glas, 2000; Wainer, 2000). CAT can save a lot of time when repeated measure-

ments are required. In addition, we assumed that CAT would have a positive effect on chil-

dren’s motivation because they rarely make items that are too easy or too difficult, thereby 

possibly stimulating high frequent use of Math Garden.

In Chapter 2 we argued that standard CAT is not suited for use in computer adaptive 

practice systems such as Math Garden. We developed a new CAT method with which 

we aimed to solve three problems concerning the standard CAT technique, namely that 
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1) items need to be pre-calibrated in standard CAT, 2) standard CAT doesn’t incorporate 

responses times, and 3) standard CAT operates most effectively when the probability of 

success on administered items is .5. These are serious problems. Pre-calibration is expen-

sive and time-consuming. Ignoring response times is not only a waste of data but may also 

hide strategic differences between subjects in their choice of the speed-accuracy trade-off. 

Finally, a probability of success of only .5 is demotivating for most children (and adults).

We developed a novel extended CAT approach based on the Elo rating system (Elo, 

1978) in which both item difficulty (item ratings) and person ability (person ratings) are 

updated after each answered item. Within this system items are calibrated on the fly making 

it unnecessary to pre-calibrate items. In addition, we use the new High Speed High Stakes 

(HSHS) scoring rule of Maris and Van der Maas (2012) to incorporate response times 

into our CAT method. With this scoring rule both punishment for incorrect responses and 

reward for correct responses decrease linearly with response time. Eggen and Verschoor 

(2006) demonstrated that with standard CAT measurement bias increased and measure-

ment precision decreased considerably when easy items were selected for administration. 

In Chapter 2 we demonstrated with simulation studies that the standard CAT indeed per-

forms best when administering items with a probability of success of .5, but that the Elo 

system combined with the HSHS scoring rule resulted in less bias and higher measure-

ment precision for easy items compared to standard CAT. Levels of bias and measurement 

precision were acceptable with the extended CAT approach. The use of response times is 

essential in this approach, as the Elo system using accuracy alone performed worse than  

standard CAT. Thus, the extended CAT approach enables the administration of easy items 

while still effectively measuring ability.

The results concerning the reliability and validity of the ratings resulting from the ex-

tended CAT approach, as reported in Chapter 2, are promising as well. The item ratings 

converged to stable item ratings in about eight weeks of playing in an active participant 

sample of 3648 users. So, with the extended CAT approach we were able to obtain cal-

ibrated items within a relatively short period of time. With the current number of active 

users (> 85,000, September 2013) stable item ratings are reached in an even much shorter 

time period. This makes Math Garden a platform for the fast development of new adaptive 

games. When a new item bank is available, it can be implemented in a Math Garden game 

and the item bank is calibrated within a few days. Other indications of high reliability of 

the item ratings are the high correlations of the item ratings and discrimination parameters 

between sets of parallel items. 

To assess the reliability of person ratings, it is not possible to use the stability of the rat-

ings over time. We expect children to improve in math over time and, therefore, also expect 
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person ratings to vary over time. We can, however, compare person ratings across domains. 

We found fairly high correlations (range: .67 - .88) between the domains addition, sub-

traction, multiplication, and division. These high correlations are also an indication of the 

validity of the person ratings. Other results supporting the assumption that the extended 

CAT approach yields valid person ratings are the high correlations between person ratings 

on these four domains and the general math ability scale of the pupil monitoring system of 

Cito (Janssen & Engelen, 2002) and the positive relation between grade and person ratings. 

The issue of validity was further addressed in Chapter 3 and 4 and we will address the im-

plications of these studies below. 

Summarized, in Chapter 2 we demonstrated promising results concerning the reliability 

and validity of the extended CAT approach. With this new approach items do not need to be 

pre-calibrated and the approach also works well when easy items are administered. The use 

of response times is an essential and necessary feature to achieve this. However, there are 

still several challenges when using the Elo system and several issues need to be addressed.

The first issue, drift, is a fundamental problem of Elo type rating systems and of the 

general class of paired comparison systems to which the Elo system belongs (Glickman, 

1999). The well-known IRT models also belong to this class. What counts in all these mod-

els are the differences between Elo ratings of persons, or between item and person ratings. 

All ratings are measured at the same scale, which has an arbitrary zero point. In IRT the 

zero point is normally set to a fixed value such as the difficulty rating of a certain item or 

the mean of the ability ratings. In Elo systems this is impossible as the ratings are updated 

continuously. We developed and tested different solutions for drift, some of which are dis-

cussed in Chapter 2. 

The second issue, unidimensionality, is also well known in IRT. Our item banks contain 

items of a wide range of difficulties. Do all these items measure the same trait? Is 23.3 x 6.5 

more difficult than 3 x 6 because a higher level of multiplication skill is required to answer 

the item correctly or does the item also measure other math abilities? A new theoretical ap-

proach to this issue can be found in Van der Maas, Molenaar, Maris, Kievit, and Borsboom 

(2011), who propose a new IRT model for abilities derived from a mathematical process 

model (the Ratcliff diffusion model). This Q-diffusion IRT model has several remarkable 

properties such as a true zero point for the ability scale. It also implies a new definition of 

unidimensionality. In the Q diffusion IRT model any person with positive ability, even very 

small, will solve all items in a test given sufficient time. As an example, van der Maas et al. 

(2011) use the ability to move. Any person with the ability to move will pass all items (all 

distances) given enough time. This very strict definition of unidimensionality clearly poses 

problems for our Math Garden games. Multiplication items 3 x 6 and 23.3 x 6.5 would then 
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probably not be acceptable in one test. Knowing decimal numbers is an additional ability 

not required for solving 3 x 6. It is an open question whether we can develop CAT methods 

based on the Q-diffusion model. 

In practice, however, we do not expect unidimensionality problems with these items 

or the multiplication game in general as the abilities that are necessary to solve the items 

will co-vary. Moreover, we are rather strict with respect to the requirement of unidimen-

sionality in Math Garden. Separate rating systems are used for the different math games; 

measuring traits separately that are often measured together in other math tests, such as the 

widely adopted Cito tests. The practical approach to unidimensionality in IRT is to test for 

unidimensionality statistically. As long as the traits of knowing to multiply and knowing 

decimal numbers co-vary in the population under study, dimensionality tests will indicate 

unidimensionality. A remaining challenge is to develop unidimensionality tests for adap-

tive testing systems. The Math Garden data set does provide new possibilities to do this as 

some skills, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, are both measured 

in separate games for each operation and in mix games.

It should be noted that our practical defense of unidimensionality, based on the co-vari-

ation of various math abilities in the population, matches educational practices in schools. 

Most math methods teach math skills in the same order. If, however, various schools would 

adopt different teaching methods in which math skills are taught in a very different order, 

our games could start to suffer from multidimensionality. But again, Math Garden provides 

a platform to test for these effects.

Initially Math Garden contained a balance scale game (Hofman, Visser, Jansen, & van 

der Maas, submitted), inspired on the Piagetian balance scale task for proportional reason-

ing. This task is known for its violations of unidimensionality, as performance across age 

groups is characterized by the use of qualitatively different problem solving strategies, asso-

ciated with different rankings of item difficulties (e.g., Jansen & van der Maas, 1997, 2002). 

Indeed, certain items were solved correctly by young children but not older children and this 

led to unstable item ratings. We decided, therefore, to remove the balance scale game from 

Math Garden. This example illustrates that large violations of unidimensionality can indeed 

be a problem for Math Garden but also that we were able to detect these violations.

The last issue concerns standard errors of ability ratings in the Elo system. Standard errors 

are very important when reporting ratings and rating developments in order to evaluate the 

reliability of ability estimates. However, it is not easy to develop a sound statistical meth-

od for computing standard errors for Elo ratings. Currently, Matthieu Brinkhuis and Gunter 

Maris develop new adaptive rating systems that do allow the calculation of standard errors 

for ratings.
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What affects problem difficulty? 
In Chapter 2 we investigated the validity of the rating system from a person perspective 

by correlating the person ratings of several math games with each other and with perfor-

mance on independent math tests. In Chapters 3 and 4 we investigated the validity of the 

rating system from an item perspective. If the item ratings resulting from the extended CAT 

system are a valid measure of item difficulty, we should be able to explain variance in item 

difficulty by problem characteristics found to predict item difficulty in previous research. 

Chapter 3 and 4 are similar in structure. First, we identified problem characteristics re-

ported in the literature as affecting item difficulty. Second, we included all problem charac-

teristics in an integrated analysis. This is in contrast to most studies, in which these effects 

are mostly studied in isolation. Simultaneous analysis of all known problem characteristics 

enabled us to detect which problem characteristics independently affected problem diffi-

culty, that is, when other effects are accounted for. In addition, the microgenetic setup of 

Math Garden enabled us to study the robustness of effects over time by performing replica-

tion studies over time. Problem characteristics that are assumed to have a substantial effect 

on item difficulty should affect item difficulty at each time point.

In Chapter 3 we investigated the item difficulties of simple multiplication problems, 

that is, problems ranging from 1 x 1 to 9 x 9. We were able to predict the difficulties of 

these problems very precisely. The explained variance in item difficulty equaled 88% for a 

test format with open-ended items and 90% for a test format with forced-choice items. In 

addition, these models included many of the effects found in previous research. Problem 

size increased item difficulty, whereas the inclusion of the numbers one, two, five, and 

nine decreased item difficulty. These effects were robustly affecting item difficulty across 

months. In addition we found that the inclusion of these special numbers interacted sig-

nificantly with problem size: The effects were stronger for problems with large numbers 

than for problems with small numbers. The presence of a tie (two similar operands) also 

decreased item difficulty, but the results concerning this characteristic were mixed. When 

using open-ended items, an interaction with problem size was found. When using multi-

ple-choice items, only the main effect was found.

In Chapter 4 we investigated the item difficulties of both simple and complex addition 

and subtraction problems. We were able to explain a large proportion of variance in item 

difficulty of simple and complex addition problems (both 91%) and simple (87%) and 

complex (86%) subtraction problems. Again we found a significant positive contribution 

of problem size to item difficulty. The best operationalization of problem size differed 

between the selected item sets. For example, for complex problems the number of digits 

in the problem (assumed to be an indication of the number of sub results that need to be 
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calculated) had a strong increasing effect on item difficulty. For both simple and complex 

addition and subtraction problems the problem characteristic that had the largest and most 

robust increasing effect on item difficulty was whether carrying (addition) or borrowing 

(subtraction) was required to solve the problem. Again the presence of particular numbers 

in either the problem or the answer was found to affect item difficulty. Because we also 

studied complex problems we were able to study the effect of the presence of decades in 

the problem, which significantly decreased item difficulty. This finding suggests that tak-

ing knowledge of the base-ten system helps when solving complex problems. Overall the 

models for addition and subtraction problems were very comparable. An important differ-

ence was the order effect. There was a substantial order effect for both simple and complex 

subtraction problems. Overall subtraction problems in which the subtrahend is smaller than 

the remainder (e.g., 16-7=9) are easier than their mirrored problems in which the remainder 

is smaller than the subtrahend (e.g., 16-9=7). No order effect was found in the item ratings 

of addition problems. 

The results presented in Chapter 3 and 4 support the validity of the item ratings. Large 

proportions of variance in the item ratings of addition, subtraction, and multiplication 

problems were explained by a limited set of problem characteristics, and the estimates 

were robust over time. Moreover, the majority of these effects could be explained by results 

reported in the literature. In previous studies either error rates or response times where used 

as an indicator of item difficulty. We showed that similar effects could be found in the item 

ratings, in which accuracy and response times were integrated. In conclusion, the extended 

CAT approach used in Math Garden leads to stable and well interpretable item ratings, 

supporting the validity of the system.

What do these item ratings tell us about children’s mathematical development? The 

item ratings are based on the answers of all children using Math Garden, but children do 

not answer each item, due to the CAT approach. They only answer items that are develop-

mentally relevant for them, that is, suited for their ability level. We therefore expect that 

the item ratings, obtained in a sample that includes children from all grades of primary 

school, reflect the whole learning process during primary education. Ordering the items 

by item difficulty gives us insight into the order in which children in primary education 

master math problems. Selecting seven addition problems from the addition item set with 

an answer below 100 and ordering these by item rating leads to the following sequence: 2 

+ 3, 80 + 10, 77 + 1, 3 + 21, 7 + 8, 22 + 38, and 28 + 34. Figure 1 shows the development 

of the item ratings of these items, showing that this order was consistent across months, 

despite fluctuations in the estimates. Primary school teachers would immediately see that 

this order does not match the order in which these problems are taught in most math meth-
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ods. For example, 7 + 6 was found to be more difficult than the problem 80 + 10. In most 

math methods children first learn all problems with answers up to 20 before being asked to 

solve problems with larger operands. In Chapter 4 we concluded that carrying is the prob-

lem characteristic that has the largest increasing effect on item difficulty, which explains 

why 7 + 8 is more difficult than the problems 80 + 10, 77 + 1, and 3 + 21. Insight into the 

problem characteristics affecting item difficulty and the interactions and dependencies be-

tween these characteristics can provide us more information about the challenges children 

face when mastering mathematical problems. Using this information in the development of 

math methods may improve education.

Figure 1 Development of item ratings of seven addition problems from 1-1-2012 till 1-9-2013. 
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There are, however, also drawbacks when using Math Garden data for studying develop-

ment in mathematical abilities. As children answer only a subset of items, it is impossible 

to draw conclusions on how children of different age groups perform on the same item set. 

For example, most children in the higher grades in primary education will rarely answer 

the simple multiplication problems studied in Chapter 3, as their probability of answering 

these items correctly is very high and these items are therefore not presented (frequently) 

by the extended CAT method. Based on the assumptions that 1) items that are not presented 

are too easy (when item rating is far below the person rating) or too difficult (when item 

rating is far beyond the person rating); and 2) the rating scale is unidimensional, we can 

compare a large set of problems with a broad range in item difficulty without the necessity 

of administering the same problem set to participants of various ages.  

It is not so easy to convince developmental researchers of the value of this type of data 

as standard age comparisons and certain types of individual analyses are not possible with 

the data set. In addition, item difficulty has rarely been used as a dependent variable in 

developmental research. Besides demonstrating the value of item difficulties as a measure 

for developmental research, as we have done in Chapters 3 and 4, we also see other possi-

bilities with the Math Garden data set to meet with these hesitations in the field. We could, 

for example, recalculate the item ratings for only a subset of children from the sample. 

This can be achieved by using their logged records of response times and accuracy on at-

tempted problems and then rerunning the estimation procedure. Recalculating item ratings 

for different age groups makes it possible to study age differences. We have, for instance, 

followed this approach in a study concerning children’s skills to enumerate visual displays 

of one to six elements (Jansen et al., 2014). Recalculations of item ratings per age group 

is only advisable when the recalculation sample has answered a sufficient number of the 

problems under study and when children in the recalculation sample are a good represen-

tation of the age group. That is, not only weak or proficient children should be included. 

To study individual differences, one could also look at the difference between a child’s 

expected score on an item and her/his actual score. Given a child’s rating and the rating 

of the presented item, an expected score is calculated. Deviations from the expected score 

can be considered indications of deviations from the general developmental curve. For 

example, if a child consistently has a lower score on certain items compared to what was 

expected, one could conclude that these specific problems are more difficult for this indi-

vidual child than for children of comparable mathematical ability. 
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Classification of children’s errors
In Chapter 5 we used another source of information of the Math Garden data set to 

study children’s development of mathematical abilities, namely the errors they make. The 

data of Math Garden are particularly interesting for questions regarding development of 

mathematical strategies, as children solve problems that match their ability level and each 

child therefore makes a comparable number of errors. Errors may provide interesting in-

formation concerning the (possible erroneous) strategies children use. Error analyses can 

be performed at the individual level.

One difficult issue that arises when investigating children’s errors is how errors should 

be classified, as different erroneous strategies may result in the same error. For example, 

we could classify the answer 18 to the problem 9 x 9 into at least two error categories. 

One could argue that the child added both numbers instead of multiplying them. Another 

possibility is that the child has calculated the correct answer but reversed the numbers in 

his final answer. Other applicable error categories can be found in Chapter 5. This example 

is not an exception. In Chapter 5 we demonstrated that there was a large overlap between 

well-known error categories for multiplication problems, emphasizing the necessity for 

classification methods that deal with double classifications. The standard solution in the 

literature is to determine an order in which categories are treated. However, we don’t see 

any rationale for these orders. 

In Chapter 5 we compared six different methods for classifying children’s errors and 

argued that the best method for classifying children’s answers is through use of the weight-

ed frequency rule. With the weighted frequency rule the classification order is based on 

the frequency of error categories in the dataset. High frequent errors precede low frequent 

errors. The assumption is that the frequency is an indication of the plausibility of the error 

classification. However, to ensure that small categories and subcategories are not being 

overlooked the frequencies should be corrected for the number of possible manifestations 

of an error category. For example, an answer is classified as a ten table error if the answer 

is the correct answer to any other single digit multiplication problem. There are however 36 

potential ten table answers. If no correction is used this category is always preferred over 

the error category “addition” (addition instead of multiplying), which has only one possible 

manifestation per problem.

The weighted frequency rule does not suffer from “literature bias”, which is a problem 

for literature based classification methods. In these methods definitions of error categories 

and the classification order are based on errors reported in previous studies. This prevents 

finding new error categories and leads to overestimating error categories that are high in 

the classification order. The weighted frequency rule is more data driven and thereby less 
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dependent on the decisions of the researchers. We analyzed children’s multiplication er-

rors with the weighted frequency rule and found that the proportion of unclassified errors 

was lowest using this rule. We also concluded that the majority of children’s errors are the 

correct answer to a related multiplication problem, especially for simple multiplication 

problems (e.g., the answer 30 to the problem 7 x 5). 

The present method is a large improvement to the methods used in research concerning 

the classification of arithmetical errors so far. Moreover, it is a method that has practical 

value for education, as it can easily be used for error analyses with a diagnostic purpose. 

A drawback of the weighted frequency rule is, however, the lack of statistical fit measures 

that enable conclusions about how well the classification model fits the data. Although 

methods usually used for this purpose (latent variable methods) are difficult to apply be-

cause of the complexity of the data, that is, the number of potential answers and error cat-

egories, we think that model based approaches for error classification should be developed 

in the future. The weighted frequency rule presented in Chapter 5 is a good starting point.

One could argue that it is difficult to disentangle age and item effects when investigating 

children’s errors with the Math Garden dataset. Children of different ages will answer dif-

ferent problems in Math Garden and this will lead to different types of errors. We believe, 

however, that this can also be seen as an important advantage of the Math Garden dataset. 

Because children answer items that are developmentally relevant for them, these errors 

reflect errors made in the classroom.

 
Response times and mathematical ability

In this thesis response times play an important role. We believe that the use of response 

times has several advantages above using accuracy alone. First, response time is related to 

arithmetic ability. More advanced strategies take less time than less advanced strategies 

(Lemaire & Siegler, 1995; Steel & Funnell, 2001). For example, using the count all strategy 

to solve the problem 7 + 3, which requires counting all fingers, will take more time than 

using the min strategy, which only requires counting on from the number 7 (“7, 8, 9, 10!”). 

Including both response times and accuracy may, therefore, improve the measurement of 

arithmetical abilities considerably. 

Response times also play a role in educational assessment. First, scores on mathematics 

tests depend on response times. On speeded tests, such as “Tempotoets Automatiseren” 

(TTA; de Vos, 2010), children are explicitly instructed to solve as many problems as pos-

sible within a given period of time. On other tests, like exams, the role of response times 

is more implicit as a time limit is set for solving a set of problems. However, the number 
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of problems solved correctly defines the score on the test and individual differences in 

speed-accuracy trade-off are not taken into account. Response times also play a role in 

learning goals, although the goals with respect to response times are often formulated 

vaguely. The Dutch learning goals (Meijerink et al., 2009) include statements concerning 

the type of problems children should be able to solve “fluently” (NL: “vlot”), but no explic-

it statements are made concerning the maximum response time that is considered fluent. 

Because response time is related to arithmetic ability, we believe that it should have a more 

prominent (i.e., explicit) role in both the formulation of learning goals and in calculating 

achievement scores on math tests.

The inclusion of response times to measure arithmetical ability is especially relevant 

for easy items. As subjects tend to answer easy items correctly, accuracy on these items 

provides little discriminatory information and response times become an important extra 

source of information. For example, Van der Maas and Wagenmakers (2005) show that 

there is a negative relation between response time and chess ability and that this relation is 

especially strong for easy items. Indeed, results reported in Chapter 2 show that the exten-

sion of the Elo system with the HSHS scoring rule improved measurement precision and 

decreased bias for easy items compared to standard CAT estimations and the Elo rating 

system using accuracy alone. Hence by using the additional information of response times 

we were able to administer easy items in a computer adaptive testing procedure (probabili-

ty of answering correctly equal to .75) while still attaining reliable ability estimates. 

The use of response times in research concerning mathematical ability is very common 

but integration of response times and accuracy data is complicated by the trade-off between 

speed and accuracy. Large individual differences in how subjects value speed and accuracy 

have been found (Wickelgren, 1977). In addition, the instruction used when administer-

ing a test may influence these values. For example, Kirk and Ashcraft (2001) showed that 

specific test instructions either increased or decreased the use of the fast retrieval strate-

gy. Without explicit instruction subjects are free in how they balance speed and accuracy, 

possibly leading to non-optimal trade-off decisions for some subjects. In Math Garden we 

used the HSHS scoring rule to solve the speed-accuracy trade-off problem. Given this scor-

ing rule, an optimal trade-off between speed and accuracy exists and this optimal trade-off 

is similar for all subjects.

An important characteristic of this scoring rule is that punishment is highest for fast 

responses, which may be the result of guessing. Hence, the HSHS scoring rule encourages 

deliberate and thoughtful responses. At first it may seem odd that a fast incorrect response 

leads to a larger drop in ability estimate than a slow incorrect response. One could argue, 

however, that when a subject guesses (fast response) he has less ability than a person with 
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a slow response who uses a strategy to calculate the answer but makes an error. The latter 

has at least some knowledge about how to reach the correct answer. In addition, Maris and 

van der Maas (2012) have proven that this scoring rule implies a 2 parameter IRT model 

and supported this model by data of the Amsterdam Chess Test. This enabled the derivation 

of an expected score from the scoring rule, which could be used in our Elo system.

However, more research concerning the HSHS scoring rule is needed. Above, we argue 

that an optimal trade-off between speed and accuracy exists. But it needs to be investigated 

whether subjects indeed understand this scoring rule correctly and whether they are able 

to optimally balance speed and accuracy. Other factors may also come into play. Based on 

the comments of teachers and children, we expect that the current implementation of the 

scoring rule into the games does not work optimally for some children. They might be dis-

tracted by seeing a coin disappear from the screen every second, making it difficult to focus 

their attention on solving the problem. Individual differences in impact of the scoring rule 

on performance need to be addressed in further research.

 

Does Math Garden meet our aims?  

 

Much attention has been given in the Introduction (Chapter 1) to the aims of Math Gar-

den. In the final part of this discussion we discuss whether our aims are met and which 

possibilities remain for further development. One of the first indications that Math Garden 

works in practice is the success of the tool in the educational market. Since the start of the 

spin-off company Oefenweb.nl in March 2009 the number of users of Math Garden has 

grown rapidly. September 2013 the Dutch version of Math Garden has more than 85,000 

users, solving more than 500,000 math problems per day (see Figure 2). Math Garden has 

been granted three prices: 1) the Solberg-Verlinden/Wijnand Wijnen incentive prize for 

promising initiatives in the field of examination and testing (2009), 2) the IPON award for 

best innovative software product for primary education (2011), and 3) the Dutch e-learning 

Best Practice award (2011, awarded by the public). Below we will provide a more detailed 

discussion of our aims. We distinguish aims on student, teacher, and researcher level.
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Figure 2 Number of Math Garden items solved per week since August 2008.

Student level
We assumed that practicing at one’s own level has a positive effect on children’s moti-

vation and that a high success rate is an essential feature to achieve this effect. The results 

in Chapter 2 support our assumption that a CAT procedure with easy items has a positive 

affect on children’s motivation. Children played a lot outside school hours (33.2% of the 

answers) and children with low ability did not play appreciably less, indicating that mo-

tivation was similar for children of all abilities. In another study we further investigated the 

relation between Math Garden, motivation, math anxiety, perceived math competence, and 

math performance. The success rates of children were set at .6, .75, and .9. We found that the 

higher the success rate in Math Garden, the more children played the Math Garden games 

and the larger the improvement in math performance. We conclude, therefore, that the expe-

rience of success stimulates practice and that practicing math frequently at one’s own ability 

level improves math performance (Jansen, Louwerse et al., 2013). The latter conclusion is 

also supported by the study of Jansen, De Lange, and Van der Molen (2013) who found that 

adolescents (12-15 years) from special education who frequently played in Math Garden 

improved more in math ability than the control group who did not play in Math Garden. The 

sample size in the study was, however, small.

In the normal set-up of Math Garden children are free to choose between the three difficul-

ty levels (success rate of .6, .75, or .9), allowing children to control the frequency of negative 

feedback. Hofman, Jansen, Visser, and Van der Maas (submitted) studied children’s choices 

and found that children in higher grades and with higher ability levels choose difficult items 

more often than children in lower grades and with lower ability levels. In addition, boys tend 
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to prefer more difficult items than girls. These results indicate that there are individual differ-

ences in preference for difficulty levels and that self-adaptive training and testing may be a 

valuable feature in individual training programs such as Math Garden. For further research, 

it might also be interesting to use the Math Garden data to study intra-individual differences 

in success rate preferences: do children switch frequently between success rates or do they 

prefer the same setting across games and times of the day/week? 

Teacher level
On the teacher level we aimed to provide a measurement tool with diagnostic possibil-

ities. Above we already discussed that Math Garden meets our aims of a valuable mea-

surement tool for math abilities. Here we will discuss the more practical question whether 

Math Garden can provide valuable progress and diagnostic reports. In Chapter 2 we briefly 

discussed the diagnostic abilities of the program. In theory all kinds of reports about chil-

dren’s results could be constructed as all answers of the children are logged. In practice we 

see two limitations. First, although Math Garden saves teachers time because all answers 

are automatically analyzed, they still have only limited time to study the results of their 

pupils. Second, we should keep in mind that teachers are not as trained in reading and 

interpreting result charts and tables as are researchers. Initially we developed reports for 

teachers that were much too detailed. 

Currently we provide the progress reports in Math Garden that are displayed in Figure 3. 

First, a group overview (Figure 3a) is provided in which teachers can see how their pupils 

score on each math domain compared to children in the same reference group. This allows 

for a quick identification of pupils who score relatively low. In addition, it enables signal-

ing which math games are relatively difficult for all pupils in the group. In this class over-

view teachers find links to individual results pages. On these pages teachers see individual 

developmental curves (Figure 3b) for each math game and an overview of items that are 

relatively difficult (called nightmares) and relatively easy (dream problems) for the child 

(Figure 3c), based on the difference between the expected score and the actual score of the 

child on recently answered items. The nightmares provide teachers insight into the needs 

for extra instruction of individual children.

Currently teachers still have to analyze the errors on the nightmare problems by them-

selves. Automatic analysis of children’s errors would be a big improvement. In Chapter 5 

we developed a classification method for errors that could be implemented into Math Gar-

den. Another request, often uttered by teachers, is insight into the achievement of learning 

goals. New learning goals for math and language skills (so-called reference levels; Dutch: 

referentieniveaus) were formulated for education in the Netherlands in the report Referen-
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tiekader Taal en Rekenen (Meijerink et al., 2009). This report includes minimal and target 

levels for children of different ages. We are currently working on ways to provide these 

insights. The main challenge lies in the labeling of the problems that match the reference 

levels, as the report provides only general formulations of the minimal and target levels. In 

addition, as discussed above, Math Garden works with response times whereas the report 

is silent on the time allowed for solving problems. Another way of providing teachers more 

insight into the achievement of learning goals is reporting results for clusters of problems 

in each domain. Ideally, we would provide Elo ratings per sub group of problems. We aim 

to test this possibility in the future.

Figure 3 Progress reports from Math Garden: school class overview (a), developmental curves per 

child per game (b), and nightmares and dream problems (c).
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We are now also able to include instruction in Math Garden. We recently expanded the 

Math Garden system with instruction videos of the company Cédicu. By matching the 

labels of nightmare problems with labels of instruction videos we present each child with 

videos adjusted to the problems they fi nd diffi cult. It the near future we will connect to 

other instruction material as well.

Finally, we believe that teachers themselves can help improve the Math Garden system. 

Now that the system is working, a main challenge when developing new math games is the 

construction of item banks. These should consist of at least hundreds of items of varying 

diffi culty levels. Automatic item generation (Geerlings, Van der Linden, & Glas, 2013) is 

a possibility, using the results of Chapter 3 and 4. Information on which problem charac-

teristics affect problem diffi culty could be used to generate new items of desired diffi culty 

levels. However, we also intend to build a system in which teachers can help improve the 

item banks by adding items that they believe are missing. The Elo system allows adding 

items into a working math game, as item diffi culty estimates are updated after each time an 

item is answered, quickly leading to reliable diffi culty ratings. 

Figure 4 A schematic overview of the web application Mathsgarden.com (Rekentuin.nl), as dis-

cussed in Chapter 1. The parts of the fi gure with dashed lines represent possible extensions of the web 

application.
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Figure 4 displays an overview of Math Garden and some of its possible extensions. 

Developing new learning tools for other school subjects or cognitive domains is one of 

these extensions. Indeed, the success of Math Garden has lead to the development of new 

products. In November 2012 the Language Sea (NL: Taalzee) has been launched, which 

already has more than 25,000 users. Language Sea is similar to Math Garden: it is an on-

line learning environment for practicing and measuring language skills such as grammar, 

reading, and vocabulary. In the future, data from these learning tools could be combined 

for scientific research.

Researcher level
Last, but not least, we discuss the aims at the level of scientific research. In this thesis we 

have shown only a snapshot of the research possibilities with Math Garden and the Math 

Garden dataset. Since the start of this research project several researchers have become 

involved in the project and several grants have been awarded to research proposals con-

cerning Math Garden and related systems. 

One line of research concerns the effect of adaptive learning tools on children’s moti-

vation and mathematical ability. The studies concerning children’s motivation have been 

discussed above. An important question that remains is whether training with Math Garden 

improves math ability. Unfortunately, this question is not easy to answer. In principle it 

requires a randomized controlled double blind experiment. Such experiments are very hard 

to implement in education. Kennisnet and Kohnstamm institute organized a small-scale 

experimental study and found some positive effects of Math Garden (Meijer & Karssen, 

2013). The studies of Jansen, Louwerse et al. (2013) and Jansen, Van der Molen et al. 

(2013), which are described above, also found evidence for the positive effect of Math 

Garden on children’s mathematical abilities. These results are promising but replications 

in larger scale double blind experiments are required. Currently, we expect more benefits 

from randomized experiments within Math Garden. In these experiments key variables in 

the web application are manipulated in a controlled way, and assignment of users to condi-

tions is random and, if possible, blind: without informing the users about the manipulation. 

In this way it is possible to test which features of the program are essential for stimulating 

playing frequency and for improvement of ability. The manipulation of success rates in 

the study of Jansen, Louwerse et al. (2013) is an example of such a randomized controlled 

experiment.

Another line of research concerns the analysis of item difficulties of the item banks of 

Math Garden, aiming to explain the item difficulties by a limited set of item characteristics. 

Chapter 3 and 4 are examples of such studies. Other studies have focused on the item dif-
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ficulties of a task for logical reasoning, a deductive version of the well-known Mastermind 

game (Gierasimczuk, van der Maas, & Raijmakers, 2013); item difficulties of enumeration 

problems (Jansen et al., 2014); and item difficultiess of a visuospatial working memory 

task (van der Ven, van der Maas, Straatemeier, & Jansen, 2013). 

Finally, with Math Garden our aim was met to develop a measurement instrument that 

enables researchers to study mathematical development longitudinally, with high frequent 

measurements. Because the focus of this thesis shifted to the development of Math Garden, 

the study of the dynamics of mathematical development still requires further research.

Currently research projects at the University of Amsterdam focus on a number of ques-

tions regarding the dynamics of development, namely analyzing developmental change 

by modelling the time-series data of Math Garden (Young Talent grant, Van der Maas 

& Hofman, 2011) and regarding the mutual relations between cognitive and scholastic 

abilities. For example, Van der Ven et al. (2013) studied the relation between visuospatial 

working memory and mathematics for various math domains and across grades. Other re-

searchers work on applications of the Math Garden technology to science learning (Brain 

& Cognition NWO project, Van der Maas & Van der Ven, 2011; Curious Mind Childrens 

Logic project, Raijmakers & van der Maas, 2011), psychometric questions about the scor-

ing rule (Surf project, van der Maas & Klinkenberg, 2010), and psychometric innovations 

of the technology itself (Creative Industries project, Maris and van der Maas, 2012). 

The extension of the Math Garden system to other learning domains enables researchers 

to study cognitive development with high frequent measurements in other domains. For the 

NWO science learning project of Van der Maas and Van der Ven a new learning environ-

ment is being developed, containing both games for executive functions (working memory, 

inhibition, planning) and higher mental abilities, such as reasoning and logic. Two of these 

games have already been piloted in Math Garden, namely the balance scale task and the 

Mastermind game, which are discussed above. Potentially, we could also develop a game 

concerning children’s knowledge of the earth. In Chapter 6 we presented a cross section-

al study concerning the developmental processes underlying children’s knowledge of the 

earth. Based on latent class analyses we concluded that this knowledge is fragmented and 

develops gradually as opposed to the assumption that development is stage-wise and that 

children develop different theory-like models at different ages. It would be interesting to 

study this developmental process longitudinally with high frequent measurements. The 

main challenge lies, however, in the development of an item bank for the earth game. In 

Chapter 6 we presented a new paper-and-pencil test with only 9 items, whereas hundreds 

of items are needed in a game using CAT. For other domains of the science learning envi-

ronment this is easier to achieve. Gierasimczuk et al. (2013) developed an item bank of 321 
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items for the Mastermind game and the item difficulty of these items were well predicted 

by measures drawn from a logical task analysis.

A complete overview of papers resulting from the Math Garden project can be found in 

the Appendix.

Bridging research and education

Above we discussed the aims of Math Garden on different levels, arguing for its useful-

ness for both educational and scientific purposes. These two-fold aims make Math Garden 

a valuable tool, but also pose several challenges. The fact that Math Garden is used in 

everyday education solves the problem of finding participants for scientific research. Nor-

mally, finding schools willing to participate in a research project is very difficult as it puts 

an extra burden on already busy time schedules. With Math Garden schools participate in 

scientific research without requiring extra time of the teachers. The downside of the fact 

that Math Garden is used in everyday education is that assessment is much less controlled 

than in standard experiments. Children can use Math Garden anytime anywhere, so we 

cannot control for environmental influences. On the other side, Math Garden’s availability 

allows for the collection of a large dataset, which in turn makes it unlikely that environmen-

tal influences would have a large effect on the results. Combining results of Math Garden 

with that of controlled experiments is probably the best way to expand our knowledge on 

children’s development. An example of such combination of studies is the study of Jansen 

et al. (2014) concerning children’s skill to enumerate.

Summarized, Math Garden is the result of a unique combination of aims: the aim to in-

vestigate the dynamic development of cognitive abilities, the objective to improve psycho-

metric measurement models and above all, the wish to motivate children to practice math to 

improve their abilities. The project shows that three diverse fields, cognitive development, 

psychometrics, and education, can be united and may even benefit from each other.
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Volgens het CBS gaan er dagelijks 1,5 miljoen basisschoolkinderen naar school. Ge-

middeld zullen zij ongeveer een uur per dag rekenen. Als alle kinderen binnen dit uur 20 

opgaven zouden maken en we uitgaan van 200 schooldagen per jaar, zijn dit op jaarbasis 6 

miljard opgaven. Stel je voor dat je als rekenonderzoeker toegang hebt tot al deze opgaven 

en antwoorden. Je hebt dan een schat aan data om allerlei vragen over de rekenvaardigheid 

van kinderen en de ontwikkelingsprocessen die daarbij een rol spelen te beantwoorden.

Een belangrijke uitdaging hierbij is hoe je deze data efficiënt kan verzamelen en wel op 

zo’n manier dat de data ook daadwerkelijk interessant zijn voor wetenschappelijk onder-

zoek. Dat brengt ons op de uitdaging van dit onderzoeksproject. Dit proefschrift beschrijft 

de ontwikkeling en toetsing van een onderwijs- en onderzoeksinstrument waarmee de re-

kenontwikkeling van kinderen met hoogfrequente metingen gevolgd kan worden. 

Dit instrument, Rekentuin (www.rekentuin.nl), is een webapplicatie waarmee kinderen 

op hun eigen niveau kunnen oefenen door het doen van rekenspelletjes. Tegelijkertijd kun-

nen deze data worden gebruikt om leerkrachten inzicht te geven in de rekenontwikkeling 

van hun leerlingen. Tot slot zijn de data ook beschikbaar voor wetenschappelijk onder-

zoek. Uitgangspunt hierbij is dat Rekentuin een programma moet zijn dat leerlingen en 

leerkrachten graag willen gebruiken. Hierdoor kunnen er veel data verzameld worden die 

ook interessant zijn voor wetenschappelijk onderzoek. Oftewel een win-win situatie voor 

onderwijs en onderzoek.

Het doel van dit proefschrift is tweeledig. Het eerste doel is om de lezer meer inzicht te 

geven in de ideeën achter de ontwikkeling van Rekentuin en te overtuigen van de waarde 

van het instrument voor onderwijs en onderzoek. Het tweede doel is om de lezer te infor-

meren over het onderzoek dat met Rekentuin heeft plaatsgevonden, de belangrijkste bevin-

dingen daaruit en de mogelijkheden voor toekomstig onderzoek.

Rekentuin – het meetinstrument

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt beschreven welke uitgangspunten ten grondslag liggen aan de ont-

wikkeling van het onderzoeksinstrument Rekentuin. Hierin wordt beargumenteerd dat de 

rekenontwikkeling van kinderen een complex dynamisch proces is, waarbij verschillende 

cognitieve vaardigheden een rol spelen en met elkaar interacteren. Om deze ontwikkeling 

te onderzoeken, wordt gepleit voor een microgenetisch design: een opzet waarin kinderen 

met hoogfrequente metingen door de tijd heen gevolgd kunnen worden. Hiervoor was het 

nodig een onderzoeksinstrument te ontwikkelen dat kinderen motiveert om vaak opgaven 

te maken. Het aanbieden van rekenopgaven op het eigen niveau kan bijdragen aan die moti-

vatie. Daarvoor is het belangrijk om bij elke meting snel het niveau van een kind te kunnen 
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bepalen. Eén van de belangrijkste eisen aan Rekentuin was daarom dat het gebaseerd moest 

zijn op de techniek van computer adaptief testen (CAT). Bij CAT is de keuze van items of 

opgaven in een test afhankelijk van de prestatie van het kind op eerdere items. Als het kind 

items goed maakt worden moeilijkere items aangeboden en als items te moeilijk blijken 

worden makkelijkere items aangeboden. Elke testsessie is hierdoor afgestemd op het ni-

veau van het kind. CAT maakt het mogelijk om met minder items nauwkeurig vaardighe-

den te meten. Maar CAT is niet alleen interessant voor het meten van vaardigheden, het is 

ook relevant voor het oefenen. In CAT krijgt elk kind opgaven aangeboden op zijn of haar 

eigen niveau. Hiermee komt het instrument tegemoet aan de grote individuele verschillen 

in rekenvaardigheid.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt beargumenteerd dat de standaard manier van computer adaptief 

toetsen niet geschikt is voor gebruik in Rekentuin. Eén van de eerste knelpunten bij CAT is 

de noodzaak om items te pre-testen om de itemmoeilijkheden te kunnen bepalen. Een adap-

tieve test is immers alleen af te nemen als bekend is hoe moeilijk de items zijn. Pre-testen 

is een duur en tijdrovend proces en moet bovendien regelmatig (elke paar jaar) herhaald 

worden. In het geval van Rekentuin gaat het om tienduizenden items en is pre-testen on-

haalbaar. In Rekentuin wordt gebruik gemaakt van een adaptief systeem gebaseerd op het 

Elo ratingsysteem uit de schaakwereld (Elo, 1978) om zowel de itemmoeilijkheden als de 

vaardigheden van kinderen door de tijd heen te kunnen bepalen. In dit systeem hebben ge-

bruikers en items ratings, als indicatie van respectievelijk vaardigheid en moeilijkheid. Na 

elk gemaakt item worden de rating van de persoon en de rating van het item aangepast, als 

ware het een wedstrijd tussen beiden. Als de gebruiker de opgave goed beantwoordt, wint 

hij/zij ratingpunten en verliest het item ratingpunten. Beantwoordt de persoon de opgave 

fout dan heeft het item “gewonnen” en verliest de gebruiker ratingpunten. Hoeveel rating-

punten er gewonnen of verloren worden, hangt af van het verschil in rating tussen de per-

soon en het item. Als de persoon een hele makkelijke opgave fout beantwoordt, zal hij/zij 

meer ratingpunten verliezen dan bij het fout beantwoorden van een moeilijke opgave. Een 

groot voordeel van dit ratingsysteem is dat itemmoeilijkheden en vaardigheden van perso-

nen continu, dat wil zeggen “on the fly” worden geschat. Dit maakt pre-testing overbodig, 

het updaten van itemmoeilijkheden is immers onderdeel van het systeem. In hoofdstuk 2 

wordt de technische werking van dit systeem meer in detail besproken.

Een tweede knelpunt is het combineren van accuratesse en reactietijd bij het bepalen van 

de vaardigheid van een gebruiker. Hoe snel kinderen rekenopgaven oplossen, zegt immers 

ook iets over hun rekenvaardigheid; een kind dat het antwoord op een opgave direct weet 

heeft een hogere rekenvaardigheid dan een kind dat het antwoord nog moet uitrekenen. 

Een meer uitgebreid pleidooi voor het meenemen van reactietijden bij het meten van vaar-
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digheden is te vinden in hoofdstuk 7. Integratie van accuratesse en reactietijd is geen een-

voudige opgave. Bovendien is het belangrijk dat gebruikers zich ervan bewust zijn dat hun 

reactietijden meetellen bij het meten van hun rekenvaardigheid. Een oplossing hiervoor is 

het gebruik van scoringsregels die ook als spelelement worden opgenomen in de spelletjes 

in Rekentuin. In de Rekentuin wordt gebruik gemaakt van de High Speed High Stakes sco-

ringsregel. Voor elk item is een tijdslimiet bepaald voor het geven van een antwoord. De 

score is gelijk aan de resterende tijd en deze is positief, in het geval van een juist antwoord, 

en negatief, in het geval van een fout antwoord. Deze scoringsregel wordt voor kinderen 

gevisualiseerd door een rij muntjes op het scherm, die gelijk is aan de tijdslimiet. Elke 

seconde verdwijnt er een muntje en gebruikers winnen of verliezen de resterende muntjes 

op het scherm als zij respectievelijk een goed of fout antwoord hebben gegeven. Met deze 

muntjes kunnen zij prijzen kopen voor hun virtuele prijzenkast.

Een bijkomend voordeel van deze scoringsregel is dat het ook een oplossing biedt voor 

het derde knelpunt van CAT. In standaard CAT worden items geselecteerd waarop kinderen 

50% kans hebben om het item goed te beantwoorden, deze zijn het meest informatief voor 

het meten van iemands vaardigheid. Deze beperkte kans op succes kan echter demotive-

rend werken, zeker in een oefensysteem dat ook gebruikt wordt door jonge kinderen. Om 

die reden kiezen we binnen Rekentuin meestal voor items met een kans op een correct ant-

woord van 75% en gebruiken we de extra informatie uit de reactietijden voor de schatting 

van de ratings van de gebruikers en de items. 

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt aangetoond dat het Elo systeem in combinatie met de High Speed 

High Stakes scoringsregel tot minder bias en een hogere meetprecisie leidt dan de stan-

daard manier van adaptief toetsen. We tonen daarmee aan dat het mogelijk is om makkelij-

kere items aan te bieden in een adaptief systeem zonder af te doen aan de meetefficiëntie. 

Hoofdstuk 2 richt zich verder op onderzoek naar de betrouwbaarheid en de validiteit van de 

persoons- en itemratings. Zo correleren de persoonsratings op de vier hoofddomeinen goed 

met elkaar en ook met de score op de rekenvaardigheidstoets van het Cito leerlingvolgsys-

teem. Daarnaast wordt er een positief verband gevonden tussen de ratings van de kinderen 

en de groep waarin ze zitten. Bovendien convergeren itemratings snel naar stabiele waar-

den, wat een indicatie is voor de betrouwbaarheid van de ratings. Ook de hoge correlaties 

tussen de itemratings en de discriminatieparameters van parallelle items zijn indicaties 

voor de betrouwbaarheid van de ratings. Het onderzoek naar de itemratings is verder voort-

gezet in de onderzoeken die worden beschreven in de hoofdstukken 3 en 4.
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Wat maakt rekenopgaven moeilijk?

Waarom is 7 x 8 moeilijker dan 3 x 5? En waarom kunnen kinderen 70 + 1 eerder oplos-

sen dan 8 + 9? Met Rekentuin hebben we de mogelijkheid om deze vragen te beantwoor-

den door de moeilijkheid van opgaven te onderzoeken. Na elke gemaakte opgave worden 

immers de rating van de persoon en de rating van het item aangepast. Voor elk spel in 

Rekentuin hebben we nu itemratings van alle opgaven in de itembank. De itemratings van 

de opgaven van een aantal spellen uit Rekentuin zijn het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 3 en 4 

van dit proefschrift.

Het doel van het onderzoek naar itemratings is tweeledig. Ten eerste willen we onder-

zoeken of het nieuwe CAT systeem van Rekentuin goed werkt. We proberen eerder gevon-

den effecten in onderzoek naar itemmoeilijkheden te repliceren en zo aan te tonen dat de 

itemratings een valide maat zijn voor de moeilijkheidgraad van rekenopgaven. De gedachte 

hierbij is dat effecten uit eerder onderzoek, waarbij of accuratesse of reactietijd als maat 

voor itemmoeilijkheid worden gebruikt, ook terug te vinden zijn in de itemratings, waar-

in accuratesse en reactietijden zijn geïntegreerd. Ten tweede kan hiermee de kennis over 

de moeilijkheden van rekenopgaven worden uitgebreid, onder andere door verschillende 

itemkenmerken tegelijkertijd te onderzoeken.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden effecten van itemkenmerken bij simpele vermenigvuldigingsop-

gaven onderzocht en in hoofdstuk 4 bij simpele en meer complexe optel- en aftrekopgaven. 

Beide hoofdstukken starten met een inventarisatie van de in eerder onderzoek gevonden 

itemkenmerken met een effect op itemmoeilijkheid. Eerder onderzoek richtte zich vaak 

maar op één of enkele kenmerken. In dit onderzoek worden alle kenmerken in één ge-

integreerde analyse opgenomen. Op deze manier kan onderzocht worden welke effecten 

standhouden als ook andere kenmerken worden meegenomen. Tot slot kan door het micro-

genetisch design de robuustheid van deze effecten door de tijd heen bepaald worden. 

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt aangetoond dat slechts een beperkte set van itemkenmerken vol-

doende is om een groot deel van de variatie in itemrating van simpele vermenigvuldigings-

opgaven te verklaren. De kenmerken corresponderen met kenmerken die al in eerder on-

derzoek naar voren kwamen: grootte van de getallen, aanwezigheid van specifieke getallen 

(1, 2, 5, 9) en het bevatten van een “tie” (twee dezelfde getallen: 9 x 9). Bovendien blijken 

de laatstgenoemde effecten (aanwezigheid speciale getallen en tie) ook te interacteren met 

het grootte effect: deze effecten zijn sterker bij opgaven met grotere getallen.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een vergelijkbaar onderzoek beschreven maar dan bij optel- en 

aftrekopgaven. Daarin worden naast simpele opgaven ook meer complexe optel- en af-

trekopgaven onderzocht. Ook hier blijkt dat met een beperkte set van itemkenmerken een 
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groot deel van de variatie in itemrating verklaard kan worden. Voor zowel simpele als com-

plexe opgaven wordt itemmoeilijkheid voor een belangrijk deel bepaald door het wel of 

niet moeten overschrijden van een tiental. Voorbeelden van opgaven waarbij dit het geval 

is, zijn 6 + 7 en 45 – 27.

De resultaten van beide hoofdstukken tonen de goede werking van het vernieuwde CAT 

systeem aan. De bevindingen geven bovendien meer inzicht in de uitdagingen waar kinde-

ren voor staan bij het leren, automatiseren en memoriseren van rekenopgaven. De resulta-

ten laten ook zien dat de volgorde waarin kinderen rekenopgaven leren beheersen niet altijd 

overeenkomt met de volgorde waarin deze in de huidige rekenmethoden worden aangebo-

den. In de meeste methoden wordt eerst tot 10, dan tot 20, tot 100 en vervolgens tot 1000 

gerekend. De bevindingen van hoofdstuk 4 laten echter zien dat kinderen veel meer moeite 

hebben met de sprong over het tiental dan met het rekenen met grote getallen. Een strikte 

scheiding tussen getal groottes in rekenmethodes lijkt daardoor niet logisch.

In hoofdstuk 7 worden nog enkele andere onderzoeken beschreven waarin de lijn van 

onderzoek naar itemmoeilijkheden is voortgezet. Zo is er ook onderzoek gedaan naar de 

itemmoeilijkheden van een variant van het Mastermind spel, welke deductief redeneren 

meet (Gierasimczuk, van der Maas, & Raijmakers, 2013). Ander onderzoek betreft de 

itemratings van telopgaven (Jansen, Hofman, Straatemeier, van Bers, Raijmakers, & van 

der Maas, 2014) en visuospatieel werkgeheugen (van der Ven, van der Maas, Straatemeier, 

& Jansen, 2013). 

Classificatie van incorrecte antwoorden
 

Op basis van de Rekentuindataset zijn ook vele andere analyses mogelijk die interessant 

zijn voor onderzoek naar de rekenvaardigheid en rekenontwikkeling van kinderen. De dataset 

bevat miljoenen antwoorden van kinderen waaronder tevens een grote hoeveelheid fouten. 

Elk kind krijgt immers opgaven aangeboden op zijn of haar eigen niveau en zal daardoor ook 

een substantieel aantal fouten maken (ongeveer 25%). De fouten die kinderen maken kunnen 

inzicht verschaffen in de foutieve rekenstrategieën op verschillende leeftijden. 

Het classificeren van fouten is echter niet eenvoudig. Zo valt niet altijd direct uit een ant-

woord af te leiden welke incorrecte strategie is toegepast. Verschillende strategieën kunnen 

tot hetzelfde foute antwoord leiden. Zo kan een kind dat het antwoord 18 op de opgave 9 x 9 

geeft, de getallen hebben opgeteld. Het kan ook zijn dat hij of zij wel tot het juiste antwoord 

81 was gekomen, maar de getallen heeft omgedraaid. 

In hoofdstuk 5 worden zes verschillende methoden om fouten te classificeren vergeleken. 

Hierbij wordt aandacht besteed aan de vraag hoe deze methoden foute antwoorden classifice-
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ren die onder meerdere foutencategorieën vallen (dubbelclassificaties). We beargumenteren 

dat de gewogen frequentie regel (“weighted frequency rule”) het beste gebruikt kan worden 

voor het classificeren van fouten. Met deze methode wordt een fout, in het geval van dubbel-

classificaties, geclassificeerd op basis van de frequentie van de betreffende foutencategorie-

en in de gehele dataset. Als bijvoorbeeld blijkt dat optelfouten veel vaker voorkomen in de 

dataset dan omdraaifouten dan zal het antwoord 9 x 9 = 18 als een optelfout geclassificeerd 

worden. Niet bij elke opgave leiden optelfouten en omdraaifouten immers tot hetzelfde ant-

woord: 7 x 5 = 12 (optelfout) en 7 x 5 = 53 (omdraaifout). Tot slot wordt er nog gecorrigeerd 

voor het aantal antwoorden per opgave dat binnen een foutencategorie kan vallen. Bij de op-

gave 9 x 9 is er maar één antwoord dat als optelfout gezien kan worden (18). Daarentegen zijn 

er veel antwoorden die als tafelfout geclassificeerd kunnen worden. Tafelfouten zijn namelijk 

alle antwoorden die het antwoord zijn op een andere tafelopgave. In het geval van de opgave 

9 x 9: 72, 64, 63, 56, 54 etc. Door te corrigeren voor het aantal mogelijke antwoorden binnen 

een categorie, wordt voorkomen dat kleine foutencategorieën overschaduwd worden door 

ruim gedefinieerde categorieën. 

Het voordeel van de gewogen frequentie regel ten opzichte van methodes uit eerder on-

derzoek is dat deze methode het probleem van dubbelclassificaties oplost op basis van het 

voorkomen van fouten in de dataset in plaats van op basis van een, mogelijk subjectieve, 

beslissing van de onderzoeker. De methode heeft echter, net als de andere methodes, geen 

statistische fitmaten. Hierdoor is het nog niet mogelijk om te beoordelen hoe goed de gevon-

den classificatie op de data past.

In hoofdstuk 5 worden de fouten van kinderen uit één schooljaar (2010-2011) uit de Re-

kentuindata geanalyseerd. De meest gemaakte fout door kinderen is het geven van een ant-

woord dat correct is voor een aan de opgave gerelateerde vermenigvuldigingsopgave. Voor-

beelden hiervan zijn de antwoorden 40 en 30 op de opgave 7 x 5, waarbij het kind 1 stap te 

veel (8 x 5) of te weinig (6 x 5) heeft gedaan bij het oplossen van de opgave. 

Hoofdstuk 6, dat grotendeels losstaat van de andere hoofdstukken uit dit proefschrift, be-

treft ook de classificatie van incorrecte antwoorden. Het hoofdstuk beschrijft een onderzoek 

naar de ontwikkeling van de kennis van kinderen over de aarde. Op basis van een latente 

klasse analyse van correcte en incorrecte antwoorden wordt geconcludeerd dat deze ontwik-

keling gradueel verloopt in plaats van discontinu, waarbij kinderen op verschillende momen-

ten in hun ontwikkeling verschillende theorieën over de aarde vormen. Het zou echter nog 

beter zijn om deze ontwikkelingsprocessen met een microgenetisch design te onderzoeken, 

zoals dat in Rekentuin gebeurt. Aan de UvA wordt op dit moment gewerkt aan een “weten-

schapstuin” waarin allerlei bèta-vaardigheden op een vergelijkbare manier als in Rekentuin 

onderzocht kunnen worden.
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Zijn de gestelde doelen behaald?

Er zijn verschillende doelen gesteld bij de ontwikkeling van Rekentuin. Het moest een 

instrument zijn dat zowel door kinderen als leerkrachten graag en veelvuldig gebruikt zou 

gaan worden, waardoor het voor onderzoekers veel hoogfrequente data zou kunnen ople-

veren. In hoofdstuk 7 wordt afgesloten met een evaluatie van deze bij aanvang gestelde 

doelen.

Er zijn verschillende indicaties dat kinderen Rekentuin leuk vinden en dat ze inderdaad 

gemotiveerd zijn om veel te oefenen. Een groot deel van de opgaven wordt namelijk bui-

ten schooltijd gemaakt (33,2%). De resultaten van hoofdstuk 2 laten ook zien dat er geen 

duidelijk verband is tussen rekenniveau en speelfrequentie. Rekentuin lijkt dus motiverend 

voor kinderen van alle niveaus.

Op leerkrachtniveau moet Rekentuin vooral nakijkwerk uit handen nemen en leerkrach-

ten inzicht bieden in de prestaties van hun leerlingen. In principe kunnen leerkrachten zeer 

gedetailleerde informatie per kind ontvangen op basis van de Rekentuindata. Uit de bezoe-

ken aan de onderzoeksscholen bleek echter dat veel gedetailleerde informatie niet altijd 

beter is. Leerkrachten hebben immers maar beperkt de tijd om de resultatenrapportages te 

bekijken. Op dit moment biedt Rekentuin drie belangrijke resultatenrapportages aan leer-

krachten: 1) een groepsoverzicht met een vergelijking van de prestaties van hun leerlingen 

met andere leerlingen uit dezelfde leeftijdsgroep, 2) per kind en per spel een ontwikkeling 

van de vaardigheidsscore door de tijd heen, en 3) inzicht in de opgaven die relatief moeilijk 

(nachtmerrie opgaven) en relatief makkelijk (droomopgaven) waren voor een leerling. Op 

dit moment moeten leerkrachten zelf de gegeven antwoorden van kinderen op de nacht-

merrie opgaven nog analyseren. Met behulp van de classificatiemethode uit hoofdstuk  

5 lijkt een automatische foutenanalyse niet ver meer weg.

Tot slot is één van de belangrijkste indicatoren dat we onze doelen voor leerlingen en 

leerkrachten hebben behaald, de oprichting van het bedrijf Oefenweb.nl. Vanwege het suc-

ces van Rekentuin op de onderzoeksscholen is besloten om het programma verder op de 

markt te brengen door middel van een spin-off bedrijf van de Universiteit van Amsterdam. 

Anno september 2013 heeft Rekentuin al meer dan 85.000 gebruikers die gezamenlijk meer 

dan 500.000 opgaven per dag maken. Inmiddels past Oefenweb.nl dezelfde methodiek ook 

toe in andere leergebieden. Zo is recentelijk ook Taalzee ontwikkeld, een applicatie waarin 

kinderen op vergelijkbare wijze allerlei taalvaardigheden kunnen oefenen. Daarnaast zijn 

er ook programma’s voor statistiek (Statistiekfabriek) en blind typen met 10 vingers (in 

opdracht van Typeopleiding Succes: Typetuin) ontwikkeld.
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Het mag duidelijk zijn dat dit proefschrift slechts het startpunt is van de talrijke analyses 

en het onderzoek dat met Rekentuin en soortgelijke systemen uitgevoerd kunnen wor-

den. Uiteindelijk behandelt dit proefschrift hoofdzakelijk de ontwikkeling van het onder-

zoeksinstrument en de analyse van itemmoeilijkheden en foute antwoorden. Sinds de start 

van het onderzoeksproject zijn er vele andere onderzoekers bij het Rekentuinonderzoek 

betrokken geraakt en zijn er ook verschillende onderzoeksubsidies verworven. Een bespre-

king en overzicht hiervan zijn terug te vinden in hoofdstuk 7 en de Appendix.

Conclusie

Rekentuin is het resultaat van een multidisciplinair onderzoeksproject waarin drie ver-

schillende kennisgebieden, ontwikkelingspsychologie, psychometrie en onderwijs elkaar 

aanvullen en versterken. Het combineren van onderwijs- en onderzoeksdoelen binnen één 

instrument zorgt voor extra uitdagingen maar schept bovenal vele nieuwe mogelijkheden. 

Het dataverzamelingsproces is minder gecontroleerd dan in standaardonderzoek, maar 

zorgt er wel voor dat er veel meer data van grote aantallen kinderen van verschillende leef-

tijden door de tijd heen verzameld kunnen worden. Zo komen we toch een stap dichterbij 

het streven van 6 miljard opgaven op jaarbasis.





Dankwoord
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Als je langer over je proefschrift doet dan de bedoeling was, moet je ook meer mensen 

bedanken, met het risico dat je iemand vergeet. Als je tijdens je promotieonderzoek naar 

Rekentuin tegelijkertijd ook de kans krijgt om het product breder in het onderwijsveld te 

implementeren, wordt de groep betrokkenen nog groter. Om de lezer niet te veel te ver-

moeien, zal ik mijn best doen om het dankwoord binnen de (tuin)perken te houden, maar 

wel recht te doen aan alle hulp en steun die ik heb ontvangen tijdens mijn promotietraject. 

Om tijdens het lezen ieders rekenvaardigheid nog wat te trainen, bevat dit dankwoord 

een aantal rekenpuzzels uit het cijferspel van Rekentuin. Maak steeds het voor die alinea 

toepasselijke streefgetal met de gegeven getallen. Elk getal mag maar één keer worden 

gebruikt en alle getallen moeten aan bod komen. Je kunt daarbij kiezen uit de bewerkin-

gen optellen, aftrekken, vermenigvuldigen, delen en machtsverheffen. Met sterretjes is de 

moeilijkheidsgraad aangegeven.

Ten eerste wil ik uiteraard mijn promotor Han van der Maas en co-promotor Brenda 

Jansen bedanken. Zonder jullie vertrouwen en aanhoudend motiveren, was het afronden 

van dit proefschrift waarschijnlijk niet gelukt.

Maak 24 met de getallen 1, 8, 12 en 12. *** 
Han, hoe vat je in een paar zinnen samen welke rol jij hebt gespeeld bij dit proefschrift? 

Voor mijn gevoel kon ik 24 uur per dag bij je aankloppen voor advies. Ik bewonder je 

scherpe analyses en het gemak waarmee je met nieuwe ideeën komt. Maar bovenal heb ik 

jouw praktische aanpak in de afgelopen jaren gewaardeerd. Hoe vaak antwoordde jij als ik 

nog aan het wikken en wegen was, gewoon doen, kijken hoe het uitpakt en later eventueel 

bijstellen. Een manier van werken die wij later bij het opzetten van Oefenweb leerden ken-

nen als agile development, maar die ook goed werkt in de wetenschap. Ik ben je dankbaar 

voor het vertrouwen dat je mij hebt gegeven om samen de ‘Oefenweb kar’ te trekken. Ik 

waardeer onze prettige samenwerking, waarin ruimte is voor een uitgebreid gesprek maar 

we ook snel dingen kort kunnen sluiten. Ik blijf me erover verbazen hoe je alle petten van 

de UvA en Oefenweb kan combineren. Tot slot wil ik jou, Maartje en jullie kinderen be-

danken voor de gastvrijheid bij jullie thuis, waar ik ook regelmatig terecht kon voor een 

kop koffie, een schrijfmiddag of aan kon schuiven bij het eten. Luko, Iva en Tau bedankt 

voor alle tijd die jullie hebben besteed aan het testen van de rekentuinspelletjes!

Maak 10 met de getallen 3, 6, 7, 9, 10 en 60.**
Brenda, het onderzoek en de artikelen in dit proefschrift waren niet tot stand gekomen 

zonder jouw uitgebreide en altijd bruikbare feedback. Samen hebben we ons in de reken-
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literatuur verdiept en hier vele gesprekken over gevoerd. Ik realiseer me dat mijn op dead-

lines gerichte werkwijze niet echt bij jou paste. Bedankt dat je daarin flexibel was en tijd 

vrijmaakte om mee te denken. Mijn tripjes naar de 10e verdieping in de Roetersstraat en 

later de 6e verdieping in de Diamantbeurs waren nooit tevergeefs. Dank ook voor je hulp 

bij het ontwikkelen van de opgavensets voor Rekentuin en de fijne samenwerking!

Maak 6 met de getallen 2, 4, 12 en 14. **
Ik wil hierbij ook de 6 andere leden van mijn promotiecommissie bedanken voor het 

lezen en beoordelen van dit proefschrift. Denny Borsboom, Paul van Geert, Evelyn Kroes-

bergen, Gunter Maris, Cees van Putten en Maartje Raijmakers, bedankt voor jullie tijd.

Maak 1 met de getallen 6, 7, 8, 13 en 90. **
De volgende persoon die ik wil bedanken is Sharon. Niet alleen vanwege jouw belang-

rijke bijdrage aan hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift, maar vooral ook vanwege de lol van het 

samen ontwikkelen van Rekentuin. Inmiddels zijn waarschijnlijk al onze regels ‘spaghet-

ti’-code (en hiermee bedoel ik vooral mijn eigen code) verdwenen of herschreven, maar 

veel van onze eerste ideeën zijn nog in het programma terug te vinden. Ik vind het fijn dat 

jij straks als paranimf naast me zal staan.

Maak 10 met de getallen 3, 8, 10, 12 en 14. **
Tientallen UvA collega’s en studenten hebben op de een of andere manier bijgedragen 

aan de ontwikkeling van Rekentuin, mijn promotieonderzoek en/of de daaraan gerelateerde 

onderzoeksprojecten. Wat betreft het rekentuinonderzoek wil ik de volgende collega’s en 

studenten bedanken: Gunter, Sanne, Matthieu, Maartje, Abe, Ingmar, Sacha, Daan, Jolien, 

Marjan, Thomas, Mischa, Vera, Kristine, Nina, Bianca, Eva, Mariët, Koen, Mats, Robert, 

Mattis, Marleen, Alexander, Jonathan, Vincy en alle andere collega’s en studenten die een 

bijdrage hebben geleverd aan het onderzoek met Rekentuin en Taalzee. Ook dank aan 

mijn kamergenoten van het eerste uur (Raoul, Annemie en Eric-Jan) voor de gezelligheid 

op onze kamer en de geboden ondersteuning bij mijn eerste stappen in het wetenschap-

pelijk onderzoek. Raoul bedankt voor je hulp bij het programmeren in javascript. Conor 

en Eric-Jan bedankt voor jullie hulp bij de Engelse teksten van hoofdstuk 3 en 6 van dit 

proefschrift. Tot slot ook alle andere (oud-)collega’s van de vakgroep PML bedankt voor de 

gezellige werksfeer en uiteraard de leuke borrels en feestjes. Ik ben blij dat ik daar stiekem 

nog steeds van kan meegenieten omdat Oefenweb nog op dezelfde verdieping zit. Speciale 

dank voor Ineke, voor de hulp bij het contact met scholen en alle organisatorische hulp.
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Dank ook voor de hulp van onderzoekers van buiten de UvA: Geeke voor haar hulp bij 

het breukenspel, Jolien den Brauwer voor het meedenken over het vermenigvuldigingsarti-

kel en Paul en Henderien voor de samenwerking binnen het NWO project. Cees en Marian 

bedankt voor de leuke tijd bij het organiseren van de eerste expertmeeting voor Rekenon-

derzoekers.

Maak 2009 met de getallen 2, 3, 9 en 10.**
De UvA Holding, en in het bijzonder Piet Scholten en Ronald Schut, wil ik bedanken 

voor de mogelijkheid om vanaf 2009 met Oefenweb de Rekentuin verder te kunnen ont-

wikkelen. Zonder deze stap was een groot deel van de data die in dit proefschrift worden 

behandeld, niet verzameld. Ik bedank ook Marten Roorda en Maarten Hanekamp die met 

de participatie van Cito een bijdrage leveren aan de toekomst van Rekentuin als onder-

zoeks- en onderwijsinstrument. Hierbij ook dank aan de samenwerkingspartners van het 

eerste uur: Cédicu, Typeopleiding Succes en Exova.

Maak 30 met de getallen 2, 6, 9, 13 en 13.***
Ik bedank ook alle voormalige en huidige Oefenweb collega’s die zo enthousiast hebben 

mee getuinierd. Sinds de start in 2009 zijn dit er al ruim 30. Een aantal daarvan wil ik per-

soonlijk noemen. Maurits, bedankt voor het omschoffelen van Rekentuin 1.0 naar een pro-

fessionele applicatie voor het onderwijs. Joost, in bijna elk hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift 

is wel een plaatje van jouw hand te vinden. Samenwerken met vrienden is ontzettend ge-

zellig, maar soms ook lastig. Zeker als je allemaal een sterke eigen mening hebt en perfec-

tionistisch bent ;-). Ik ben blij dat we nog steeds goede vrienden zijn. Als medewerkers van 

het eerste uur hebben jullie samen met Sharon, Marlijn en Mischa een belangrijke bijdrage 

geleverd aan het succes van dit onderzoeksproject. Ook alle andere oud-tuinmannen en 

vrouwen van Oefenweb bedankt voor jullie bijdrage: Michelle, Daan, Vera, Guido, Frans, 

Mirjam, Annemieke, Meggy, Bauke, Adam, Vincent, Marjolein, Juliet, Ester, Fleur en  

Alexander. Tot slot ook dank aan het huidige Oefenwebteam: Mischa, Yennick, Geert,  

Daniel, Marlijn, Patricia, Fenna, Hessel, Sacha, Jonathan, Hester, Sacha, Caspar en Mark. 

Ik ga elke dag met veel plezier naar mijn werk, niet alleen vanwege het enthousiasme 

waarmee jullie elke dag weer samen met mij aan Rekentuin werken, maar ook vanwege de 

gezellige werksfeer en de lunches met leuke discussies en flauwe grapjes. In het bijzonder 

dank aan Daniel voor de mooie omslag van dit proefschrift.
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Maak 9 met de getallen 5, 10, 12 en 15.**
Dit promotieonderzoek was niet mogelijk geweest zonder alle leerlingen en leerkrach-

ten die in de afgelopen jaren sommen hebben gemaakt in Rekentuin en feedback hebben 

gegeven op het programma. Zie Figuur 1 voor een overzicht. Speciale dank gaat daarbij 

uit naar de directie en leerkrachten van de eerste negen Rekentuinscholen: 1e montesso-

rischool de Wielewaal, Cornelis Jetses, De Kinderboom, De Pionier, Eerste Openlucht-

school, 14e montessorischool De Jordaan, 5e montessorischool Watergraafsmeer en de 

Maas en Waalschool. Bedankt dat jullie de uitdaging zijn aangegaan en ik jullie regelmatig 

mocht bezoeken voor mijn onderzoek. 

Figuur 1 Scholen die hebben bijgedragen aan de Rekentuindata, anno maart 2014. 
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Het doet me plezier dat een groot deel van jullie nog steeds Rekentuingebruikers zijn! 

Ook dank aan de drie scholen (Meester Haye, ’t Tilletje en ’t Prisma) waar ik voorafgaand 

aan Rekentuin terecht kon om rekendata te verzamelen uit de alledaagse lespraktijk. Die 

ervaring heeft voor een belangrijk deel bijgedragen aan de totstandkoming van Rekentuin. 

Dank ook aan alle leerkrachten die een bijdrage hebben geleverd aan de opgavenontwikke-

ling van Rekentuin en Taalzee.

Maak 5 met de getallen 7, 9, 10 en 14.**
Ik wil mijn vrienden bedanken voor al hun steun rondom dit proefschrift, maar vooral 

ook daarbuiten. Jullie hebben met me meegeleefd en gezorgd voor de nodige afleiding als 

ik dat nodig had. Ik wil in het bijzonder Ellen, Jolien, Annemieke en Marije bedanken die 

vooral in de laatste fase van mijn proefschrift een enorme steun zijn geweest. Annemieke 

en Ellen, bedankt dat jullie mijn ‘stok achter de deur’ wilden zijn bij de laatste actiepunten. 

Ellen, ik vind het fijn dat je straks als paranimf naast me staat want onze vriendschap is mij 

veel waard. Bedankt voor je steun bij moeilijke momenten, maar zeker ook voor alle leuke 

momenten. 

Maak 3 met de getallen 2, 5, 9 en 40.*
Tja, als je lang over het promoveren doet, sneuvelt er in de tussentijd soms ook een re-

latie, misschien zelfs wel deels door het proefschrift. Onno en Frank, bedankt voor jullie 

steun gedurende het promotietraject. Maar de laatste loodjes wegen altijd het zwaarst dus 

mijn grootste dank gaat uit naar Ernst. Een relatie beginnen met iemand die haar proef-

schrift moet afronden, is wellicht niet de beste timing. Maar met mijn tempo hadden we 

anders nog lang moeten wachten ;-). Ik wil je bedanken voor je steun, je humor en de ruim-

te die je me hebt gegeven om dit op mijn manier af te kunnen afronden. Ik ben gek op je! 

Maak 7 met de getallen 2, 6, 8 en 10.**
Ik wil afsluiten met het bedanken van mijn familie en daarbij zeven familieleden in het 

bijzonder. Lieve Ernst en Geraldien, bedankt voor al jullie hulp in de afgelopen jaren: van 

opbeurende gesprekken, schrijfweken in Frankrijk tot het controleren van de Nederlandse 

teksten uit dit proefschrift. Een kind dat aan het promoveren is, lijkt af en toe nog het meest 

op een puber. De ene keer willen ze graag je hulp en het volgende moment mag je het on-

derwerp niet eens aansnijden. Jullie hadden dan ook nog eens twee van die types. Ik hou 

enorm van jullie en ben erg dankbaar voor jullie onvoorwaardelijke steun.

Lieve Thomas, hoeveel lijken wij in sommige opzichten op elkaar, in goede en slechte 

eigenschappen, en dan ook allebei promoveren. Jij begrijpt daarom als geen ander hoe las-
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tig het schrijven van een proefschrift kan zijn. Ik wil jou en Froukje bedanken voor jullie 

betrokkenheid en steun en Elin en Jiri voor de afleiding van verstoppertje spelen en duplo 

bouwsels na een dag worstelen met m’n proefschrift. Ik hou van jullie.

Tot slot draag ik dit proefschrift op aan mijn oom Dik die in 2011 overleed. Degene die 

mijn liefde voor puzzels en rekenen deelde en mij kon helpen met mijn wiskunde huiswerk. 

Een liefde die voor een belangrijk deel heeft bijgedragen aan mijn keuze voor psycholo-

gisch onderzoek en de focus op rekenen. Ik had jou graag tijdens mijn lekenpraatje uitge-

legd hoe het ratingsysteem van jouw geliefde schaaksport een grote rol heeft gespeeld bij 

mijn promotieonderzoek.

Maak tenslotte het getal -1 met de getallen 2, 10, 10 en 30 als je niet genoemd 
bent, maar wel een bijdrage hebt geleverd aan dit proefschrift. Ook jij anonieme 
helper, bedankt! 

 




